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“The new Triac 2.5 has the best swing weight of
any racing pole I have ever used.”

Jessie Diggins: Peru Vermont 8/22/16

We’re proud to welcome World Champion Jessie Diggins as a Swix athlete for
the coming season. Find world-beating performance with Swix poles and
gloves at your local Swix dealer.
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Since

2006

It’s hard to believe 10 years have passed since we opened
the doors at BNS. At the time, it was a scary venture –
nothing like what we envisioned existed at the time.
Launching a seasonal business that focused entirely on a
tiny niche sport seemed like it made sense, but if it made
so much sense, why hadn’t it been done before?
My unique vision of a cross-country ski shop originated
from years of performing clinics around the country as
a member of the Subaru Factory and FSx (Fischer/Swix)
Teams. My teammates and I noticed people were challenged by the technical aspects of our sport everywhere
we went. There was a huge thirst for knowledge about
equipment, technique, training and waxing.
In 2003, I helped launch the Subaru Factory Team Academy to tackle this problem. We created a series of camps
and clinics across the US and in Europe, New Zealand
and Argentina to spread the knowledge we gained at the
highest levels of the sport. Several years later, the demise
of the local ski shop in my hometown of Boulder, Colorado
prompted me and a few of my ski buddies to wonder what
would happen if we created a nationally-focused ski shop
that provided World Cup-level service.
After a year of scheming, we condensed our vision and
a multitude of ideas into a simple approach: share the
knowledge and experience of people who are passionate
about cross-country skiing to make the sport more accessible and fun. After pulling together a staff of XC freaks
with high-level knowledge gleaned from years of racing,
coaching and providing service at events, I bought a stonegrinder, installed it in my garage and worked out a deal
with a friend to insert a ski shop in his bike store from
October to March.
My first day working retail was October 9, 2006 - BNS
opening day. Luckily, my friends, employees and colleagues
in the industry were excited to see the concept succeed,
and offered up a lot of help and advice. It also didn’t hurt
that 2006-2007 was an epic snow year in Boulder. We
worked incredibly hard to master stone grinding and ski
selection while figuring out the day-to-day operations of
running a ski shop and web site. All while being blessed
by seemingly endless snowstorms.
In 2007, happy that the concept was successful, we
moved BNS into its own space and kept the focus on
expanding knowledge and improving the level of service
we provided. Despite the crash of the global economy
in 2008-2009, BNS continued to grow dramatically. In
2009, we expanded to Portland, Maine; launched BNS
Mobile Ski Service; and began importing SkiGo, Holmenkol and several smaller wax lines. That year we became
the largest dealer of top-end skis in the US for several
brands as well. In 2011 we moved the Boulder store to
its current location, tripling the size of that store. With our
expansion to Minneapolis in 2014, our footprint grew to
cover most of the Nordic skiing population in the US and
gave us a permanent home in the heartland of skiing.

BNS’s journey has been both challenging and rewarding.
Discovering how to succeed in a tiny niche has sometimes
felt like a battle of will and effort unbecoming of such a
graceful sport. Seasonality and dependence on fickle
weather add unique challenges above and beyond the normal trials inherent in running a small business. Throw in
locations in 3 states just to complicate things, and it is a
lot to manage. But for each of the sales tax audits, robberies and late-night stone grinding sessions, there are countless happy customers, numerous beautiful sunrises on the
wax testing hill and many glorious days of skiing followed
by amazing dinners in far-off places with old friends and
new. Cross-country skiing has blessed me with so much.
I’ve had the privilege of skiing on four continents, made
friends from dozens of countries and learned how our sport
operates from the grass-roots level to the Olympics, World
Championships and everything in between. The one constant throughout my career as an athlete, coach, ski technician, stone grinder and ski purveyor is that the people in
this sport are exceptional.
From fellow competitors, spectators, and industry colleagues who offer their homes and tables up freely to
strangers like me, to the hundreds of employees, volunteers, investors and friends who have worked so hard to
make the BNS vision a reality; we really do have a unique
community of people who share this beautiful sport we
all love. And as we enter year 10 of this crazy, ridiculous
adventure called BNS, I look back at the fond memories
and so many of them involve my amazing colleagues, customers, friends and supporters who are the true creators of
this unique enterprise. Congratulations and thanks to all of
you who have contributed to building BNS. I so appreciate
everyone’s help and I look forward to the next ten years
of adventure and discovery with you. I hope it will be as
rewarding and fun as the last ten. And maybe a little less
work, now that we have figured a few things out….

2014

2009

A DECADE OF BNS
NATHAN SCHULTZ,
FOUNDER BNS

Since

Since

BNS EAST

BNS East was our second location that launched in 2009 with the hiring of Roger Knight
and the mission to support Eastern skiers and teams the same way we were in the West
and the Midwest. We knew getting Roger out of Maine was going to happen less and
less frequently so it was best to open a shop there. While BNS East is not as fancy as
our flagship store or the store in MN, it has a lot of character. Headquartered in an old
railroad refrigeration unit of a warehouse, BNS East is pure performance. At BNS East,
expect to find handpicked skis from all of our partner brands as well as the largest wax
selection anywhere in North America. Come by and talk wax or skis anytime, we will
share our knowledge with you and even take you for a tour through the legendary wax
backroom. BNS East has free Wi-Fi and an old blue couch if you are traveling and need to
do some work. At BNS East, we want to help make your skiing experience better. Expect
to see on snow clinics, wax clinics, race waxing service and classroom type instruction
clinics from us. We also get out to as many races as we can and provide on-site service.
At BNS East, we are all about the Nordic.
ROGER KNIGHT Roger is a Mainer to the core. He is also a Nordic guy to the core. Roger
grew up racing at Mt. Blue HS and then later as a University of New Hampshire Wildcat.
When the time came to pick a career, Roger passed and just made Nordic his career. He
considers himself lucky to have met most of his ski heroes and waxed for a few peeps
who have hit the podium over the years. An ideal day for Roger is a nice classic ski, some
race service and a great espresso. You will find him standing at his computer, chatting
with coaches or waxing skis at the shop. If you want to get into waxing with Roger give
him a call or drop him an email.
MARC DRABIK Marc grew up on bikes and skis in Amesbury, MA. He has worked in the
outdoor industry for over 20 years and enjoys a day of lift service tele skiing still. Marc
came later to Nordic, but is a technician in the purest sense of the word so he caught
on quick. You will find him listening intently to everyone talk all things skiing. Marc runs
the sales floor at BNS East and is the point of contact for most new customers. Marc is
“the curious cat” of BNS East, he digs into anything and everything new to check it out
immediately. Marc’s son Colby is taking up the sport of Nordic currently and hoping to be
able to beat his Dad at the Riverside 500 in the near future.
JOSH FREEMAN Josh also grew up in Maine and has been a lifelong winter enthusiast.
He was an Alpine racer in HS and his Dad still teaches at Sugarloaf USA. Josh runs our
shop area at BNS East and excels at making sure people get exactly what they need.
Josh is the BNS East Barista, always making a great espresso for the crew and the
customers. He is the one who likes to throw in the sprints on the shop skis, trying to
surprise Roger on the classic days. Josh also runs Freeman’s Bicycle Service in the BNS
East shop during the summer. He is the proud father of three daughters who are athletes
in their own right.
JAMES UPHAM James grew up in Maine and competed as a biathlete in HS and college
at Northern Michigan University. James is a full time coach but is a BNS East supersecret part-time employee. James has been the Head Coach in the past of Burke Mtn.
Academy, US Biathlon Development Coach and Recruiter and also led the US Paralympic
Team to three medals and a whole bunch of fourth place finishes at the Sochi Paralympic
Games in 2014. Currently James is the Assistant Coach at Bates College and is currently
working on withdrawing from Mountain Dew and gluten. James provides the shop with
the cute baby on days when son Callan comes by to work for the day.

BNS MIDWEST

We are starting the third season at our new location in Bloomington, MN! And while the
summer has flown by and fall has come surprisingly quickly, we are starting to find our
groove here and are ready for another great winter.
For a relatively new shop to the Twin Cities, it has been an interesting challenge to learn
our market and understand how we can best connect with our customers. For us, service
has been the avenue that has led to our favorite customer interactions and allowed us to
really grow as part of the local nordic scene.
All of the BNS stonegrinding operations are now based in the Midwest with two
machines turning out the fastest, most consistent grinds in North America. Individuals
and teams have taken advantage of our knowledge and experience, and we are grateful
to be surrounded by such a passionate ski community that understands the importance
of good, quality stonegrinding.
Our BNS Mobile Race Service had another fantastic year, helping customers post great
results at a number of events including US Nationals, the Noquemanon, the City of Lakes
Loppet, and of course our marquee event, the Birkie. We put a ton of effort into testing
skis, grinds, and wax for each event and it's a big point of pride to ensure that each
individual comes away with a positive experience. The 2016 Birkie was a perfect test of
this, with ski selection, grind, glide wax, hand structure, and klister all being tricky in the
warm and changing conditions. The results were overwhelmingly positive, and it is those
kind of race days that really make it fun to be a service-oriented shop.
That said, we are a ski shop so we have a lot of Things to sell you as well! Many of last
year's products carry over to this season but we are expanding our ski, boot, and pole
offerings every year so there is plenty of the latest and greatest here at the shop. We
have been NNN boot evangelists for years, and we are excited to have the new Salomon
Prolink boots to give our customers even more great options. We are pre-grinding and
waxing all our inventory race skis so customers no longer have to wait a week for this
service when they come in for new skis. Shop the top selection of hand-selected race skis
and take them home the same day with a proven BNS grind, ready to ski!
We obviously like to make a big deal out of our racing expertise, but it's important to note
that we have equipment and advice for skiers of all ages and all levels of experience. We
coach kids, high schoolers, and adults of all abilities. We have been passionate about
skiing and the nordic lifestyle, not just racing, since we were kids ourselves and we want
to share our love of the sport with you!
We look forward to seeing all of you soon—our regulars who come in every week for
advice on that weekend's wax and the new skiers who are looking for gear to set out
across the golf course when the next storm blows in.
Happy Trails!
5am Birkie fever for the Midwest crew

facebook.com/BoulderNordic
@bouldernordic
720.227.9400
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bns_midwest
facebook.com/BNSeast
@BNSeast
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facebook.com/bnsmidwest
@BNS_MSP
952.303.5683

M U ST
H AV E !

Active Extreme
WS Gunde Short
$60

Active WS Gunde Short
$40

Active Extreme 2.0
WS Gunde Short
$60
CRAFT ACTIVE EXTREME 2.0
CREWNECK LONG SLEEVE &
LONG UNDERPANT M $80

CRAFT ACTIVE EXTREME 2.0
CREWNECK LONG SLEEVE &
LONG UNDERPANT W $80
Craft built on the success of last year's Active Extreme
Concept pieces to create this top-performance
baselayer top. Bodymapped with Craft’s Mesh
Superlight and Active Extreme fabrics, optimized
specifically for men and women. For those seeking the
very best.

ACTIVE EXTREME CONCEPT LONG SLEEVE W $80
Top-performance baselayer top utilizing Moving
Wing Technology for total freedom of movement.
Bodymapped with Craft’s Mesh Superlight and Active
Extreme fabrics, optimized specifically for men and
women. For those seeking the very best.

CRAFT ACTIVE EXTREME
CREWNECK LONG SLEEVE &
LONG UNDERPANT W $75
Made with Craft’s high-performance Be Active Extreme
material, with multi-channel fibers to enhance
temperature regulation and moisture transport as welll
as hollow fibers that provide insulation while they
move moisture out of the garment. Flatlock seams
follow body movement, ergonomic fit, 100% polyester
and 300% stretch that will never wear out.

ACTIVE & ACTIVE EXTREME WS GUNDE SHORT
The Gunde short is a wind brief that no man should
be skiing without. Featuring stretch Gore Windstopper
material to cover all crucial areas. Available in two
models: with Craft Active fabric for more insulation
or Craft Active Extreme for maximum performance.

CRAFT ACTIVE EXTREME
CREWNECK LONG SLEEVE &
LONG UNDERPANT M $75

bouldernordic.com
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CRAFT ACTIVE COMFORT
The Active Comfort line is an all-new product from
Craft that blurs the lines between the technical base
layer and something that you want to wear around all
day. While still offering all of the features that Craft
has been famous for over the last 40 years, the Active
Comfort line offers a remarkably soft feel and heathered
look that is even more remarkably fashionable.

ACTIVE COMFORT
BOXER W
$30
ACTIVE COMFORT
PANTS W
$50

ACTIVE COMFORT ZIP LONG SLEEVE W
$60

ACTIVE COMFORT
BOXER M
$30

ACTIVE COMFORT ZIP LONG SLEEVE M
$60

CRAFT ACTIVE
CREWNECK LS
$60
CRAFT ACTIVE
LONG UNDERPANTS
$60

CRAFT STORM TIGHTS
WOMEN’S & MEN’S $120
Warm and wind protective front panel with a brushed
inside for extra warmth. A split at the knee for optimal
freedom of movement and ventilation. The back is a
thermal elastic material brushed on the inside to provide warmth and ventilation. The fit is a combination
of a tight and pant.

SWIX CARBON PANT
WOMEN’S & MEN’S $150
The Carbon Pant has returned, and
we’re happy to see it back! Excellent
year-round training pant using a light,
3-layer membrane system, elastic
waistband with drawstring, reflective
piping. Wind- and water-repellent.

SWIX GEILO PANT
WOMEN’S & MEN'S $100
With both a 3-layer membrane and
Lycra, the relaxed fit of this pant
makes it a great option for lessstrenuous activities.

SWIX UNIVERSAL PANT $96
A staple of Swix’s pant lineup for
years, the Universal pant has a
reputation as an affordable, useful allaround pant with excellent durability.
Featuring a stretch back panel, fulllength two-way zip, pre-shaped knees
and wind and water repellency.

CRAFT ACTIVE
Craft’s Active lineup is the original Craft fabric that
skiers have come to know and love over the years.
Combining two durable fibers into one functional
baselayer, Craft Active has a fast-drying polyester yarn
next to the skin that moves moisture away from the
body. The outer layer is made of spun yarn which continues to pull moisture to the outside of the garment,
keeping it off the skin while insulating. The unique
knit creates channels that provide both ventilation
and insulation. 100% polyester, 300% stretch that
will never wear out.

bouldernordic.com
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PODIUMWEAR JESSIE DIGGINS SILVER JACKET
Designed in cooperation with World Champion Jessie
Diggins and made in Minnesota (just like Jessie!) Silver
fabric is lightweigt and ultra breathable.
Shown at left and above.
$140

PODIUMWEAR GOLD SUIT - BNS CUSTOM
27-panel flatseam construction with carbon fabric splicing
around major muscle groups. 1.5" eliastic waist with
drawcord. Suit top has smooth tailored waist hem with
no elastic.
$200

PODIUMWEAR JESSIE DIGGINS SILVER RACE SUIT
Two-piece Lycra race suit (bottoms shown at left and
above)
$190
BOULDER NORDIC SPORT HAS YOU COVERED!
Our catalog shows just a sample of the new styles of
apparel that we have available. Don't see what you're
looking for? Give us a call or browse our selection
online at bouldernordic.com!
We have everything from baselayers, socks, tights,
pants, jackets, cozy lifestyle wear and more! Plus,
plenty of sale and closeout items.
Our staff has years of experience with these and
other clothing brands to help answer your questions
about fit and fuction. We want to make sure you
have fun outdoors and the right clothing will help
make that happen!

JESSIE DIGGINS DESIGNS AVAILABLE AT BNS AND PODIUMWEAR.COM

CRAFT US SKI TEAM LEISURE HOODIE M & W

SWIX BELKA REVERSIBLE JACKET M & W

Sporty hooded jacket made of soft, elastic and functional
polyester. Full zip. Hood with draw cord. Two handwarmer
pockets. US Ski Team logo on shoulder. $99

A reversible padded jacket that is warm, lightweight and
breatheable. Water repellent treatment, zippered hand
pockets, media pocket. Reversible! $160

bouldernordic.com
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DAEHLIE SPECTRUM 2.0 JACKET
Lightweight, high-performance jacket perfect for
high-intensity skiing. Wind- and water-proof front
and arms, breatheable mesh on back and under
arms. $200

DAEHLIE MENS ATHLETE VEST
Ideal for layering up when a baselayer alone isn't
warm enough. The fit is trim, so I can fit under a
jacket for added warmth, too. Side stretch panels
allow freedom of movement. $120

DAEHLIE WOMENS ATHLETE VEST
Ideal for layering up when a baselayer alone isn't
warm enough. The fit is trim, so I can fit under a
jacket for added warmth, too. Side stretch panels allow freedom of movement. $120

DAEHLIE MENS DRY SHIRT LS
Excellent base layer at a very reasonable
price. Like the name says, it keeps you dry
and regulates temperature and moisture to
keep you comfortable in high activity.
$50

DAEHLIE MENS
MOTIVATION PANT
A great all-around ski pant for the
skier who likes skiing and nature
but who does not measure the
performance in time. Softshell in
front and a stretchy, breatheable
back. Ankle zipper.
$100

12

DAEHLIE MENS
TERMINATE PANT
A full stretch pant with windproof
panels on the front thighs and
knees. Lightweight and simple
pant covers the essentials. Elastic
waistband.
$120

Boulder Nordic Sport ©2016

DAEHLIE WOMENS DRY SHIRT LS
Excellent base layer at a very reasonable
price. Like the name says, it keeps you dry
and regulates temperature and moisture to
keep you comfortable in high activity.
$50

SWIX XTRAINING JACKET WOMEN’S & MEN’S
Lightweight microfiber jacket with a full mesh lining and a large,
stretchable, breatheable back panel. Generous fit without being
too bulky makes it very comfortable for high activity, but still
allows for layering underneath when it is colder or for lowerintensity workouts.
$90

SWIX RACE X WOMEN’S & MEN’S
This 100% polyester underlayer is a
favorite in our shop for its performance,
comfort, and price. The ultralight fabric
features a Four-Way Super Stretch,
seamless underarm sections, antinubbling technology and an anti-odor
treatment.
LONG SLEEVE TOP $40
LONG UNDERWEAR BOTTOM $40
MENS WIND BOXER $40

An easy drive from Denver, you’ll find world-class
Nordic skiing, award-winning dining, cozy cabins,
grand lodges and a spa that will rival anything back
in the city. Go on now, git.

DAEHLIE COMPETE WIND BOXER
Boxer for training and racing with windproof fabric in front. Perfect fit and supreme
moisture management. Rib knit for maximum freedom of movement and comfort.
$40

TAB ER NAS H , C O LO R AD O

970.726.5632

devilsthumbranch.com

B E S T

LO O K S

SELLER

GREAT

BEFAST BNS CUSTOM
KNIT HAT $35

SWIX GUNDE HAT
$32

SKIGO X-SKIN M & W
The X-Skin is a very thin and supple racing glove with
excellent breathability. It features a windproof back of
hand and a very thin palm made of Clarino for great
feel and grip. $49

CRAFT RACE HAT
$25

BEFAST FUSIONSPORT HAT
$27

BJORN DAEHLIE FLAG HAT
$25

BJORN DAEHLIE POLYKNIT HAT
$20
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HESTRA WINDSTOPPER RACE TRACKER
An all-time favorite, this glove offers a close fit,
neoprene cuff, and minimum palm seams to avoid
chafing. The machine-washable Gore Windstopper
makes this relatively lightweight glove quite warm.
The 3 Finger is an even warmer version of Hestra’s
Windstopper Race Tracker, and offers the dexterity of
having a free thumb and index finger while keeping
all the other fingers together for warmth, like a
mitten. This is a great option for exceptionally cold
days or for those who often get cold hands. $65

CRAFT RACE HAT
$25

BEFAST WINTERSPORT HAT
$25

SKIGO FLEXIBLE
The Flexible is an X-Skin glove with a wind-proof overmitt for colder temperatures. The overmitt is easily deployed or stowed into a small wrist pocket. This is a
great glove for changing temperatures and conditions.
$60

YOKO LOBSTER
One of BNS’s most popular gloves, the Lobster from Yoko
keeps hands extra warm by grouping fingers together.
Insulated with Windstopper, Thermolite and Thinsulate,
this is a great glove for those with chronically cold hands
or for anyone in extremely cold conditions. $65

TOKO PROFI
This is a favorite medium- to warm-weather glove of
racers everywhere. Lightweight comfort without bulk.
The box-construction fingers have ventilating mesh on
the sides. This is a very versatile glove that you can
race in down to 15F or rollerski in. $45

SKIGO X-SKIN THERMO
A great medium-weight glove for skiing in slightly
colder temperatures than the X-Skin, with Lycra front
and Thinsulate lining. With Fleece reinforced fingertip,
Clarino palm and additional insulation around the fingers. $49

BEFAST WINTERSPORT HEADBAND
$20

BJORN DAEHLIE POLYKNIT HEADBAND
$20

YOKO THERMO
This very warm multi-sport glove features a 3-layer
Gore Windstopper softshell fabric and Thinsulate back
of hand. The palm side utilizes YOKOpalm synthetic
leather with 2mm sponge insulation and silicone printed graphics for extra grip. $60

TOKO CLASSIC
The name says it all! The Classic is a basic ski glove
that just works. Very durable, comfortable, and simple.
Box-construction fingers are comfortable and keep
you warm without bulk. No straps or Velcro to fray.
Comfortable in most temperatures, it's as close to a
"one glove fits all conditions" as you can get. $45

HESTRA COMFORT TRACKER
A go-to answer in our shop when people ask, "what
is the warmest glove you have?" The generous fit,
insulation, and soft, brushed lining all make this
glove incredibly comfortable. Three-finger gloves
may look odd, but you'll immediately understand
their benefit when you strap on a pair of poles while
wearing them. They allow correct finger ergonomics
unlike lobster gloves that separate the wrong fingers.
A joy to ski in! $70

SKIGO HUMMER PRO
The Hummer Pro is a warm and windproof lobster
glove with Thinsulate lining and Clarino palm. A great
glove for very cold, windy and bitter days. It is one
of the most popular gloves we sell. What’s with the
name? “Hummer” means “lobster” in Swedish. $49

YOKO MF 270
The MF270 features 3-layer Gore Windstopper Technical Fleece laminated with Thinsulate on the back of
the hand, making this the warmest 5-finger XC glove
we know of. The palm side offers YOKOpalm synthetic
leather and knitted cuff. A very popular cold-weather
and all-around glove with amazingly low bulk. $50

bouldernordic.com
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JUST BECAUSE IT'S SUMMER
DOESN’T MEAN YOU CAN’T SKI

aren’t able to ski on snow in the summer, and perhaps even more so… rollerskiing with
the most correct snow-like movements as possible is always the best, even if its slower.
Eagle Glacier provides amazing klister conditions, and feeling that nuance of the classic
kick is so, so valuable!

“Get to the choppa!!”

Personally, my favorite part about the glacier is… the epic sleep! With so many kilometers
being skied, muscular fatigue is always ebbing at you, challenging you to eat enough and
recover enough to be able to do it again tomorrow… not to mention this afternoon! The
skiing may be superb, but the sleeping is world class! Cold, clean mountain air blows in
the open windows as you snuggle in your blanket-bunk cocoon, and you are just so tired
from the latest training session that the deep, face-pressed-into-the-wrinkled-sheets kind
of Z’s come quickly.

REESE HANNEMAN

Most training camps at the Thomas Training Center on Eagle Glacier begin with somebody
doing their best Arnold impression. It’s usually not a good one, and it’s made by somebody
wearing way too much spandex in ridiculous colors. But it’s what we are all thinking, and
it brings out a few smiles as groups of us load into the helicopters.
Just a few minutes later, the skids touch down and we are 6000ft higher than we started,
and it’s a different world up here. Gone is the humid ocean air, towering trees and coastal
Alaskan lushness. Now it’s a stark world of mostly black and white; dark rocky ridges, and
a vast ocean of frozen white water. It’s time to train.
The opportunity to ski on a glacier in the summer months is both incredible… and not
that incredible at the same time. While its 80 degrees in town in July, it seems amazing
that there is somewhere with hundreds of feet of snow that is groomed with trails that
mimic a homologated race course. But then again, it only takes less than an hour to get
there from the Anchorage airport, so why is it that amazing?
But it is a magical place... As one of only a few glaciers in the world where summer xc
skiing is offered, it is a great resource for American skiers. The terrain is much more
interesting and realistic than most similar summer skiing spots, and with the new Pisten
Bully 100, the track is superb.
Typically, we focus on volume training when we are up there. One of the great benefits of
the Thomas Training Center is being able to get the body to re-focus on the very specific
movement patterns that we need for snow skiing, but are hard to replicate any other way.
Most elite skiers put in 20-30 hours of skiing in a week, which reinforces the proper
technique to be used when we go back to rollerskiing for the next month. Even if you

Now, I know what some of you are thinking… “This is just a ridiculous extravagance
that isn’t really necessary. Why don’t you just rollerski more.” I know, because I used to
think that way too. But when you step back and look at what it takes to become a world
class ski racer… unfortunately (or fortunately), getting time on snow all year is essentially
one of the requirements. Who is the fastest person on the World Cup circuit who doesn’t
ski in the summer…? When you look at it in that light, it’s apparent that any chance to
train on real snow in the summer is hugely beneficial. It is a chance to level the playing
field against our European counterparts. I feel really lucky to be a part of the APU Nordic
Ski Center, who makes the access to this training relatively easy. There are many camps
hosted every summer, so if you are interested, check out APUNORDIC.COM
This summer of 2016 has been a very successful training block for me, having skied
about 1200 kilometers on Eagle Glacier. Every year that I train up there, the transition to
snow in the falltime gets less and less awkward, and my general fitness and ski specific
technique has steadily improved. I am looking forward to putting it to use this winter, and
hope to see you on the trails!
Reese Hanneman

U.S. PARALYMPICS NORDIC SKIING PROGRAM UPDATE
BY JOHN FARRA, HIGH PERFORMANCE DIRECTOR

photo: reese hanneman / engine room

SIT SKI CLASS IS FINDING SUCCESS
U.S. Paralympics Nordic Skiing has been enjoying success in International Paralympic
Committee (IPC) World Cup, World Championship, and Paralympic Games competitions
for the past few seasons. Medals and accolades have come as a result of a very strong
team of sit skiers such as Andy Soule & Oksana Masters who have been on the podium
multiple times, and have earned Overall World Cup titles in the past few seasons, as
well as medalists Tatyana McFadden and Dan Cnossen. The program is working hard to
maintain the strength of the sit skiing program, while starting to see some exciting growth
and progress in our Standing and Visually Impaired classes.
VISUALLY IMPAIRED ATHLETE COMING ON
Jake Adicoff grew up racing out of the Sun Valley Ski Educational Foundation, and even with
a visual imparity he has been able to qualify for USSA Junior Nationals Championships,
and in 2016 he qualified for the Sochi Paralympic Games where he finished 6th in his
best race. With two years of Collegiate racing under his belt as a member of the Bowdoin
College Team, he came back into Paralympic competition and took 4th place in a IPC
World Cup in Finland in March 2016. Jake is working hard to progress his skiing with a
new guide, Sawyer Kesselheim, and aims to improve his finish in the 2018 Paralympic
Winter Games in PyeongChang.

U.S. SKI COMMUNITY HELPS FIND NEW TALENT
We have been introduced recently to some young up and coming skiers who are racing
for their high school Teams in Wisconsin and Maine, with disabilities which make them
eligible to compete in IPC competitions. We learned of these athletes from members of
the U.S. ski community who thought we would want to know there was some young
talent out there. This is really exciting progress for our program since we feel strongly
that the way we will make the best long-term improvements as a nation is to have lots
of young people with visual imparities or missing limbs (or other disabilities) skiing with
their High School Teams and local Nordic clubs.
PARTNERSHIPS WITH EXISTING CLUBS
U.S. Paralympics has been working hard to establish strong partnerships with Clubs
around the country who are interested in helping advance our goal of winning medals
in Paralympic Games competitions. This has been a big help with regard to awareness
and athlete development around the country. This year we are excited to announce that
we will be setting up a residence program in Bozeman, Montana where our athletes will
integrate with BSF (Bridger Ski Foundation) and with BBC (Bridger Biathlon Club) when
they are not traveling around the globe for IPC competitions.
GREAT OPPORTUNITY IN PARA SPORT
The U.S. Olympic Committee wants to win the medal count in the Paralympic Games,
and with nearly 50% of the winter medals at the Winter Games coming from Nordic
Skiing, they will need our program to be successful to achieve that goal. They support
our efforts to run a highly professional program and this provides opportunities for young
people with disabilities in Para Nordic Skiing. We encourage anyone who knows potential
Para athletes, especially those who live in Nordic communities, to reach out to us at
uspnordic@gmail.com

bouldernordic.com
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AIRTRIM

The Airtrim mask is a heat/moisture exchanger which
recovers the heat and moisture from exhaled air. The filter
heats the air you breathe in, protecting your air passages
from the cold.
There are many different filter types - Sport, Asthma
and Racing 1, 2 and 3. The Asthma filter gives the most
warming (lowest airflow) and is for people with asthma or
angina who suffer from breathing cold air. The sport filter
is designed for low- to medium-intensity training, and the
race filters for high-intensity workouts and racing. Race
1 is the most resistance/warming, Race 3 is the least
resistance/warming.

SPORT MASK (blue or black) comes with one sport filter
and one Racing 1 filter.
$65
ASTHMA MASK (grey) comes with two asthma filters.
$65
FILTER PACKS come in 2-packs of Racing 1, Racing 2,
Racing 3, Asthma and Sport.
$31
RACING PACK containing one each of Racing 1, 2 and 3.
$46

Allow the mask and filter to air dry. Always bring along
spare filters on long training sessions and long trips. Spare
filters must be kept dry. Filters that are adequately dried
between uses should last 20-30+ sessions.

SKI TIES (PAIR) $5 Show your support for the National Nordic Foundation and keep your skis protected! These highquality ski ties are designed to hold your skis at the tips and
tails snugly--keeping your bases safe and scratch free.
BUFFS $10 (not shown) Not only is the NNF Buff stylish,
it's got many, many uses. Keep an eye out for these on US
skiers all over the international circuits this winter!
CIRQUE POM HATS $25 Stay warm and show your support
of the NNF with these comfy beanies from Cirque Mountain
Apparel. These soft hats not only fit everyone...they look
great on everyone, too!
SNAP BACK HATS $12 A classic, understated hat with easily adjustable snapback feature. Brim is easily shaped for
those who don't rock the flat brim.

DRINKBELTS
We at BNS do love our drinkbelts and we are glad that this staple
of European training wear has finally caught on in the US. All the
drinkbelts feature a plastic one-liter bottle with a wide-mouth screwoff cap. The bags are insulated and have a compartment that holds
kick wax, snacks, cork, phone, and keys. Lots of brands, starting at
$40. We have regular belts that hold water bottles, too.
BAGS
Even at 96 pages, we can't fit everything into the catalog! We have lots
of duffels and ski bags in all sizes, including specialty bags for your
biathlon rifle or your ski boots. Check online at bouldernordic.com!
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SUMMER BOOTS

ROLLERSKIING: WHY
If you are serious about skiing, you should be rollerskiing. Rollerskiing helps you make significant improvements
in balance, upper body strength, technique and makes the transition to snow faster and easier. If you have never
rollerskied before, you will be amazed at how much it helps with ski-specific strength and technique. Plus it’s fun.
Not all rollerskis are equal. It is important to get rollerskis that actually allow you to reasonably mimic skiing. For
skate skis, this means that they need to be fast enough but not blazing fast—about as fast as skiing on snow.
Inexpensive rollerskis that use urethane rollerblade type wheels are not only dangerous and difficult to stop, they
do not accurately simulate skiing on snow. Inexpensive classic skis use low quality ratchet wheels that do not ski
anything like being on snow and so bring very little training value.
BNS staffers have put thousands of hours on rollerskis and we have extensively tested every ski we sell. We know
what works on different roads, for different people, and for different goals.

ROLLERSKIING: HOW
CLASSIC VS. SKATE Rollerskis, like regular skis, come
in classical and skate versions. Skate rollerskis have
narrower wheels to roll on edge smoothly, while classical
skis have wider wheels for stability and a ratchet to
provide “grip” when kicking. Rollerskis are typically used
to build specific strength, balance and technique.
Because classical ratchets give perfect kick regardless of
technique, it is important to be diligent about technique
when classical striding on rollerskis in order to avoid
developing a late kick on snow. Many people avoid
getting bad habits by only skating and double-poling on
rollerskis. We recommend starting with a pair of skate
rollerskis that allow you to do 90% of what you need to
do: double-pole and skate. Classic rollerskis are best for
classic-only skiers or serious skiers who want to train
both techniques.
BOOTS & BINDINGS Normal winter bindings and boots
are used with rollerskis. Alpina and Fischer also make
rollerski boots that are cooler and lighter than winter
boots. Rollerskiing breaks boots down significantly faster

The optional power meter has become incredibly popular
allowing the user to track current power, average power,
peak power, and time. It is available installed on new
machines or as an add-on kit for all Ercolinas sold after
2007. This is an incredibly helpful training tool for the
serious athlete.

ALPINA ESK SUMMER $430

POLES & FERRULES Any pole can be used for
rollerskiing by switching out winter pole baskets with
special rollerskiing tips called ferrules. These have
hardened steel tips that grip asphalt. Using rollerskiing
ferrules is strongly advised as the tips on snow-skiing
baskets wear out very quickly and are prone to breakage.
Use the same pole length that you would on snow.
Rollerski tips grip asphalt and dirt but not concrete. The
tips need to be sharpened regularly to avoid slipping on
the road surface. The best way to do this is sharpen tips
every time you go out—it only takes 30 seconds and
makes rollerskiing much more enjoyable and effective.
Regular sharpening is important; going too long between
sharpenings will lead to tips being too dull to sharpen
effectively.

PROJECT :

b o ul d e r no r d i c s p o r t l o g o f i na l

DATE:

ALPINA ECL SUMMER $250

ALPINA ASK SUMMER $300

8 -8 -0 6

Built on a stainless steel frame, the Ercolina can be
mounted indoors or outdoors on two anchor bolts or
on an optional mounting rail that offers easy height
adjustment. Optional door-mounting hooks are also
available for those with limited space.

ALPINA ACO SUMMER $230

The list of athletes who use the Ercolina Poling Machine
is impressive: Martin Fourcade (2013 Biathlon World
Cup winner), Justyna Kowalcyk (2013 World Cup
Champion), and Sergio Bonaldi (2013 Birkie winner)
are just a few.
Ercolina
Ercolina
Ercolina
Ercolina
Ercolina
Ercolina
Ercolina

Poling Machine without Power Meter: $1,050
Poling Machine with Power Meter: $1,400
Power Meter Retrofit Kit: $500
Height Adjustment Mounting Rails: $40
Door Mounting Hooks: $20
Storage Bag: $65
Ergonomic Handles (pair): $32

Boulder Nordic Sport ©2016

WOODSKI CLASSIC
Built by hand in Manchester, NH; Woodski uses laminated birch shafts to make a very effective training tool. Not only is using wood to make a rollerski very green, it also provides
a shaft that has a ski-like flex and does a great job reducing road noise. The Woodski
Classic features unique CT tracking adjusters, allowing users to easily and precisely adjust
front wheel alignment with simple tools. Woodski is also the only company we know of
that includes a brake with each pair of skis at no additional charge. The brake slows the
ski well, and it can be installed/removed quickly and easily with basic tools. These are a
great option for any skier, but are particularly popular with beginners who enjoy the low
price and free brake. $309

WOODSKI SKATE
Made in the USA, Woodski rollerskis are made of laminated birch – it is incredibly strong
and flexible, giving the ski a snow ski-like flex and absorbing road vibrations. Woodski is
the only company we know of that includes a free brake with every pair of their rollerskis.
The brake is incredibly effective and can be installed or removed in five minutes using
basic tools. While this is an excellent ski for anyone, these are very appealing to new
skiers with a relatively low price point and without the added cost of purchasing a brake
separately. $299

FISCHER CARBONLITE SKATE
Fischer’s rollerskis are a clean-sheet shaft design that takes advantage of their considerable ski building experience. Utilizing the same Air Core technology found in their highend skis, the Fischer Carbonlite skate rollerski provides an authentic on-snow feel. This
unique construction also helps to absorb road noise, providing a smoother ride. The Carbonlite Skate has been well-reviewed in its first summer season and we expect to see the
continued success of this model. $339

SKI*GO CARBON SKATE
This has been our favorite skate roller ski over the last few years and SKI*GO just made it
even better! The wheels are brand new and live up to the standards of the highest quality skate rollerski wheels on the market. These skis dampen the road vibration and have
the feel of a real ski with the carbon construction. All of these skis come standard with
the medium speed wheels; the faster wheels of the past three years were a bit too fast
for some. Faster wheels are available for purchase however if you desire. These skis are
available with NIS plate or flat. If you haven’t tried a pair of these sweet skiing skis you
have to get on them as they are simply incredible. $350

SKI*GO CARBON CLASSIC
An updated version of the best carbon classic rollerski in the world! These skis have a
new ratchet wheel that skis like a dream and will last longer than past versions. They
are a little bit longer than other classic rollerskis so they give you a better on snow-like
feel. The carbon acts to dampen road vibration and flex underneath the foot such as a
ski would. Brand new sleek fenders make this ski the whole package. Available with NIS
plate or flat. $350

SKI*GO GLASS FIBER CLASSIC
For those who love the feel of a glass fiber ski SKI*GO has one for you! This is a brand
new offering with high quality fenders, on snow like flex under foot and the best ratchet
wheels available today. Available flat only. $309

V2 XLQ98
The XLQ98 is the latest evolution in V2’s long line of skate rollerskis. Utilizing a newly
designed composite fork and a very light shaft, this is the lightest ski we are aware of that
can have speed reducers or a brake installed. Though V2 has not disclosed the makeup
of the new shaft, using some non-traditional ski shop science, we have come to suspect
that it is some sort of magnesium alloy. $350

SKI*GO SKATE ALUMINUM
This is a great new product that comes with the same updated high quality wheels and
fenders that are on the Carbon skis. The aluminum ski is also predrilled to accommodate
both NNN and Salomon bindings in multiple positions. All of these skis now come
standard with the medium speed wheels, but faster wheels are available for purchase.
Perfect ski for the high school racer or beginner/intermediate rollerskier who is budget
conscious. $209

V2 XL150
The use of 150mm diameter pneumatic tires gives the XL150 the unique ability to handle
rough roads or smooth dirt paths. The disadvantage is that this ski is a bit heavier and
loses some on-snow feel. Wheel speed is medium-fast and V2 speed reducers and/or calf
break are strongly recommended. BNS also recommends purchasing a spare wheel in
case of a flat tire. A combi version with clutched wheels for classic skiing is also available.
Skate: $349. Combi: $399

SKI*GO CLASSIC ALUMINUM
An updated version of the entry level aluminum offering, this one has the best ratchet
wheels available and sleek new fenders. This ski is also predrilled to accommodate both
NNN and Salomon bindings in multiple positions. Perfect ski for the high school racer or
beginner/intermediate rollerskier who is budget conscious. $275

FISCHER RCS SK $350

FISCHER RCS CL $300
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NEW WHEEL SPEED!

All SkiGo rollerskis come standard with #3 wheels,
offering the most durable, accurate on-snow feel!

than normal skiing, so it is advisable to use separate
boots for rollerskiing and winter skiing. Many people use
a pair of boots for a few winters and then convert them
into rollerski boots.

ERCOLINA
The Ercolina poling machine is not only one of BNS’
hottest-selling dryland training items, it is the bestselling poling trainer in the world. Designed and built
in Italy, the Ercolina is compact, versatile and effective.
This incredible training tool simulates the poling motion
with two independent cords attached to magnetic brakes
that offer variable resistance. The width between cords
can easily be adjusted without tools. The Ercolina is
not only good for single- and double-poling—thanks to
the adjustability built into the machine, a wide range of
personalized workouts can be achieved.

Rollerskiing tends to be very hard on winter boots; increased
sweat from use at warm temperatures and other moisture
break down the adhesive that hold boots together, often
dramatically reducing the life of the product. For those who
rollerski often, using a rollerskiing-specific boot increases
comfort while also extending the life of winter boots.

ROLLERSKI FERRULES
Every rollerskier should be using rollerski-specific ferrules on
their poles. Made from hardened carbide steel and designed
specifically for skiing on asphalt, rollerski ferrules keep a
sharp tip longer and break far less often than snow baskets.
Swix Triac Basket System (TBS) Ferrules: $30
V2 10mm Ferrules (Black): $18
V2 8mm Ferrules (Yellow): $18

SKI*GO CLASSIC JUNIOR ALUMINUM (not pictured)
A perfect ski for beginners or kids up to 145lbs. Shorter than the standard SkiGo aluminum rollerski, this ski features a short, light one-piece aluminum shaft that is pre-drilled
for easy installation of bindings. The wide wheels help to make this a very stable rollerski.
$225

bouldernordic.com
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FASTERSKIER
JOIN US,

IN PERSON OR DIGITALLY
US

James has 18 years of experience coaching elite Biathlon
and Cross-Country skiing athletes. He has produced
Olympians, Paralympic medalists, National Champions
and Jr. National Champions. He was the Head Coach of
the US Paralympic team, National Development coach for
US Biathlon, and Head Coach at Burke Mtn. Academy. His
technique sessions at the BNS East store have been a big
hit and fueled discussions throughout southern Maine. His
mission is to see that your goals are achieved through fun
and properly structured sessions.

CHANGING GEARS
JAMES UPHAM

The Generation X’ers out there remember the ubiquitous
10 speed bikes of the 70s and 80s. Before mountain bikes
were invented, there were only 10 speed road bikes and
BMX styles. That was it! Someone finally came up with
a way to cram more cogs on the rear cassette and make
the chain progressively narrower to eventually double the
number of gears. This many more weapons in the arsenal
improved performance, but only when you knew what gear
you should be in. Switching gears on a bike is easy to
get the hang of, but do you know how to change gears
when faced with a terrain change in a ski race? Are you
bogging down when the hill gets steeper? What if you need
to attack the pack with a big acceleration?
It is important to know what gear to be in. We think first
of the major gears. In classic skiing, there is striding,
double poling, kick double poling and we could throw in
herringboning and tucking and turning. Skating features
V1, V2, V2 Alternate, tucking, tuck skating and turning.
Compared to cycling we are pretty limited! When will
someone invent the other 14 gears? It may be unnecessary.
If you are V1’ing up a hill and it gets steeper, what do you
do? You use a higher tempo. You change gears. If that hill
rounds out over the top and gives you a gradual downhill,
what do you do? Your tempo slows back down and you
push harder. You use more power and glide. In this way,
you really have an infinite number of gears. Changing
tempo and power creates an infinite number of gears.
Where this gets complicated is when you don’t know
what gear to be in. Most elite skiers develop a feel for it.
If you spend 10 years and 10000 hours working on it,
you will get it right most of the time. There are World Cup
medalists out there who still struggle with it, however, and
need help from the coaching staff to work out where on the
course to V1 or V2, etc. Even at that level, not everyone

has the feel. That is why course inspection is crucial. A
smart athlete will warmup on the race course and practice
what gear feels right at the critical places.
Here is a scenario: It’s the first race of the season but you
have been focusing your training on stacking up hours on
the 6 inches of snow on the golf course. You feel fine until
your legs start to yell at you going up the long uphill on the
5k loop. “Ouch!” they say. You need to throttle back a bit
to survive but you are sure you were moving faster during
that OD last Sunday. You start to “bog down.” You are in
slow mo. What do you do? You might remember watching
a Therese Johaug World Championship video and decide
to take your tempo to hummingbird mode! What happens?
All your arms and legs start flailing around. You are
thrashing and not gliding and nothing feels connected and
working together. You haven’t developed the feel for that
high tempo yet. Your mind knows that you should turn it
over faster and back off the power but you can’t remember
what the mechanism is to make it all efficient and smooth.
Most of us can feel when we are in the wrong gear. We
feel the slow bogging down or the egg-beater thrashing.
We want to find that happy place in between but the
technique will fall apart if we don’t know HOW to do it.
Let’s look at two examples.
Double poling is evolving. It may completely replace
striding in classic races. It looks a little boring on TV when
the entire group is double poling, but trying it out on the
trails is actually pretty fun. To replace striding with double
poling, a new gear had to be invented to let you climb hills
without using kick wax. It is controversial and nowhere
near as exciting as the skating revolution of the 80s, but
it is here to stay. Even if FIS officials find a way to ban
double poling on uphills to force everyone to use kick wax,
the new style will still be used in shorter races like sprints
and 5/10ks everywhere it is allowed. It will be used in
any sprint or attack situation. Everyone wants to learn and
develop this new weapon so they can show it off like a
bright shiny new toy next season. Keep in mind that it is
still important to hold on to your old double pole style! It
is still great for flatter terrain. Just add the new uphill gear
and learn how to vary the gearing as you wish.
The traditional Double Pole features a slower tempo,
pendulum arm swings, lots of glide and an emphasis on
power directed through the poles downward into the snow.
The new style features high tempo, heels up, more use
of the legs and an emphasis on a fast recovery from the

SOLDIER HOLLOW, UTAH - JAN. 7-12

bottom of the motion to the top. The gear shifting is simple.
It happens during the launch forward or countermotion.
Need to speed up tempo? Cut down on your follow through
and launch yourself back to that high and forward position
faster. The actual poling phase when the poles are in the
ground will have the same speed of motion as before. Use
your legs to almost jump at the same time you recover your
hands and hips forward. Focus on this launching forward.
Make sure you are off your heels to completely commit to
the power phase. To get back to the high starting position
faster, recover your hands in a straight line from the end
of the follow thru to the exact spot you want them when
you plant the poles. No extra motion possible because we
need this to be fast! Instead of swinging your arms forward
in an arcing pendulum, the hands will come up straight
and much closer to your body. The hands will make a
little circular motion at the end of the follow thru by your
upper thigh and hips. Think of being in a quick draw highnoon western shootout. You have to bring those pistols up
quick! That is the same motion your arms use when you
begin to launch forward.
V1 is another good example of the importance of gear
shifting. We have been pushing the idea of even pushes
and timing on both legs. To shift gears we actually have
to modify our thinking. Pushing effectively with both legs
is crucial, but the gears can be shifted by emphasizing
one side over the other. If you are using V1 on a gradual
uphill where V2 is just not quite working any more, then
push harder and glide longer on the poling side with both
your arms and legs. You still use the non-poling side leg
by keeping pressure on it, but the emphasis is on bringing
power to the poling side motions. As the hill gets steeper,
the sides even out again. What happens when the hill gets
really steep or you need to turn up the tempo to avoid
bogging down or you need to attack the pack in a sprint
or mass start? In order to avoid thrashing around, simply
keep the poling side motion the same while speeding up
the recovery of the arms and hips on the non-poling side.
The emphasis is now on the non-poling side. Make sure
you are still using that leg effectively and your arms and
legs are connected, but speed up the motion to get back to
the high starting position on the poling side. This is your
gear shifting mechanism.
You need to master all the gears to be and efficient ski
racer. Understanding how to adjust within those gears will
help you dominate your opponents!
If you are interested in any private coaching or technique
help James is available via email jamupham@gmail.com

NATIONALS

U23/JUNIOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
SOLDIER HOLLOW, UTAH - JAN. 30-FEB. 5

BIATHLON WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
HOCHFILZEN, AUSTRIA - FEB. 8-19

XC WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

LAHTI, FINLAND - FEB. 21-MARCH 5
CABLE

AMERICAN BIRKEBEINER
TO

HAYWARD, WIS. - FEB. 25

US JUNIOR NATIONALS

LAKE PLACID, N.Y. - MARCH 3-11

SUPERTOUR FINALS

FAIRBANKS, ALASKA - MARCH 22-APRIL 2
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YOUR DAILY FIX FOR ALL THINGS NORDIC

SKI SERVICE SYSTEM

FOCUS!

Over the years, BNS staff have hosted hundreds of clinics for skiers across the world. One
thing we discovered is that there are a lot of people who are confused, frustrated and even
misguided in their attempts to master ski service. The BNS Ski Service System evolved as
a way to make the technical side of our sport manageable and fun. We do this by breaking
ski service into a framework of manageable chunks, explaining each of these steps, why
they are important and how to manage them efficiently and confidently.

SIMPLICITY
Avoid complication when possible and you’ll keep ski service manageable and fun.

Visit bouldernordic.com to sign up for automatic wax recommendation updates as well as
to get detailed guides on ski selection, stone grinding, waxing and more.

FLEET SETUP – A STEP TOWARD SUCCESS
Fleet setup is the process in which we examine each pair of skis to determine what
conditions it will be best in, and then select stone grind structures to target the appropriate
range of snow conditions. The end result is that whether you have one pair of skis or 10,
you know that every ski is high quality and that it is set up to cover a specific range of
conditions. You will be able to have a better understanding of which skis are best suited
to which conditions and you can quickly pick the right skis on race day with confidence.

EFFICIENCY
You will never have enough time or budget to do everything, so invest your
resources in what will yield the greatest returns and don’t waste time and energy
on things that won’t make a significant difference.
QUALITY
Whether it is skis, grinds, wax or tools, high-quality materials are always our
emphasis. We understand that you invest a great deal into your skiing—we are
committed to providing you with the very best products and services to help you
make your investment pay off.

For more on fleet management and grinding, see pages 26-27 and bouldernordic.com.

PERFORMANCE FACTORS
There are many different elements that must come together to produce
fast skis on race day. Understanding each of these and how important
they are relative to the other factors is the first step to nailing ski
service.
SKI QUALITY & FLEX
FLEET SETUP & MANAGEMENT
WAXING
HAND-STRUCTURE & TOPCOATS

WAXING – CLOSING IN ON SUCCESS
Once you have chosen your race skis, the most important thing you can do is make sure that you have wax
that is right for the conditions. Don’t be tempted to gamble on wax that you’re unfamiliar with or that could
be bad if conditions change. Be conservative here. As long as you have chosen your skis well and your wax is
competitive, you’ll never be out of the race.

SKI SELECTION – THE FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS
Making fast skis on race day starts long before the race with picking the right pair for you.
There are two things that matter here: getting an awesome pair of skis with the right flex.

QUALITY

The absolute quality of the ski is the most significant factor in ski performance. A highquality ski performs well in a broad range of conditions and will often be the “go-to”
ski—even for an elite racer with a large quiver of skis. On the other hand, a low-quality
ski consistently performs poorly even with the perfect stone grind and wax application.
The main difficulty in finding a ski of high absolute quality is that great skis and underperformers come off the same production lines. This is why BNS travels to hand-select
skis every summer. We thoroughly examine each pair of skis for the right characteristics
to ensure you get the best product available.

Waxing is one area where we see people worry excessively and waste a lot of time and energy when they should
be focusing on relaxing so they can race well. Keep it simple, learn to wax efficiently and waxing will not be a
daunting part of race day.
See bouldernordic.com for tips and a complete guide to waxing.

HOW WE FIGURE IT OUT

We invest a lot of time and energy in figuring out skis. We start by putting as many skis
on snow as possible and then correlating their performance to flex characteristics we find
in the ski based on flex testing machinery and our hands. We work with athletes, test skis
on snow and race ourselves, which gives us a very broad experience from which we can
identify important features like speed, acceleration, stability and ease of kick. We then
connect these performance features to the flex characteristics we see in the ski.
We then work closely with the manufacturers to learn what they are trying to accomplish
in their development and production. We test out their theories and put the skis to the
test on snow so we can get better at selecting the best skis and matching the flex pattern
to the ski’s purpose. We then use this knowledge to pick the best quality skis for specific
customers and also for our general inventory.

SPECIFIC FLEX CHARACTERISTICS

STRUCTURE & TOPCOATS – REACHING FOR AN ADVANTAGE

When race day rolls around, hopefully you will have chosen a high-quality pair of skis with
appropriate flex characteristics and grind. Combined with a conservative but competitive wax
preparation, you should already have a good pair of skis for the day. Optimization is when you
can make that good pair of skis truly great.

Every ski, even those of the same model and length, is unique in its shape and flex profile.
These characteristics must be matched appropriately with the skier and the conditions in
which the ski is intended for use. Doing so contributes greatly to how the ski will perform.
With years of experience and the help of our in-house flex-testing machine, the BNS staff
is trained to select skis that will be right for you and for where you ski.

Optimizing layers are the adjustments you make to your skis very close to race time—rub-on
and liquid flouros, called “topcoats,” as well as hand-structure. Because these elements are
applied to the skis just minutes before the start, it is possible to choose products that can
yield amazing results in a relatively narrow range of conditions. Adding the right topcoat and
hand structure to your well-prepared skis gives you a clear edge over your competition.

Phil and Nathan at Rossignol's North American distribution center in Utah.
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S H I P

BNS GRIND SYSTEM

S K I S

The BNS grind naming system simplifies grind selection. The
system is easy: Each name starts with “S” or “C” to designate
skate/classic. Two numbers follow, separated by a decimal
point. The first digit corresponds to moisture and temperature
range on a scale of 0 (cold/dry) to 5 (warm/wet). The second
digit corresponds to snow type ranging from 0 (new/sharp) to 5
(transformed/rounded). These names bring clarity to each grind’s
characteristics and also allow you to easily compare grinds relative
to each other just by looking at their names.

H E R E

+1 952.303.5683
midwest@bouldernordic.com

We recommend our core grinds on the menus to the right as
the starting point for everyone. These broad-range structures
provide a solid foundation to handle every condition, whether
you have one pair of skis or 20.

S3.2

Our Simple Grind Menu is based on how many pairs of skis you
have in your fleet. Ninety-five percent of skiers have one, two
or three pairs of skis, and we recommend different mixes of our
core grinds based on how many skis you have to work with. To
find the right mix of grinds for your fleet, choose skate/classic
and then pick the grinds that are highlighted for the number of
pairs of skis you have.
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EXPANDED RACING MENU

The reality is that snow conditions vary wildly and we sometimes need structures to complement our broadrange core grinds. The core grinds are highlighted in the middle of these expanded menus, but you’ll also find
the rest of the structures that have proven themselves worthy of being in our primary repertoire. Find out more
details about our grinds at bouldernordic.com.
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Another focus this year is going to be test projects on snow.
The last two years testing grinds on snow was nearly nonexistent due to the work of getting the new shop up and
running. However, one test project that we did work on
was to re-evaluate the majority of our menu on snow here
in our new location. The outcome was further confidence
that our grinds are fast here in the Midwest. This testing
also bolstered our understanding of our grind menu – in
other words our grinds are fast where we think they are
fast. This year we have a few projects we will work on
with the goal of putting out some new offerings for next
season. One project will be working on structures for manmade snow. With the multiple excellent man-made snow
loops here in the cities and more coming online this year
we will have easy access to good testing for this. Other
projects will be testing cold classic grinds and skate grinds
for transforming snow around freezing.
One grind that we have had success with here in the
Midwest and elsewhere around the country is our new
S0.3 grind. We have had good feedback about this grind
from customers and teams that have used it. It is a great
solution in cold, squeaky, dry snow, and has a much
bigger range than we previously thought. It also seems
to accept hand structure well, making it a good grind for

primary skis for those that live in the deep freeze parts of
the country. To make this grind we use a very fine green
stone that produces a fine, glassy finish. It is a fun grind
to make.
Lastly as a reminder – stone grinding is good for your skis.
In honor of our pledge to keep up with business as usual
this year, we will be offering reasonable round trip shipping
from Boulder and Portland for grinding in Minneapolis. It
is as easy as stopping in and dropping them off at those
locations, we will take care of the rest. For those that
are shipping skis to us, simply visit us on our website,
download a work order form, and ship skis to our MSP
location. We also offer team deals on large orders of skis
– get in touch with me at david@bouldernordic.com for
more information or a team order form. And as always –
give me a call here at the shop in Minneapolis and ask for
me, I will be happy to answer any questions you might
have about getting skis stoneground. Hope to see you out
on the trails this winter.

PROJECT :

b o ul d e r no r d i c s p o r t l o g o f i na l

DATE:
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Tazzari machines and our special stones leave skis
remarkably clean relative to other brands of machines.
We choose Tazzari because they are specifically made for
cross-country skis, they have the most advanced functions
available and Tazzari grinds are race-ready from the start
with less prep work.

C0.2
0

1

2

BNS uses cross-country-specific machines that leave
bases clean and hair-free, reducing post-grind base
prep and giving you fast skis almost immediately. These
machines are numerically controlled, which means
that the diamond cutting system and grinding wheel
are digitally controlled and can give us highly precise,
repeatable grinds. Our machine avoids the burning,
smearing and overly-aggressive structure we see in a lot
of skis that are brought to us from other grinders.

C0.4
3

MORE ABOUT STONE GRINDING

GRIND QUALITY

C1.2

1

S0.5
4

With no major changes to speak of on the horizon this year
our focus will be on small tweaks to our operations and
testing new ideas out on the snow. We will also commit
ourselves to “business as usual” and delivering the best
product to our customers with every batch of skis we run.

The quality of a stone grind directly corresponds to
performance. Producing high-quality grinds that yield
the fastest skis requires advanced machinery and highly
skilled operators. The people running the process must
have a keen eye for grind quality as they manage the
many variables that influence production on the machine.
Experience, patience and ability are all required to make
high-quality grinds consistently.

C2.4
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S1.3
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C5.4

C5.2

3

S1.2

We have had a number of big changes to our stone grinding
operations in the last two years, changes that I wrote
about in our last two grinder updates. To summarize, we
have a new machine, the Tazzari RP-23, that arrived here
two years ago from Italy and was installed by our Tazzari
serviceman and friend Lars Svensson two summers ago.
The new machine has plenty of new features that make our
grinding operations much more efficient and enjoyable for
the operator. These include a high pressure wash system
that can thoroughly clean the stone at the flick of a switch,
a new computer interface that allows us to program and
cut structures with ease, a new updated diamond drive
that adds to the precision of the machine, and new stones.
We have also streamlined our operations by moving our
old grinder from Boulder to Minneapolis. This has allowed
us to concentrate our grinding operations under one roof
giving us better focus in operations and uniform grinds for
the customer.

Stone grinding flattens the ski base, removes burnt
and damaged base material and creates an important
structure pattern. Bottom line, grinding makes your skis
faster and easier to wax when done well. Factors you
need to consider when stone grinding your skis are grind
quality and how to choose structure patterns to optimize
your skis’ performance.
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It has been a lot of fun building our stone grinding
operations here in Minneapolis and I am happy to report
that even though we are a few months away from peak
season, the grinder has been running for much of the
summer here. I will talk more about the reasons below,
but part of the reason is that we have seen an up-tick the
last few seasons in customers demanding the best out of
their skis. Stone-grinding is the ultimate in “care” for your
skis, and while it can’t make a poorly fit ski flex differently,
it can take a tired base and make it like new again. When
we were building our shop Phil made a reference to Mike
Mulligan and his steam shovel, our stone grinder is quite
literally what we have built our shop around. Along with
our strong retail service, stone grinding has become a
major part of our identity here in Minneapolis. We take
this seriously, and below I will talk how we plan to move
our operations forward into the next season along with a
few other topics.

One change that has helped us deliver a better product
is the decision to pre-grind a majority of our inventory
skis over the summer. Our philosophy at BNS is to
provide excellent core grinds that work in a wide range of
conditions – and we have been able to do that with our
menu. While we do have an extensive menu with grinds
for any specific condition – we have a menu within our
menu that offers grinds with broad ranges over many
different snow types. For the average consumer looking
to maximize a one or two pair ski fleet these grinds are
the most common choice. With our inventory pre-ground
with these grinds our customers are able to walk out of the
store after purchasing a ski without having to wait a week
or more for a stone grind. For those that ask for a more
specific grind after purchasing the pre-work of flattening
and polishing has already been done. Re-grinding the ski
is very easy at that point and can be done with minimal
work. This setup allows us to focus on grinding in the
summer when we have the most free-time while giving
the customer a much quicker time to snow with new skis.

Cl

Sk

GREEN STONE
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Download a stone grinding work order form from
bouldernordic.com. There you will find our grind
menu, info and tips, as well as shipping address and
instructions. Fill out the form, prepare your skis and
ship them to the Minneapolis store. Only ship skis to
the Minneapolis location.





S2.2

Every region has unique snow conditions. Skiers in the dry
Mountain West will want to adjust toward the colder end of
the menu, while skiers in the Northwest and California should
consider moving to the warmer end of the spectrum. We are
always happy to consult with individuals and teams to make
recommendations that keep your life simple but ensure you get
the best we have to offer.
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Please DO NOT ship skis to the
Portland or Boulder stores!

CALL US IF YOU NEED HELP

Skate

Sten Fjeldheim
Northern Michigan Ski Team
Head coach 1986-2016
Olympic & World Championship coach 1994, 95, 97

2. Ship them to us in Minneapolis, MN.

We can guide you to the right grind choice and answer
other questions you might have. Find more information
on our grinds and grind process at bouldernordic.com.

GRINDING MENUS

I was very satisfied with the quality of the grinds
that we received from BNS last season. The
craftsmanship is excellent and the final finished
product is the best that I have ever seen. The athletes
were very satisfied and the NMU ski team results
during the course of the season were excellent. Then
NMU ski team had several athletes finish in the top
10 at US Nationals as well as 8 athletes qualify for
Junior World and U23 World Championships. NMU
was also the top men's Nordic team at the 2016
NCAA skiing championships.

1. Drop them off at BNS stores in Minneapolis, MN
Boulder, CO or Portland, ME.

SHIPPING SKIS

We have two other grinds that are almost in our skate core: For
extreme cold, we recommend S0.3. For wet conditions, S4.2 is
an excellent choice. For a racer in the Rockies, S0.3, S1.3 and
S2.2 would be a great setup for three pairs of skis, while east- and
west-coast skiers might go warmer with S1.3, S2.2 and S3.2/
S4.2.

This stone is made of a finer grit than our standard stone,
giving structures that are much cleaner and more precise. A
few of our colder grinds run faster on snow when made with
the green stone, so we’ve switched production over to the new
stone for these structures.

WITH DAVE CHAMBERLAIN

YOU HAVE TWO OPTIONS
TO GET YOUR SKIS TO US FOR GRINDING:

BNS MIDWEST
8929 Penn Ave S
Bloomington MN 55431

SIMPLE GRIND MENU UPDATE

With more performance data on the S2.2 grind, it has made our
core skate grind menu. We also moved our core grinds toward the
finer end of the scale, providing broader-range solutions that can
be modified by hand structure. Everyone from ski manufacturers
to national teams seems to be migrating toward this approach, so
we are confident that these new core grinds are the best choices.

STONE GRINDER UPDATE

HOW TO GET IT DONE

4

5

CHOOSING THE RIGHT STRUCTURE

Snow varies widely in moisture content and snow crystal
type, and ski performance corresponds directly to how
well a stone grind pattern manages these factors. Some
stone grinds have very broad ranges and handle a wide
variety of conditions well, while others are superb in a
very limited set of conditions and not very good in most
others. The grinds you choose to put on your skis should
depend on how many pairs of skis you have in your
“fleet” and the conditions you expect to encounter most
often.
Since ski quality itself is a dominant factor in performance,
for most people, the best setup is 1–3 pairs of highquality skis with broad-range grinds that put the best
skis in the race more often. However, many high-level
competitors have 4–6+ pairs of skis to be able to handle
all snow conditions.

FLEET MANAGEMENT

Choosing which grind to put on your skis should not be
difficult. The first step is to identify the characteristics of
the ski itself—stiffness, camber shape and flex pattern.
Often these characteristics determine the conditions
in which the ski will be best. See our section on fleet
management for more information.

RACE DAY DECISIONS

When it comes to choosing the right ski for training or
racing, you may have to choose not only between skis,
but also grinds. Keep in mind:
•The fastest grind is the one that performs the best
over the ENTIRE course. Course conditions often vary
widely, so it is important to find the grind that works in
everything you will encounter. For example, a grind might
excel in the glazed stadium area where many people
have skied, but 90% of the course may be on newer,
dryer snow out in the woods. A better choice would be a
grind that handles the glaze, but is also fast in the newer,
dryer snow.
•Test skis/grinds against each other leading up to races
if possible. Zero out two pairs by preparing (waxing)
them the same way and testing them against each other
to determine which grind is working best. Glide testing
as well as field testing (skiing with one ski each from
two different pairs) are great ways to determine what is
working best.
•On race day, use your knowledge of each grind’s
strengths and weaknesses when making your choice.
For example, if two grinds are testing the same, but
conditions are warming, choose the warmer grind, or if
snowfall is threatening, pick a new snow grind.

bouldernordic.com
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INTRODUCTION TO WAXING
Choosing the right race wax can be challenging, but it doesn’t have to be difficult. Remember that your goal is to
have fast skis: It is important to keep it simple and focus on the essential parts. Understanding how each step in the
waxing process affects ski speed will make you more effective and efficient. There is very little science to back up our
understanding of ski waxing. Instead, wax technicians rely heavily on empirical information. They test and use what
works simply because it works—even if test results confound the most experienced of wax techs. That being said,
experience is a priceless resource when it comes to waxing. BNS staff members have waxed skis at every level of
competition, from small citizens’ races to the World Cup and the Olympics. In the following sections, we share this
knowledge with you in the hopes that our experience can help you have great skis, every time.

APPLICATION TECHNIQUES
THE GREATEST EFFECT WITH THE LEAST DAMAGE
While incidental scratches and dings incurred during
normal use don’t slow your skis down much at all, the
damage inflicted during incorrect waxing and preparation
often causes skis to slow considerably. The two most
common types of ski damage that we see are burned bases
or overheated ski cores. Burning of the base will seal the
base material, resulting in little to no wax absorption, while
an overheated ski core may result in a bump or blister on
the base. By exercising proper technique when waxing,
you can easily avoid damage and continue to maximize the
potential of your equipment. Also, knowing your tools and
how to use them will give you the confidence you need to
apply waxes safely and with precision.
BASE BASICS
Most ski bases are made of P-Tex, an industrial
thermoplastic that provides the ideal surface for sliding on
snow—low friction and high abrasion resistance. P-Tex is
made by pressing together small particles of polyethylene
and various additives under high pressure and heat through
a process called sintering. This creates a material that will
absorb wax when applied with adequate heat. Most bases
require an iron temperature of at least 110°C to absorb
wax. Alternatively, skis can be put into a “hot box” that
will heat the skis to a much lower temperature, 55°-65°C,
and the wax is absorbed slowly into the base over several
hours. Physically, wax alters the hardness of the base
surface. This allows you to tune the base for the kind of
snow crystals you anticipate encountering. Chemically,
wax adjusts the water repellency and also lubricates the
ski base. Wax additives such as fluorine, graphite and
molybdenum provide additional characteristics such as
dirt repellency, dry lubrication and electrical conductivity.
Knowing the different attributes of wax additives will help
you select the correct wax for the right conditions.
PARAFFINS
Paraffin waxes are the foundation of glide waxing and come
in many varieties that are used for different temperature
ranges, moisture levels and snow types. These waxes are
applied by melting the wax onto the ski and moving a hot
iron along the surface of the ski from tip to tail; this process
allows the wax to penetrate the base material. The safest
and most effective method is to use the iron temperature
recommended by the manufacturer and to move the iron in
a relatively continuous pass from tip to tail without moving
it back and forth on the ski. Two or three passes should
be adequate for each wax application. Once the wax has
cooled, the wax that has not been absorbed into the base
is removed by scraping with a plastic scraper followed by
brushing. Scraping should remove almost all of the excess
wax. A sharp scraper is necessary to do this efficiently,
especially with colder, harder paraffin waxes. Brushing will
pick up where scraping left off, removing any remaining
wax residue and cleaning out the structure (grind pattern)
in the base. Choosing the appropriate brush for the wax
will leave you with a clean and fast ski.
Hot boxing skis is a great way to prep a new or newlyground pair of skis as it efficiently saturates the base
material with wax.

SCRAPING TIPS
1. Start by holding the scraper firmly with both hands.
2. One push of the scraper from tip to tail will remove the
bulk of the wax.
3. Follow up with a few short, quick scrapes to remove
pockets of wax missed in the initial scraping.
4. When scraping the edges and sidewalls, use the short
ends of the scraper so you don’t dull the scraping (long)
edge.
5. Keep the scraper flat on the ski and keep the shoulders
and body stable behind the motions.
6. Scrape with confidence, a lack of focus can lead to a
slip of the scraper, potentially damaging the edge of the
base.
SKIGO
GROOVE SCRAPER
A very nice groove scraper
with multiple angles and
sizes for cleaning any type
of groove. $5
HOLMENKOL
5MM SCRAPER
Professional thick plastic
scraper. Also available in
3mm version. $9

BASE BRUSH STEEL
MICRO FINISH
Ultrafine steel brush
for complete removal
of excess wax from
the base. A must-have
in racing to do quick,
effective brush work.
$60

DECISION MAKING

MENUS

SAFETY

RACE DAY PARAFFIN DECISIONS

In the following pages you will find menus containing
selections of our favorite waxes across all brands laid out
to show the range of conditions each wax excels in. Below,
we have defined the snow crystal type and moisture content
designations that you will find across the menus.

With as much waxing as we do at BNS, we take safety
very seriously. Recently there has been discussion about
evidence suggesting prolonged exposure to wax fumes
and particulates can lead to respiratory problems and we
prefer to err on the side of caution and protect ourselves.
Below is a list of respirator systems you can use to
protect yourself. We have been using these systems for
years and notice that we definitely feel better when we
are not breathing in wax dust all day long. We offer three
options for your protection:

The right paraffin wax serves as a vital foundation for
preparing a race ski. Having an appropriate paraffin is the
key to not only having competitive skis, but also for building
subsequent layers of powders and topcoats that can make
a truly significant difference. Keep your paraffin decision
simple and conservative. The best use of time spent testing
wax is on fluoro powders and topcoats, as they can make
the biggest difference. That being said, if you have time, it
never hurts to test two or three paraffins—just make sure
that you keep it simple. Generally, the best strategy for
choosing a paraffin is to know a line of waxes well enough
so you can pick a wax that will do the job and not slow you
down. If you are at a race where shops or wax companies
are providing race service, combine your knowledge with
their wax testing reports.
When choosing a paraffin, a good guide is to ask yourself
the following questions while considering the crystal shape,
moisture content and temperature characteristics of the
snowpack.
1. What is the appropriate hardness of the wax? In general,
colder snow necessitates harder wax while warmer snow,
softer paraffins.
2. What is the appropriate fluoro content of the wax? As
a rule of thumb, dryer snow requires fewer fluoros; wetter
snow needs more.
3. What additives and under layers are appropriate?
Adding a graphite under layer before applying your paraffin
can often be a good choice. We find that it usually improves
the speed of race paraffins, but more importantly, it will
almost always improve durability and dirt resistance. Our
testing has confirmed this over many seasons. Durability is
the biggest benefit provided by graphite and can give you
an advantage during the second half of the race, when fast
skis are the most important.

WAX RECOMMENDATIONS

Here at BNS, we provide two types of wax recommendations,
testing-based and forecast-based. During the racing season
we provide recommendations for all the major and minor
events in the country. Check our website weekly throughout
the winter to see what we recommend.

ax
eW

Glid
Holmenkol
Speedbase Wet

BEFAST
BNS CUSTOM
KNIT HAT
$35

Swix HF8

Ski*Go
HF Yellow

Holmenkol
Speedbase Mid

Ski*Go
HF Blue

Ski*Go
HF Yel/Vio

Holmenkol
Racing Mix Mid
Ski*Go
Swix HF6 HFP16

Holmenkol
Racing Mix Cold
Start
Holmenkol
Ski*Go
HF80
Speedbase Cold HF Green

LF Graphite

universal underlayer for all race paraffins in all conditions
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SNOW CRYSTAL TYPE:
NEW SHARP
CRYSTALS

OLD FINE
CRYSTALS

TRANSFORMED
GRANULAR
CRYSTALS

Snow crystals come in many shapes and forms. Time,
humidity, temperature and a number of other factors change
the crystal from the time snow falls from the sky to when it
melts. Each crystal shape has distinct characteristics that
change the way it interacts with the base of your ski. It
is important to understand these different characteristics
because they are likely the most important factors in
choosing the right wax and grind when selecting skis from
your quiver or when deciding on hand structure.
Snow starts out as a well-defined crystal with sharp edges
when it falls from the sky. New snow is also able to absorb
and hold a relatively high amount of moisture. Over time
the crystals dull and become less capable of soaking up
moisture.
Artificial snow crystals can be variable depending on how
and in what conditions they were made. It is recommended
to test waxes on artificial snow before selecting a race wax.
We have found very few generalities with artificial snow,
testing is how we determine what will be best on any given
day.

SNOW MOISTURE CONTENT:
FULLY
SATURATED
SLOP

WET
SNOW

THAWING
SNOW,
FREE
MOISTURE
EMERGING

MODERATE
MOISTURE,
STILL
CAPTURED
BY THE
CRYSTALS

DRY

Snow moisture content is often confused with relative
humidity. Relative humidity is the capacity of the air to hold
water vapor and it can be misleading for choosing waxes.
To help make decisions, it is best to develop a feel for the
snow—touch it with your hands, make a snowball, squeeze
it and observe the track surface to look for glazing. All of
this will give you a good indication of the moisture content
of the snow.
DIGITAL THERMOMETER/HYGROMETER
Quickly determine temperature and relative humidity with this tool to give you the data you need to
make the right wax choice.
$120

SNOW / AIR THERMOMETER
Don’t be caught without this on race day. Range
-30ºC to +50ºC
$15

3M RESPIRATOR HALF FACEPIECE—Better than
Basic Protection—A great starter mask for someone
who waxes occasionally. This reusable mask is better
than the basic masks found at local hardware stores.
It has a soft sealing surface and uniquely designed
3M Cool Flow Exhalation Valve for enhanced comfort.
Made from a durable silicone and can be used with
any of the 3M Filters and Cartridges. Comes with two
Cartridge Organic Vapor/P100 Filters. Available in
medium and large. $50
Replacement filters (2pk.) $25
3M SPERIAN OPTI-FIT RESPIRATOR—Mid-Level
Protection—Great for coaches or anyone spending
long hours in a wax room. This full-face respirator
is designed for superior fit, comfort and optics. It
features a distortion-free, fog-resistant lens with
exceptional range of view and an anti-scratch coating.
The lightweight construction reduces head and neck
stress even during long days of waxing. Comes with
two Organic Vapor/P100 Filter Cartridges. NIOSH
approved. We wear these in the shop and while
waxing at events. Available in medium or large. $190
Replacement filters (2pk.) $40
3M VERSAFLO COMPLETE SYSTEM KIT—Max
Protection—A professional investment in comfort,
safety and efficiency. This full kit provides forced
air flow into a full-face shield. The benefit is that
the perspiration and moisture do not build up,
dramatically improving comfort for long stretches
wearing the mask. The Versaflo is maximum
protection in a lightweight, compact package.
Equipped with automatic flow control, low battery
alarm and low flow alarm; this kit has all the bells
and whistles to keep you 100% protected. Quick
Release Swivel breathing tubes allow fast and easy
connection. This provides excellent peripheral and
downward vision so as not to hinder your work
on skis. The easily removable parts allow simple
cleaning, maintenance and replacement. Available
in small and large. Includes: head cover, PAPR with
easy clean belt, breathing tube, charger, filter and
storage bag. (Replacement filters available.) $1280
“Very little has been written or talked about in terms of
wax safety in recent years. It is definitely the proverbial
“elephant in the room” that is often not discussed when
we talk about the nuances and tricks of waxing. The
reality is that we should all be subscribing to the “safer
is better” strategy. This means not only well-ventilated
wax areas, not overheating wax or exposing it to open
flame, but also wearing face protection. Not just any face
protection, but proper protection.”
		Roger Knight, Wax Safety, 2012

IMPORTANT WARNING!

FLASHPEN SNOW THERMOMETER
Instantly measure snow temperature with infrared
beam. Just point and click! Battery included.
$120

These respirators help protect against certain airborne
contaminants, but only when used correctly. Before use,
read and understand the instructions provided with the
mask. Be certain that the filters and mask are appropriate
for the environmental hazards you will encounter, as not
every filter will protect you from every danger.

bouldernordic.com
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APPLYING KICK WAX

KICK WAX & KLISTER

TIPS

We have all had the day of classic skiing where the kick and glide were perfect. The problem is replicating those days in all conditions. Though kick waxing theory could fill a
book, the key is simplifying things. Once you have the basic principles of kick waxing, you can build your knowledge and wax box in an educated manner. Kick wax grips the
snow surface by forming a weak chemical bond with it. The goal is to have kick wax that will release as the ski rebounds off the snow at the end of the kick. Kick wax also
needs to repel dirt and water as much as possible to avoid dragging. As you can imagine, all of these factors make it very hard to formulate kick waxes correctly over a broad
range of conditions.

When possible, apply hard wax while outdoors. The colder
the ski and wax are, the easier it will be to apply wax
smoothly and to avoid creating bumps in the wax job.
If your wax is bumpy, allow the ski to get as cold as possible
and then cork lightly.

Most coaches who are adept at kick wax selection got there by keeping detailed notes of their daily classic sessions. Keeping a wax journal is a good way to learn from mistakes
and successes. It can be as simple or complex as needed, but the important points to include are wax brand and product used, weather conditions, snow type and moisture
content, and of course performance of the wax job.

HOW

An ideal kick wax application matches the firmness, moisture
content and crystal shape of the snowpack. It must be soft
enough to engage the snow and provide grip, but hard enough
to release the crystals, repel dirt and prevent icing. The layer
of wax must also be thin enough and smooth enough to avoid
grabbing the snow when gliding. This is accomplished by
layering and sometimes mixing kick waxes appropriate to
the conditions in order to achieve a suitable balance of grip
and glide. The goal is to get an appropriate thickness of wax
distributed in the kick zone of your ski. Hard wax is applied
by crayoning and then hand-corking smooth. Typically, hard
waxes are applied in a series of thin layers in order to best
control the thickness. This also keeps the application smooth.
Klisters tend to be applied in single layers by dabbing them
onto the ski straight out of the tube. The klister is heated
using an iron, heat gun or torch and then smoothed out on the
base using an iron or fingers. With all kick wax applications,
it is important to keep the wax as smooth as possible. Bumps
in your wax job can lead to dragging and icing.

KNOW YOUR SKIS

BINDERS

All grip wax applications begin with a binder layer. This layer
provides a platform for subsequent layers and binds the
entire wax application to the ski, increasing durability. Binder
choice is important as it dramatically affects the speed of
the wax job. Depending on how aggressive the snow is, it is
possible to use a green or blue hard wax, a dedicated hard
wax binder or a hard klister or klister binder. It is often a
good idea to test some different binder layers to find the best
balance between durability and speed. When applying the
binder, apply a very thin layer of wax. This must then be
heated in order to bond with the base of the ski. This is
generally accomplished with an iron, heat gun or torch. Allow
the base to cool and then smooth with a synthetic cork. The
mantra “thin to win” applies in the application of a binder
layer. Often times a heated layer of binder can be wiped clean
with a piece of fiberlene, and the resulting shiny layer that
remains is adequate to bind the subsequent layers to base.

LAYERING & MIXING

Many wax jobs involve layering waxes with varying degrees
of hardness. In the case of hard wax, this usually involves
putting a harder (colder) wax on top of a wax that kicks well,
but drags or is icing. This process helps reduce icing and drag
without sacrificing the kick. It’s also common to cover klister
with a layer of hard wax for transformed, granular conditions
to release the snow and to prevent the klister from grabbing
chunks of snow. Layered wax jobs provide unique advantages
with the different layers retaining some of their independent
qualities. Mixed waxes form a new homogenous layer with
its own qualities that are often harder to predict. Layering
waxes can be tricky because too much pressure applied while
corking will cause the layers to mix. In order to create layers,
make sure that the base layer is well-cooled and hardened,
apply the cover with light pressure and cork delicately.

The first step in having fast, fun classic skis is getting to
know all about your wax pocket (the area under and ahead
of your foot where kick wax is applied). Every individual
pair of classic skis will have its own nuances and unique
characteristics. The first and most important thing to know is
how long your wax pocket is. Well-fit skis will have a series
of markings on them that should get you in the ballpark.
Skis that have been put on a flex tester will give you an even
better idea of where your wax pocket is. One of the best ways
to truly figure out where your wax pocket begins is to apply
kick wax further forward than you normally would and go
ski for a few hours. While your skis may be slow at first,
the wax will wear off as you ski and the remaining wax will
show exactly where the front of your kick zone begins. It is
important to note that you should never kick wax behind your THE RIGHT WAX, SKI, AND APPLICATION
heel—doing so will not improve your kick and will noticeably Kick wax application is at least as important as wax selection.
Thicker and longer applications generally give better kick,
slow your skis.
but they may sacrifice a great deal of speed. Understanding
PREPARING CLASSIC SKIS
the way skis work is critical for getting the right wax in the
A kick wax application starts with a prepared ski. This means right place. You should have a good understanding of the
that the ski is clean of all old kick wax and dirt, has a well- length, position and shape of your wax pocket, the action
marked kick zone and has a kick zone that has been roughed of the pocket (or how the various parts of the pocket move),
up with fine sandpaper to help the wax adhere to the ski. and which parts are critical for providing kick. Learning your
Kick zones can be cleaned with a scraper, wax remover and skis and the differences between different pairs will make
fiberlene. It can be helpful to heat stubborn waxes such you a better waxer. The best teacher is experience, and it’s a
as cold, hard klisters and warm, sticky hard waxes with a good idea to train on race skis, particularly when conditions
torch before scraping. Scraping off old kick wax and klister are tricky. “Making do” on a training day can teach you the
is best done with a scraper with a beveled edge, such as the lessons required so that you don’t need to “make do” on a
SkiGo Kickwax Scraper. When cleaning your kick zone, don’t race day.
forget to clean the sidewalls, as kick wax and klister have
a tendency to collect there. To sand your kick zone, wrap a GETTING WAX TO STICK TO A COLD BASE
piece of fine sandpaper (100 grit) around a cork or brush and When faced with waxing outside under cold conditions, it
sand back and forth with medium strokes from one end of the can be challenging to get kick wax to stick to a cold base.
zone to the other with light pressure. The idea is to rough up Avoid warming up hard wax to get it to stick to the base; it
the base of the ski just enough to help the kick wax adhere to generally results in gobs of wax on the base that are very hard
the base. Too much sanding will result in too “hairy” of a kick to smooth. Instead, heat the base of the ski by aggressively
zone; this can interfere with the wax job. Sanding is a must corking, which will allow for the wax to go on in thin, even
before kick waxing your classic skis for the first time, but may layers. You will find that after the first layer, it becomes quite
not be needed before every wax job. With experience, you easy to apply additional layers. To layer a cold wax on top
will be able to identify whether the base of your kick zone is of a softer, warmer wax, first ensure that the soft wax is
sufficiently cooled on the base of the ski. Next, warm the
ready to accept kick wax.
cover wax up with a heat gun or torch. Apply the cover layer
under light pressure and cork lightly to make sure that layers
stay separate and do not mix.
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APPLYING HARD WAX

VAUHTI SUPER BASE BINDER
In our opinion, this is the best
binder in the world. Fast, durable,
inexpensive. Don’t even bother with
other binders: This is the one you
want.
$12

1. Apply a thin layer of kick wax to the binder layer using
light pressure. Remove any clumps that may form.
2. Cork with a synthetic cork, using long strokes with light
pressure. Use the fewest number of strokes possible.
3. Apply and cork 2 or 3 more full length layers. After each
application, look down the length of the ski to make sure
that your application is smooth.
4. Apply and cork 1 to 3 more layers in the central 60-70%
of the wax pocket.

APPLYING KLISTER

SKI*GO KICKWAX SCRAPER
The simplest tool that no one had ever thought of! A
great tool for cleaning the kick zones of classic skis.
Small and effective, this scraper has beveled ends for
cleaning kick wax or klister effectively. A must-have for
every classic skier or coach.
$7
HOLMENKOL
SYNTHETIC CORK
Great for smoothing
kick wax.
$7

WAX REMOVER/CLEANER
For removal of kick wax, oil, grease
and resin from the ski base. Use
Holmenkol Nano-CFC cleaner for
regular glide zone maintenance.
Ground shipping only.
500ml $25
1L $32

Kick
Ski*Go
HF Yellow
Ski*Go
XC Yellow

APPLYING HARD WAX ‘SHELL’

1. Allow kick wax or klister to get as cold as possible.
2. Very gently, apply a thin layer of hard wax.
3. Cork using extremely light strokes, being sure not to mix
layers. Though this application may not look great, it can
still be fast.
4. Look down ski to check for smoothness of application.

ter

Klis

Wax
Rex OU
Ski*Go
HF Yellow
Swix K22N

Rex OI

Rode Multigrade Universal

Ski*Go
XC Orange Swix VR65
Swix Special Red
Guru Red
Ski*Go
Swix VR50 HF Red
Guru Violet

1. Make sure that the klister is warm enough to flow from
the tube. Heat tube with torch or heat gun if necessary.
2. Apply klister using “herring bone” pattern. Start close
to the groove of the ski, finishing at the edge. Use more
klister in the middle of the kick zone and less at the front
and back.
3. Smooth klister using thumb or palm. Heat with a torch
or heat gun if necessary. *Use caution to prevent burns to
your hands!
4. Remove any klister from the groove and sidewalls, allow
to cool completely before skiing.

Swix VR45

Swix Extra Blue
Guru Hallgeir Extreme
Rode Super Extra Blue
Guru Blue
Rode Super Blue
Ski*Go
Guru Super Hallgeir
HF Violet
Rode Multigrade Blue
Ski*Go
HF Blue
Ski*Go
XC Green
Rode Special Green

Rode Rossa Special
Ski*Go
HF Uni

Rode Rossa

Start Universal Wide

Rex OV
Ski*Go
HF Violet

Guru 39
Rode Violet
Guru 39 Hard
Rode Special Violet
Guru Blue Rex Blue

Rode Chola
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DIGITAL RACINGWAXER THICK PLATE
Professional iron with digital display and 26 mm thick base
plate. The extra-thick base plate enables ideal application
of temperature specific waxes and the hardest fluoro
powders. Temperature control from 90C to 180C.
$450

POWDERS

Powders are the most durable of the pure fluorocarbons but
also the trickiest to use and apply. Most powders come in
a 30g vial; you can expect to get 5-8 powder applications
per vial. Powders are durable for 50k of racing and beyond
and will often increase the durability of pure fluoro topcoats
applied over the top.

APPLICATION

DIGITAL RACING WAXER
Professional waxing iron with digital temperature display
and advanced electronic temperature control. 180C
maximum for even the hardest powders. New longer cord.
$225

ABOUT FLUOROCARBONS

Pure fluorocarbon waxes have revolutionized ski racing in recent years.
With their ability to repel water and dirt, fluorocarbons have become
a must-have in every wax box for those looking to get the most out of
their skis. Pure fluoros provide the largest advantages over traditional
paraffin waxes as snow gets wetter and dirtier, but recent advances in
technology have resulted in new compounds that work well in colder
and drier snow. Modern fluoros work so well that it is rare to find
conditions where pure fluoro powders aren’t used at high-level events.

OVAL STEEL MICRO FINISH BRUSH
The best steel brush in the world in a
more effective oval design. This brush
can be used on all wax types. Two thirds
more bristle contact than a standard
rectangular brush. Fitted strap for ease
of use.
$80

HOLMENKOL BASE BRUSH HORSEHAIR
The BEST horsehair brush and possibly
the best brush anywhere! This brush is a
must have for use on all waxes. Very dense
bristle pattern gets the job done quick and
effectively. Can be used as a polish brush
as well.
$24

START WAXING GLOVES
An effective, affordable way to protect your hands while
glide waxing. These are a must-have for anyone with sensitive skin and a should-have for everyone else. With a
breathable back so that your hands don’t get sweaty, our
shop techs use these faithfully.
$8.50

&
ids
Liqu ks
Bloc

ers

d
Pow
Holmenkol
Syntec Wet
Ski*Go
C22
Toko Yellow
Jetstream 2.0

HOLMENKOL OVAL NYLON BRUSH
Universal ski base brush for polishing.
Professional oval design.
$40

SKI*GO FINE NYLON BRUSH
This is a fine nylon brush that really polishes
the ski at any step of the waxing process.
$23

Ski*Go
C44/7
Toko Red
Holmenkol Jetstream 2.0
Syntec Mid

Swix FC8X

Solda HP05

Ski*Go
C22
Swix HVAC
Wet

Ski*Go
C380
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Innovax Beta Cold

Holmenkol
SB Mid

Ski*Go
C44L
Holmenkol
SB Mid08
Ski*Go
C44/7
Ski*Go
C22
Ski*Go

IRONING

Sprinkle powder on the base until evenly covered. The goal
is to use only enough to cover the entire surface of the
base. Adding more powder does not increase performance
once you get full coverage. Push the powder out of the
groove using a groove scraper or finger. Iron temperature is
critical to success with powders. Each powder will have its
own recommended temperature, so follow the instructions
on the package. Always remember that with high
temperatures involved, the iron has to move very quickly
across the ski. “Tack” the powder to the base with a single
quick pass of the iron, using the leading edge of the iron to
smooth the powder onto the base. Then follow it up with
one quick pass of the iron from tip to tail. You should see
the powder liquefy and re-crystallize on the ski. If you are
having trouble, try a hotter iron. Fluoro applications are
much easier on bases that are flat and in good condition.

SCRAPING & BRUSHING

We usually start by scraping off the fluoro layer with a plastic
scraper. Some people like to only brush fluoro powder off
of the ski, but there is no performance advantage over
scraping, and scraping is faster and easier. Once you’ve
removed the bulk of the fluoro powder, brush with a stiff
natural brush (horsehair/boar’s hair). For powders that are
difficult to brush out we will often start with a fine steel
brush before using a horsehair brush. Then polish with a
nylon brush.
Keeping a separate set of brushes for fluoro use is common
practice and ensures that your expensive fluoro application
does not get contaminated. It is possible, however, to use
the same brushes you use for paraffin waxes, but to avoid
contaminating your fluoro application, keep your brushes
clean. Rub brushes against each other, against a bench
top, or vacuum to remove excess wax.

HEAT DAMAGE

Base material needs to be brought to a temperature near
110ºC in order to absorb wax, but the structural core of the
ski will begin to deform when heated much above 70ºC.
This means the base must be heated up enough to melt
the wax while keeping the core relatively cooler. While this
may seem like a delicate balance, keeping the iron moving
from tip to tail at a reasonable speed and only making two
or three passes will prevent damage. This is especially
important when using the high heat necessary to work with
pure fluorocarbons.

Ski*Go
C55/99L

C105

Ski*Go Toko Blue
C105 Jetstream 2.0
Swix
Holmenkol
FC4X
Syntec Cold

Holmenkol
SB Wet
Ski*Go
C22L

Powders are applied in a “hot” application process using a
hot iron to melt the fluoro powder. The high heat required
to apply fluoro powders can be intimidating, but like all
waxes, once you know the tricks, it becomes a simple and
straightforward process. We’re used to the tentative looks
we get at wax clinics when we say that applying fluoro
powders is easy, with the correct techniques every skier
can apply fluoro powders with ease and confidence.

Ski*Go
C105
Ski*Go
C110

Holmenkol
SB Cold
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TOPCOATS

ABOUT HAND STRUCTURE

Of all the steps in the waxing process, fluorocarbon topcoats (hand-corked liquids and blocks) can improve ski speed far
more than any other step. There have been many instances when we have been simply stunned by the difference the
right topcoat can make. Topcoats are relatively inexpensive per application, quick and easy to apply, and can give you
a distinct advantage over your competitors. We have established that ironed applications of pure fluorocarbon powders
improve speed over paraffin waxes alone, but their greatest asset is the durability of that improved speed. To maximize
speed, we add topcoats of solid or liquid fluorocarbons in a cold application. In general, liquid fluorocarbons outperform
other fluoros in older, granular or transformed snow. On some occasions, a liquid fluoro will perform better alone than
when applied over an ironed fluoro powder. In these instances, it is important to note durability concerns, as many liquids
will only last 10k without a fluoro powder underneath.

Hand structure is added to a ski using hand tools to physically imprint structure patterns in the base. These structures are
(usually) a temporary complement to the permanent structure that stone grinding creates. Hand structure helps manage
moisture and reduce surface area contact in order to make the ski faster. Hand structure is typically added as a final layer
immediately before race time. There are many different hand structure tools and methods available, so there is no simple
and complete set of how-to instructions. It is smart to practice working with the tools on rock skis to get the feel for each
tool and how to use them effectively. Hand structures, with the exception of rills, usually rebound out of the base after
several passes with a hot iron—once you put hand structure in a ski, you’re stuck with it until it is ironed out. On race
day, this poses a challenge because you can’t test hand structures on top of each other. The rule of thumb is that each
structure is effectively permanent for that day on the snow.

APPLYING FLUORO TOPCOATS: QUICK AND EASY

1. Apply the liquid or block to the ski. For blocks, crayon on
the ski; for liquids, paint a smooth layer on the base and let
it dry, at least five minutes.
2. Hand-cork (cold application). Don’t be afraid to push
hard. The liquid/solid fluoro will get gooey as it heats up
and will then become clear as it is absorbed into the base.
3. Let the ski cool for five minutes or more.
4. Brush with a metal brush lightly, going tip to tail only.
5. Polish with a nylon brush going back and forth at high
speed and pressure.

APPLYING A FLUORO BLOCK

To apply a fluoro block, crayon the block evenly, covering
the entire base. It is important to note that blocks may
crumble when gripped tightly. Avoid this by relaxing your
grip on the block and not pressing too hard. Should the
block crumble, simply spread the smaller pieces on the ski
with the cork. Although this is called a cold application, the
topcoat will not bond to the base unless a fair amount of
heat is created. We highly recommend hand-corking using
a natural cork, rather than synthetic, in order to create
enough friction to bond the fluoro to the ski. Corking by
hand ensures that you do not overheat either the fluoro or
the base. We recommend this over roto-corking to ensure
consistent results and prevent burned bases. We use the
large SkiGo corks for pure fluoro application, as their larger
size makes for fast and efficient work. Cork aggressively
with high pressure until the topcoat changes consistency
to ensure that the fluoro bonds to the base. Once corking
is complete, allow the surface to cool for five minutes or
more. More cooling time is better to ensure that the bond
between topcoat and ski is adequate. After cooling, use a
stiff nylon brush briskly back and forth for approximately
one minute. Finish by wiping the ski clean from tip to tail
with Fiberlene.

FINDING THE RIGHT HAND STRUCTURE

It’s possible to test two or three hand structure
modifications on a back-up pair of race skis using
these guidelines:
•Make a mild hand structure modification on one ski.
Leave the other ski unmodified.
•If the modified ski is better, then make another
slightly more aggressive modification on the other ski.
•If more structure seems to be better, it may be worth
making a new modification to the first ski and making
one more test, but you’re probably reaching the limit
of what you can learn at this point.
•It’s important to think ahead about temperature
changes and solar effect through the day. When in
doubt, use less aggressive structure in order to limit
the potential for liability.

HOLMENKOL CROSS STRUCTURE TOOL
The one structure tool to have if you only buy one.
The cross structure tool has two rolling structure
drums with opposing threads at 1.75mm spacing.
Each drum creates a linear structure that crosses the
ski base. With both drums in place, the opposing
angles create a fishnet pattern which is very effective
at breaking surface tension in high-moisture glazing
conditions. With one drum removed, the offset linear
structure provides fantastic performance in cold and
dry glazing conditions, with very little liability in area
where the snow is glazing. This is the tool that taught
us the value of hand structuring in cold conditions.
$160

APPLYING A LIQUID FLUORO

To apply a liquid fluoro, use the applicator on the container
to apply a thin film of liquid to the entire length of the
ski. Allow to dry for at least five minutes or until all of the
liquid has evaporated. Cork aggressively until the applied
layer becomes warm and tacky. Put ski aside to cool for a
minimum of five minutes. Brush aggressively with a stiff
nylon brush after the ski has cooled. The fluid will often set
up very hard; in this case, it is possible to use a fine steel
brush for a few passes before the nylon brush.

BLOCKS & LIQUIDS: THE BEST BANG FOR YOUR BUCK
TRICKS FOR EXTREMELY WET CONDITIONS

In saturated slushy conditions, we have found that applying multiple layers of fluoro block with a special application
helps manage dirt and moisture. Cork the first two or three layers as normal, and instead of brushing the base
clean, use a stiff nylon brush to “brush in” the wax so that it leaves a film on the ski. After two or three corked
applications, you can skip corking and just use the nylon brush to brush the wax into the base. The result is a
somewhat filmy and dull-looking but very water-repellent finish, which sheds dirt as the fluoro film comes off.

TRICKS FOR EXTREMELY COLD CONDITIONS

In extreme cold, a fluoro block finish can be hardened by using a very hot iron (160-175ºC). After the fluoro block
has been applied and lightly brushed, make a quick pass of the iron with a piece of fiberlene covering the base
plate. This will harden the surface, which will help gain initial speed in extreme cold conditions. Of course, always
test this against normal application to ensure it does improve performance.
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HOW TO

1. Prepare the ski by waxing. Typically this will involve
base prep, paraffin layer(s) and possibly an ironed fluoro
powder application.
2. Brush and polish the ski well.
3. Apply the hand structure in a single pass using firm,
even pressure from tip to tail.
4. Lightly brush with a fine steel brush.
5. Apply a liquid or solid fluoro topcoat if desired.
6. Polish with a nylon brush.

FINITE FINISH STRUCTURE TOOL
The Finite Finish Tool is designed to work with a large
variety of interchangeable structure drums and cutters.
It is a “tractor box” type tool; a geared drive-wheel
rotates the structure drum opposing the direction
of travel along the ski base. This means that the
drum creates a smooth, and relatively high-volume,
impression compared to normal rolling tools. The
Finite Finish platform can also support normal rolling
drums (without gears) and non-rotational cutters. At
the Olympics in 2010, we used several combinations
of the standard drums to very good effect, winning
several hand structure tests when we were testing
every structure tool available. There are currently six
structure drums and one “blanking” drum (used to
de-tune and smooth structure) available. The Finite
Finish Tool is the platform that BNS has invested in
for our own testing and development. We will continue
to be partners with AceCo in the development of
new structure solutions, and will be testing and
recommending Finite Finish structures as part of our
race-service work. The Finite Finish platform is the
most advanced and flexible structure solution available,
and will grow to support your ongoing needs. $500 as
a kit with 5 drums

Swix 2.0+0.75
Finite V10+V03
Finite V10+V05
Finite V03
Finite V05
Finite
V05 Light

SWIX SUPER RILLER
The Swix Super Riller is the original structure tool
and remains indispensable. It creates relatively sharp
linear structures that provide good moisture clearance
in wet conditions and effective crystal management in
dry conditions. Interchangeable structure blades are
available with line spacing from 0.25mm to 3.0mm.
We find that the smaller structures pressed into the
ski very lightly work well in fine-grained, glazing snow,
while the 0.5mm to 1.0mm blades handle moist snow
under freezing well. The 1.0mm, 2.0mm and 3.0mm
blades work well for saturated snow. It is common to
use the 2.0mm covered by the 1.0mm or 0.75mm rill
in sloppy wet conditions. $65

Holmenkol Cross Structure
Finite L04
Finite L02
Swix 0.25
Holmenkol Cross Structure
1 roller
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Hennie Kashiwa is the Executive Director of the National Nordic Foundation (NNF),
joining the foundation this past April. Most recently, Kashiwa served as General Manager
at BNS in Boulder, CO. A Colorado native, Hennie skied for the University of Denver before
going on to coach at Western State University of Colorado and DU, helping his alma mater
to three consecutive NCAA national championships as assistant coach.

THE NNF: BELIEVE IN US NORDIC SKIING
WITH HENNIE KASHIWA

Since joining the National Nordic Foundation this past spring, I’ve spent a good deal of
time reflecting on the NNF; trying to distil what defines it. On the surface, the NNF is an
organization that fills in a void in skiing development funding that had existed for many
years, supporting athletic excellence in developing US Nordic athletes. There have been
great successes, both large and small, over the past several years that show that the
NNF has thus far been successful in its mission.
Impressed by what has been done, I tried to focus on the why. Why does the NNF exist?
Why have so many people extended their generosity to an organization that is historically
about funding a niche sport?
The NNF exists because there is a community that understands that sport, in itself, has
value and provides a benefit for the greater good. This community believes that there is
value in the pursuit of excellence and the hard work that comes with it. They understand
that young athletes in the United States deserve the resources to maximize their potential.
They believe in the American value that true hard work and determination should be
encouraged, supported and rewarded. Many of us love to see US athletes succeed on the
world stage, too.

This winter, the NNF community will send athletes to compete in Europe, most for the
first time—an enormous and critical step towards future successes. Other skiers will be
able to compete at the World Junior Championships (in Utah this year!) without having
to worry if their parents can afford the trip. In the coming summer yet more athletes will
have opportunities to attend training camps across the US and abroad. Clubs will receive
grants to enhance programming, coaches and officials will get funding to further their
education to serve our young skiers better. These are just examples of what our shared
belief can achieve.

Joanne Firesteel Reid is a joyous athlete, member of the 2016-2017 USBA X Team and
Colorado Biathlon Club, 2013 NCAA Champion and a current graduate student in
engineering at the University of Colorado at Boulder. Support Joanne’s efforts at her
GoFundMe page, gofund.me/2khwq93w

So what can you do as a community member? First off, never forget that you are the
NNF—all it takes to be part of the club is the value that you see in sport. The next step
is to get involved at whatever level you can. Donate $25 during our annual "Drive for
25," learn how to be a fundraising ambassador or simply put an NNF sticker on your
water bottle or bumper (just ask and we'll send you some!). Most importantly, be a part
of our community, celebrate Nordic skiing and know that your conviction and support are
making a real difference in the sport that we all love so much.

Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) gifted French mathematician and also renowned writer,
philosopher and physicist, was the founder of probability theory, the framework through
which chance occurrences are understood. A quote from Pascal may explain my evolution
from cross-country skier into biathlete. My impetus was a chance event, and surely
Chance herself is the Mistress of such a sport, a sport where victory is separated from
loss by the flight of a projectile that can be described only statistically. Said Pascal, "Life is
an infinite sphere of which the centre is everywhere and the circumference is nowhere…”.

My humble and heartfelt thanks to all of our past, current and future supporters. Your
belief in what we do makes it all possible.

Does that make things perfectly plain? I thought it would! Nevertheless, what follows is
a more prosaic history.

For information on the NNF, how to donate or get involved, go to www.nnf.ski. Follow us
throughout the season on Facebook (@nationalnordicfoundation), Instagram (gonnf) and
Twitter (@nationalnordicf). Email: nnf@nnf.ski.

I love to ski, I love the outdoors, I love the Colorado mountains and sky. I have skied since
I was a little girl, I will ski until I can ski no longer. Always skiing has been a joy, but
biathlon has injected new fascination, new challenge, new complexity, new excitement.
In the midst of my last U.S. Cross-Country Nationals, on the brink of my last trip to U23
XC Worlds, my wonderful host family’s love of watching the IBU World Cup online caught
my attention. I realized that rather than racing in nordic national championships, I wanted
to race the biathlon championships. At almost the same time, an opportunity emerged
from the absolute darkest of places: my grandfather was diagnosed with early-onset
Alzheimer’s disease shortly after he retired. He could no longer use the biathlon rifle he
had purchased and learned to use just a few years before. Since I was the only currently
avid cross country skier in my family, I adopted my grandfather’s rifle as my own.

The community that is the NNF shows their support in many different ways. Some
provide what financial assistance they can; others donate time and work. Some, whose
most plentiful resource is elbow grease, pound the pavement on behalf of the NNF during
fundraising campaigns. This summer, a high school graduate request that instead of
graduation presents, she would prefer to have donations sent to the NNF in her name. All
these examples are evidence that this community sincerely believes in what the NNF tries
to accomplish. These are examples of what it means to be the NNF.

CHANCE: BIATHLON'S MISTRESS
WITH JOANNE REID

“Forget Me Not,” my mother christened it, passing it from her father to me. She is an
artist along with her other talents, and burned the rifle’s name and the flower from which
it borrowed such name, into the dark wood of the stock so that I might carry his memory
on my journey. I am small, and all biathlon rifles are made for medium to large men. I
cannot ski with men’s poles, and neither really could I shoot with rifles that fit them, so
my engineer parents and I spent weeks drilling things, adapting things, fitting things,
puzzling over parts and building new ones. In one case my father managed to drill and
thread a hole down through a large bolt, allowing a smaller bolt to be threaded down
through it, a brilliant piece of design and execution that served to befuddle the Anschütz
gunsmith in Germany months later. Within a few weeks we had a rifle that mostly met the
fitting recommendations of the “Biathlon Coaches Manual 2000.”
Not having any idea how to begin a biathlon journey, how did I train? I read books about
marksmanship and shooting, several recommended to me by my old friend, ski coach,
and mentor Glenn Jobe, a former Olympic biathlete. I learned the parts of a rifle and how
they worked. Every morning I woke up and put Forget Me Not onto my back. I did rollerski
time trials carrying him, intervals with him, distance rollerskis with him; I even once went
for a hike with him. If people competed with their rifles on their back, I reasoned, they
must also train with them there. I learned later this is not exactly the case, and biathletes
don’t actually do overdistance rollerskiing with rifles. Nevertheless, a 4.5kg rifle that
used to weigh heavy on my back gradually became instead a comforting feeling, and
rollerskiing without one felt odd, the feeling of something forgotten that lingers on the
edge of your consciousness. An heirloom rifle is not a mere burden; it is a heavy, solid,
powerful, patient, and comforting friend. My friend reassured me that we could take on
the world together.

Soon I was in Lake Placid, struggling to shoot five shots in a minute and a half while the
world’s best, I was told, could do it under twenty seconds. Whatever accuracy you have,
shooting this slow puts you another minute behind after every shooting station, so you
really have to ski fast. But my coaches had patience, and I had a skiing background plus
a rifle friend that shot straight and true. Slowly, gradually, with the bleeding elbows and
sore knees characteristic of new biathletes, I improved. I must have hit some targets in
Lake Placid, or at least Jean decided I was teachable, because I was invited back for a
development camp in October. And then in December I found myself in my first biathlon
race.
A biathlon hosted by my now-beloved Colorado Biathlon Club (CBC) family is like no
other. Theirs is a largely unmarked course at 9,000 feet with an uphill range approach,
no easy way to introduce yourself to a new sport that demands a calm heart and steady
hand. My mom came out to Colorado to help me train and scope (peer through a spotting
scope to see where the bullets go) for me as I struggled to get ready for The International
Biathlon Union (IBU) Cup trials by way of a Colorado Biathlon Cup race. “Mom,” I told
my wonderful mother after I finished, “I hit something!” We high-fived, and off we went
to Canmore for IBU Cup trials.* Four penalty laps I skied, having missed four shots out of
five in my first standing bout in Canmore, and it took me a minute and a half to ski them.
Because we all knew the amount of work it took all three of us to get me there hitting that
one target, my parents and I smiled as Forget Me Not and I whirled around and around
the penalty loop. Even in the heat of my first battle, I did not miss them all!
Soon I was on a plane to the IBU Cup in Europe, then I was in a car on the way to World
Cup, with new experiences around every corner. When I presented my beloved rifle to
an aged and stern German World Cup referee, he muttered dolefully “this is not good”.
World Cup-level biathlon now has many spectators and many sponsors; referees enforce
strict limits on sponsorship logos. I had no sponsors; no logos, but I did have garlands of
Forget Me Nots meticulously and beautifully burned into the stock by my mother. I also
had the rifle’s name and other artwork, animals and words. The German referee, being
very German, clucked and covered it up with electrical tape despite protests that there
were no sponsors.
After that I was home for a week, then I on a plane for the Canmore World Cup. Home
again where I landed in a ferocious fight for the Colorado State Biathlon Championship,
and soon after I was on a red-eye to US biathlon nationals with my CBC family. Those are
the places I went, the things I did in my first year of biathlon. Some targets I hit, many I
missed. I skied a lot of circles- penalty laps in incredibly beautiful places in every kind of
weather. Many experiences, but most of what I actually experienced was joy. What I felt
was a deep gratitude to all the people who form the banks of my raging river, guiding my
reckless energy, this time into a new sport. But always guiding.
So my nordic and biathlon friends, be brave, hit some targets, live in joy! If anyone needs
me I should be somewhere in the Colorado Front Range smiling at the sky.
Note*: For the nordics of this world, IBU Cup is roughly equivalent to OPA Cup [European
Continental Cup] in cross country, except that there are a lot more spectators and they
make a lot more noise. I think they make the noise to help you relax and shoot calmly.

Max Cobb and Bernd Eiseinbichler, wonderful men who contribute to the sport of biathlon
in their own different ways, were passing through the Olympic Training Center in Colorado
Springs, near my home in Boulder. I drove down to meet them, and not long after, I was
en route to the Olympic Training Center in Lake Placid, NY, home of US Biathlon. The
development coaches there give everything in their power to teach potential biathletes.
Jean Paquet and Erik Lewish, I salute you! Was I a potential recruit? To them, but not to
me; I had chosen my path months ago. I already loved the sport of biathlon, swapping
the complexity of classic skiing for a different kind of complexity. A sport where lining up
a circle inside a circle over a circle is a perfectly acceptable pursuit for hours at a time.
My undergraduate degree is in theoretical mathematics, you see, and I think circles are
awesome. Do you see the symmetry in all of this? So did I.
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Was it unwise of me to jump into such a complex new sport while pursuing a graduate
degree in engineering? Perhaps. But in my NCAA career at the University of Colorado, I
had learned something from the Alpine half of Ski Team. Elite alpine racers, like no other
sport I’ve witnessed, live in joy. They compete in joy, they train in joy. Every workout and
race is on the edge, pushing the limits of their being; they are the most reckless, wild and
courageous athletes I have witnessed. “On the starting line, don’t be afraid-- think of why
you are there. It makes you happy, it brings you joy!” our GS NCAA champion told me.
So that’s what I chose to do. This sport, like no other, was already giving me joy, and I
chose, like my alpine brothers, to charge forward without reservation, to live in joy, and to
do something I excel at—leap into the unknown without planning ahead. This approach
could be called disorganized, but as an optimist I prefer to call myself spontaneous.
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Knut Nystad has been the head of ski service for the
Norwegian National Team since 2006. In that time the
Norwegians have enjoyed a period of good success on
the World Cup. Our readers may also recognize his name
from his years as a standout athlete on the University of
Vermont ski team and as head coach for the University of
Denver. We caught up with Knut this summer to hear some
of his thoughts on managing a World Cup service team
along with other topics.

WORLD CUP WAX TECH Q & A
WITH KNUT NYSTAD
BNS You have been the head of ski service for Norway
now for a number of years – what changes have been
made to how the national team approaches ski preparation
for major races?
KNUT Big question. It is not easy to sum up 10 years of
work in a few sentences and it is also equally difficult to
describe the process without admitting there is a lot of
truth to all the cliches. I have not made the changes, I
have been a part and taken part in the changes. I have
worked for the Norwegian team since 2006. Probably the
biggest change has been to build up a strong, motivated
and curious team with complimentary skills. Ski service
is a team sport, hence before working on the hardware
we had to ensure that the team was solidly built around
simple shared core values like respect, responsibility,
professionalism, curiosity, eagerness to learn, service
mindedness, friendliness, cooperating, sharing, work
ethic/moral, and good mood, ability to work as a team
AND individually and so on. We had to find people with
complimentary skills that shared these values, took pride
in their work AND that loved the work. Not all days are
fun, but with a team of people that truly enjoys the work
and the atmosphere, we help each other. The truth is
simple and boring - our success - like for other teams - is
hard work over a long time period. Testing, testing and
testing. The truth is so boring and time consuming that
most people will never find it. There is no magic. If so it
is called luck - and luck plays a major part of our outdoor
sport. We just hope that we can get luckier than the other
teams by testing more. Even though we have lots of folks
and resources, we still mess up from time to time. We
make mistakes, just like other teams, but in my mind
making mistakes is human. It is how you correct them
defines you as a person/team. The bad days have shown
me that we have a team that I/we can truly be proud off.
We are also able to lose as a team and that is probably the
biggest change.
In terms of the physical work I would say that the biggest
change has been to create an acceptance for standardized
testing protocols and processes that can offer an answer,
not absolute truths. We test ideas and conclude for one
race at a time. Products, methods, etc., that development
goes in leaps and bounds - but with standardized testing
protocols, a trained testing crew, and an acceptance for
what the limitations of the test result is - the answer is
simple - just test and you will get an answer.
BNS The last few years has seen some innovation in how
national teams do ski service, the most visible being the
new wax trucks on the World Cup. What do you see as
the next big innovations to take place in ski service on the
World Cup?
KNUT Yes, luckily more and more teams are taking the
safety and health of their teams into their own hands. I
hope that all teams can get working conditions that are safe

and sound - especially the teams that cannot afford large
trucks. In terms of future innovations it is always hard to
predict what the next big thing will be, but my guess would
be improved working conditions with portable ventilated
irons (like what we use from a company called IDT). I think
the move will go from central to local ventilation - like what
we have in our service truck.
Some other areas that I THINK will see some changes:
New and improved ski bases/wax/methods that gives a
more dirt resistant surface and more durable wax result.
A focus on pole length - what is the correct length for
all given techniques/terrains given the increased focus on
double poling?
New pole grip/handle to maximize power for double poling.
More exact measure of ski properties.
Roller skis with brakes will be standard.
More use of modern materials in boots/skis.
Easier wax with a larger span.
Improved - No-wax technology.
Snowmaking (affordable) in plus degrees.
Personally I hope that changes making our sport available
to more people will happen quickly - i.e safe roller skis and
snow making in plus degrees. It would be an important
paradigm shift for the sport if consistent skiing conditions
were available in all major cities.
BNS Anything the consumer should be on the lookout for
in the next few years on the ski wax market?
KNUT See my answers above, BUT you can always be
in the game for all the hypes - but the truth is look for
equipment that you need AND that has the right properties
for your skills/use. Focus on what will make your skiing
experience better (which could be different than what it
takes to make other peoples’ skiing experience better).
Key words are to go out and train, work hard not only
on endurance and strength, but also with your technique.
Skiing is a life style. The skill set you learn you will take
with you your entire life - but you need to maintain it. An
investment in your own health is never wrong. If buying
new/used equipment will get you out there more often then
go for it. Just make sure you get help from some experts to
target your needs. Keep an eye out for easy fast products
that will give you more snow time - spend the time out
training - not inside waxing.
BNS Lastly, a curveball – any handy tips you could
recommend for waxing for long distance classic ski
marathons?
KNUT This is such a simple question - but unfortunately
I have no easy answer. My reccomendation would be
the following. If you are going to wax with kick wax use sandpaper and wax the base waxes the day before.
Measure your classical skis so that you are sure that you
wax within the wax pocket with the correct wax thickness
in the right places. This might sound strange - but many
people wax longer than what they need, and too thick in
the wrong places - this gives good kick - but robs glide.
Listen to the wax reccomenations from the Pros.
Focus on methods - not products. If you know the weather/
snow conditions - it is relatively easy to pick a good
"product of the day" (maybe not the absolute best - but
what is that in a point to point race over 50K?) Focus on
picking the right skis with the right structure - for the given
conditions.

Every year, Roger Knight, manager of BNS East and
nationally respected wax guru, writes a wax and tools
preview for coaches across the US. Not only does Roger
have his finger on the pulse of the waxing world’s cutting
edge, but he is out in the field all winter long as part of
BNS’ race service team. For specific wax questions, email
roger@bouldernordic.com or stop into the Portland, ME
store.

ROGER’S WAX & TOOLS
REVIEW / PREVIEW 2016-2017
"When things get dirty this pow can really go."

SkiGo continues to
be the small company that is pushing
the pace on service innovations. Christer Majbeck owns
the business and still leads the charge on testing and innovation. This hands-on approach and passion makes
SkiGo the world leader in actual product to make fast skis,
though they fall far back in marketing. That is OK by us
here at BNS because they continue to push the envelope
on products that consistently are market leaders in the
wax and tools game.
New for this year BNS USA will be able to offer some
World Cup powders and solids that previously had not
been available outside of the WC team wax rooms. OR
and IR powders and blocks will be available on a limited
basis to start the year as well as C111 powder. It is a bit
unclear if we will be able to reorder them when we run out
so get them early in the fall to make sure you get in on the
fastest skis this year. These powders and blocks do NOT
replace any existing SkiGo fluoros, they are in addition to
the current lineup.
OR powder and solid was a killer last year on the WC as
it works in -8C (18F) to -2C (28F) in all snow conditions.
This is a key range that we often find ourselves skiing in
and there are a lot of products that work, but a lot are
not exceptional due to the varying types of snow in this
range. OR powder can be ironed in at 170-180C like most
powders. OR block should be rubbed on and speed fleeced
in. For added durability a layer can be ironed first and
brushed out.
IR powder and solid are a bit more specific, working in
zero conditions right around freezing especially in new
snow. This is one that you will pull out of the box three to
four times a year and it is going to crush everything you
have. IR powder and block will be best from -4C (25F) to
+2C (36F). IR powder can be ironed in at 170–180C like
most powders. IR block should be rubbed on and speed
fleeced in. For added durability a layer can be ironed first
and brushed out.
C111 Powder is a proven winner in the extreme cold
conditions that none of us really want to ski in. This wax
works best in all snow types in -25C (-13F) to -10C (14F).
C111 powder is a really nice addition to test against C110
powder. As we all know, anything you can do to make skis
fast in these conditions is a huge advantage. This is only
available in powder and should be ironed at 170–180C.
There is a new formulation 105 liquid this year as well.
This change has been working well in testing for the last
two years. The goal in reformulating this wax was to have
it work in a wider range of conditions thus making it a
more valuable tool to have in the wax box. C105 liquid
has always been a finicky one and it was unclear what
exact conditions it would work in. It was a proven winner
and when it was fast it was proverbial lightning, but it was
really hard to pin down when that was. Due to this, SkiGo
did a redesign and we are really pleased with the result.
The new C105 liquid excels in -8C (18F) to -1C (30F) in
mixed snow conditions such as new snow or manmade
mixing with older snow. We see these conditions more and
more so C105 liquid will be a key for making fast skis. We
will have limited supply of the older wax. If you want to
grab it before it’s gone email roger@bouldernordic.com.

The HF Violet kickwax comes in the standard black version
but also in a race service version that has no black. This
formula is the same as the old -2/-15C racing kickwax of
years ago. The race service version is a bit harder so it is
a tad easier to work with. It is faster but does not offer as
much kick as the black version. Due to this being a race
service product there will be limited quantities available.
We also have access to a special Race Service HF kick wax
affectionately called HF Panther. This one is sometimes
known on the WC as the Finn edition HF wax and it is a
stone cold speed demon with a positive kick experience.
Made for grainy, manmade and mixed snow in -10C (14F)
to 0C (32F), the HF Panther is a new wax with the legendary SkiGo proprietary HF kick component. This means
wide range with great speed. You will want this one in
your box!
SkiGo is the unquestioned leader in the pure fluoro game.
Their liquids border on dominant and offer pure top end
speed as well as durability and ease of use. C55/99 is
still being overlooked by some techs and that is a huge
mistake. C55/99 is possibly the most versatile liquid in
the market and is a must test. C110 liquid is a winner
in temperatures below -10C. We admit that we had our
doubts about a liquid in these conditions, but those were
quickly erased when it started winning tests hands down
in all snow conditions.
The solid fluoro line offers simplicity, value and a lot of
speed. C22 block simply has to be tested in all conditions
as it is a universal fluoro rub on. C110 block has been
outstanding in all snow types in the cold conditions. C105
block is always a steady favorite and must be tested in the
teens and low twenties especially in newer snow conditions. C44/7 rub continues to be very good in ice or new
falling greasy snow. We also like to do some mixes with
these and then fleece them together. C22 and C105 block
mixed together in all types of varying snow below freezing
is a great mix that is always fast.
In powders, C105 leads the way as the number one mostused fluoro powder in the US. C22 is the standard for
warm powders and proves dominant over and over in
conditions above freezing. C110 is fast in those abrasive
colder conditions and it can run in all snow types up to
the high teens. We even had a few days last year where
C110 was great in the low twenties. C44/7 is in that key
20’s range although it can be perplexing when it works
best: when it goes it really goes. Last year C44/7 saw a
huge resurgence winning tests at US Nationals nearly all
week. CM10 is available in a 30g block and it’s important
to keep in mind this is double the size of most companies’
solids. CM10 block is in the powder section because the
way to work with it is get it on like a powder and then iron
in at 170–180C. CM10 block works in conditions well
outside what is listed on the packaging; in fact we try it in
all conditions. BNS tries CM10 block every time we test
no matter the temperature or snow type.
We will have a limited amount of the old C44 powder
available this year. This is the unbeatable powder for
-4/+4C and old transformed snow that we knew and loved
for so many years. Just do not use this in new snow, it is
for older transformed only.
We also have a very limited quantity of the old C44 liquid
with the graphite in it. This product is really good in manmade snow and transformed snow in mid to high humidity. We will only have a couple dozen and are not sure if
we can get it again so be in touch and order yours early.
We will carry a very limited amount of the two infamous
SkiGo premixes: Orange/Green and Violet/Yellow. These
are only available in 200g packaging as they are made
specifically for the WC. Orange/Green is good in almost
every condition above -10C (14F). Violet/Yellow tends to
excel in snow that is rapidly warming and softening—think
Truckee or New England snow.
The HF line of gliders is amazing, especially in areas with
high humidity. The Green, Blue, Violet, Orange, Red and

Yellow lineup depends on snow type and temperature. Yellow cannot be beat in warm wet, and the wide range of
Blue and Violet make them an easy choice with Blue for
new snow and Violet for old snow. HF Orange has become
a favorite in the 24F-34F range. This wax was tweaked
four years ago and has become a must have now, crushing
our test results all over the country last year. HF Red is a
specific wax for manmade snow that we are using more
and more even in natural snow. There is a new listing in
the waxes this year, HF Universal. This is the same wax
as the HFP16 so many of you have grown to love over
the last two years, no change. They have added the wax
to the regular line because it truly is a universal HF wax.
It has the hardness of a P16 but also has a huge amount
of fluoro in it. It works well in new and old snow and also
across the range of cold to warm. HF Universal has won
tests for us in as cold as -8C and as warm as +6C. It truly
is a must have wax. SkiGo HF’s are in between Swix and
Holmenkol HF waxes in price which makes them attractive
as a great alternative in moist snow conditions.
LF and XC Graphite continue to be the first layer wax of
choice country wide. We cannot keep these in stock no
matter how many we order. In tricky conditions and when
durability or dirt resistance is a must LF Graphite is your
first choice no matter what. Make sure to brush out thoroughly with a fine steel and then a Holmenkol horsehair
brush though so there is no excess left in the base.
Many teams have switched to using SkiGo LF Blue as their
travel and universal prep wax. LF Blue is cheaper than LF6
and with equal or better performance. Give us a call if you
are interested in making that switch and we will work on
helping you make it work.
C380 Cold Powder is very good either by itself or mixed
with HF wax in newer snow. We have used C380 alone or
as a 50:50 mix with HF Green or HF Blue with tremendous success. It irons in easily and the powder goes further than most synthetic powders. We have sold out of this
the last two years so make sure to get your order in early.
P16 Cold Powder has been the better seller now the last
three years. It has proven to extend durability and increase
speed in harsh conditions, cold to extreme cold conditions,
and in manmade snow. P16 is always worth ironing in as
a base or first layer when race waxing in all conditions as it
really helps harden the base and keep the skis clean. The
best thing is that P16 irons into the ski very easily, despite
being for some of the most aggressive conditions out there.
The SkiGo HF kick waxes are no-brainers. Huge ranges,
incredible speed and distinctive grip make for a great fourwax system. Many teams and individuals are just buying
these waxes for racing and keeping it simple.
The HF klister line is killing it especially with the addition
of HF Universal klister last year. HF Universal took us a
bit by surprise last year as it went straight to the top of
our favorite universal/violet/red klisters. HF Uni is a klister
that will work in -5/+10C conditions with the same SkiGo
proprietary HF that has made their kickers and klisters so
great. If you didn’t get the chance to try this last year you
need to because you will be very pleased with it’s speed,
kick and versatility. The Yellow just crushes it when it is
saturated red/yellow/universal conditions. The Violet is a
great wet violet klister. The best part of these two is when
things are tricky and mixed they combine to form an amazing tandem with great glide and positive kick. You need
these in your wax box.
For training days SkiGo has perfected a spray on binder
klister and universal klister. Why not make it easy on everyone when it doesn’t truly count and go with an easyto-apply solution?
The XC kickers are priced attractively, and they perform
very well in all conditions. We especially love the Green,
Violet, Orange, and Yellow. These can be raced on or used
as practice waxes and they will not disappoint. The Green
is very good in cold, newer snow and has a tar additive for
smooth kicking and firm grip.

Don’t sleep on the LF Violet and Orange kickers, as they
have a large range, don’t ice, and are very affordable.
SkiGo biodegradable Wax Remover is a huge hit. Just
make sure to apply it, let it sit for 10-20 seconds and then
clean it out. You can fly with this as well, but sometimes
the airlines will give you flack. In a sport where we probably are not doing enough to be environmentally friendly
this wax remover is the right choice.

just jumped out in our tests last year across the entire
mid-range and we found it to work in all snow types where
any moisture is present. Optimum snow type is damp to
dry snow either old or new. We found in our tests that
Syntec Race Mid can work in colder than advertised conditions as well. Will replace not only SpeedPowder Mid but
also RacePowder Mid(Mid08). Iron temp of 170–180C or
hand or roto cork.

For tools, SkiGo has really started to expand heavily into
this category. Two really key tools for every coach and
team to have are the kickwax scraper and the easy cut
cap. The kickwax scraper is the best tool we have ever
used at BNS! Easy and simple, it makes the removal of
klister and hardwax a cinch. This is another tool that no
matter how many we order we run out every single year.
This should be in every skier’s kick wax pack and every
wax tech’s box. The easy cut cap (that now comes on all
SkiGo kickwaxes) fits on the foil of the kickwax and automatically cuts the foil down uniformly when it is twisted.
Brilliant! No more wax in your teeth or uneven peels of the
kickers. Get a few for the box, they work with all brands!
SkiGo Fiberlene is exactly the same as the leading companies but a little less money, take a look at it for your needs.
Pink Paper Set. This is used for base prep on dry, or extreme cold snow. We cannot stress enough what a difference this product makes in colder snow. We have had
coaches go from laughing at it to buying as many sheets
as they can get their hands on. Several times we have had
this make more of a difference in speed than topcoating
or applying a powder. Needless to say this is an incredible product that SkiGo put many years of research into.
Pink Paper is available as a kit with a Velcro handle that
the sheets attach to or as a service pack of larger sheets
with no applicator. To use just work in both directions up
and down the ski and then finish in direction of travel 2-3
times.

Syntec Race Wet -4C (25F) to +10C (50F) A great solution for the warmer snow conditions. Syntec Race Wet
performs well in damp to wet and coarse grained snow.
Holmenkol SpeedPowder Wet was always a very specific
wax working best in conditions near freezing and not saturated snow but Syntec Race Wet works across a broad
spectrum of warm and wet snow conditions. Iron temp of
170–180C or hand or roto cork.

Many people have forgotten about how great the SkiGo
fine long steel brush is. This brush is great on harder waxes in particular at penetrating the structure and getting the
wax back out.

NEW Syntec Race Powders! Holmenkol brings an all new
powder lineup this year and it is one we are very excited
about. Let’s face it: outside of Mid 08 (RP Mid) the Holmenkol powder lineup was average or less than average
in a lot of conditions. It was time for Holmenkol to do a
reset on their pure fluoro lineup and they did a great job.
Last year Holmenkol Racing Service gave us eight different
powders to test in each range: Cold, Mid and Wet. It was
an overwhelming amount of powder to test against our
traditional favorites in this range and each other. Needless
to say, Holmenkol put a ton of not only research into Syntec powders but also development and on snow testing.
Worldwide this test program produced these three winners
from the 24 test powders that were tested the last two
years. BNS tests showed us that Syntec’s completely new
raw materials vastly improved the powder offering from
Holmenkol. All of the test powders were in the top of our
test results and we had several days where the Mid powder was far and away the best thing we tested across all
brands. BNS is really excited to share these all new Syntec powders with previously unknown acceleration, speed
and durability! These powders are also compliant with the
new European fluoro restrictions that will be coming in the
next two years so you can expect to see this lineup for the
foreseeable future.
Syntec Race Cold -20C (-4F) to -8C (18F) This new powder performs best in dry and cold snow either new or old.
The new raw material that Holmenkol has found provides
incredible speed and durability. The old Holmenkol SpeedPowder Cold was finicky about moisture content and snow
type but Syntec Race Cold works across a broad range of
conditions. Iron temp of 170–180C or hand or roto cork.
Syntec Race Mid -10C(14F) to -2C (28F) Syntec Race Mid
is going to blow your mind with it’s speed! This powder

***We do still have a supply of the traditional Holmenkol
powders! If you are interested in them get in touch with
Roger.***
Hits from last year: The HF line of waxes continue to be
the best value out there. Holmenkol worldwide has moved
completely to the Racing Mix HF line with a standard
Cold(Blue), Mid(Red) and Wet(Yellow). The broad ranges
and affordability of the Racing Mix line has made it a hit.
In testing over the last four years we have found the cold
and mid to be very good approximations of the old Matrix.
The Wet seems to be a tad improved but is still not the
go to for slush as it performs better around 0C like a combination red/yellow. The black Matrix line continues to be
a go-to in older or manmade mixed snow as well. These
waxes are very inexpensive and produce great results: if
you are going to use a black(moly/graphite) line then this
is by far the best choice with the widest ranges. We have
limited stock of the black Matrix line left grab it early in the
season to ensure you have it. We are completely out of the
150g Black/Red Matrix.
Race Service Powder Cold-59 also gets a new name and
becomes Speedpowder Hybrid Cold. This powder is very
specific for extremely cold, dry, aggressive snow. This is a
favorite in the Midwest and was also quite good in Houghton last year for Nationals.
Holmenkol blocks have all been very good and there are
no changes to the names. The Cold, Mid and Wet have
performed very well and are easy to use. These blocks go
on very easy making them a favorite of coaches across the
country. We have seen more and more teams buying the
Cold as it seems to perform well in 0F–20F conditions.
Mid 08 can be greased lightning in funky mid-range and
cold conditions, in new snow and in manmade mixes.
Holmenkol made a change to their liquids last year and
we didn’t give them the credit they deserved. They are a
real thing now in the liquid fluoro game and you need to
consider adding them to your arsenal.
Speed Finish Cold 2.0- Spray on fluor liquid for cold aggressive snow from -8C(18F) to -20C(-4F). Very durable
and provides acceleration that is unparalleled in the cold
range. Spray on and let sit, no need to polish or brush!
Speed Finish Mid 2.0- Spray on fluor liquid for all snow
types in the -2C(28F) to -10C(14F) range. Highly dirt
resistant and durable, this wax has a wide temperature
range. Spray on and let sit, no need to polish or brush!
Speed Finish Wet 2.0- Spray on fluor liquid that excels
in damp fresh snow, wet saturated snow and finer snow
types from 0C(32F) to -4C(25F). This is the range where
liquids can mean minutes on course over all other waxes,
the magic range. Spray on and let sit, no need to polish or
brush! Speed finish bonds very well to HF or pure fluoro
powders.
We are definitely seeing more use of the kick waxes, especially the blues and the red. The red kicker fits in as a great
funky snow or new snow near freezing option. More and
more people like these and the cost makes them a great
team option. Why pay a ton for practice wax from some

of the larger companies? The klisters are a practice option
only in our opinion, with the exception of the Red Spezial
(0/-2C) and Black Spezial (-1/+10C)
Of course, the Hydrocarbon waxes are staples that everyone should have. We get a lot of great feedback on the
AlphaMix Yellow, BetaMix Red and UltraMix Blue. Simple,
affordable, and great performance. Beta Red is a universal
travel wax and base wax for many service teams because
it is so good, and the Ultramix is a really easy to use blue
CH wax.
The Holmenkol Nano CFC cleaner is the industry leader.
We sell a ton of it and every team should be using it. It
cleans the glide zones and gets fluoro out without drying
out the base or ruining structure. From our experience out
on the service trail people are not CFC cleaning their skis
enough. It is such a simple thing to do and the performance difference really is incredible. Look for some hard
test data on this coming from us in the near future. A little
bit goes a long way on this stuff so get a 500ml bottle and
be set for the year.
For tools, the pro groove scraper, horsehair brush, fine
steel brush, racing scraper sharpener, digital iron and thick
plate digital iron are the big hits. We cannot say enough
about this horsehair brush. It is the best brush out there,
very affordable and does an amazing job. We like to work
it in as a second brush option on almost all waxes. If you
need a great and versatile form that can be easily clamped
to any table or bench we love the Holmenkol option. It
is simple, durable, light and can pack down quite small.
Available in an oval option as well.
If you want simple structure options that continually rock
on snow the Holmenkol Cross Structure Tool is the ticket.
This is a simple universal two roller system that always
makes fast skis. If it is below 25F we like to pop out one
roller, anything wet above 25F and two rollers makes fast
skis every time. Holmenkol has added more options with
this as they now sell a roller kit which adds on five additional options for making fast skis. Simply put if you get
the Cross Structure tool and the add on kit we are confident you have all your bases covered.
The Digital RacingWaxer Thick Base Plate has an extremely thick 26mm base plate for temperature consistency and
great feel on the ski. It has a digital display and a microprocessor for temperature regulation. Will heat in even
the hardest fluoro powders with temperature control from
90C–180C. Finally an iron that doesn’t die after using for
one year of service!
Holmenkol is still making the standard Digital RacingWaxer with its digital temperature control from 90C-180C,
great ergonomics and durability. We sell a ton of these
for a reason.
If you want amazing irons at a great price check out the
Electronic Racing Wax Iron. This is the exact same iron as
the Digital, just without an LED display. This means you
get the guts and amazing performance of the Digital Iron
at roughly 2/3 of the cost. Every single team should have
these as they have the same consistency of the more expensive irons but at a much less expensive price.
An overlooked item in the Holmenkol lineup is the iron
holder tray. This is a really great product that will attach
to tables and benches and keep your iron secure to avoid
accidents when working on skis.
Don’t miss out on the Holmenkol Fanny Pack. We are not
suggesting everyone go Euro and start rocking this around
town, but this pack is the ideal on trail kick or topcoat
pack. We use these at BNS because they are large enough
to fit a whole lineup of kickers or all of your brands in
a temperature range. Plus have you all seen Chambo or
Nathan rocking them in the front???
All of the top techs on the WC are now using Speed Fleece
as their finishing tool of choice on pure fluoro jobs. This
is a really great product that fits all of the major roto
brush systems out there. The best fleece product available
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anywhere, period. We cannot stress enough that if you
are rotocorking still you are making a huge mistake. It is
very hard to control the heat with a rotocork and wax will
change its performance if heated inconsistently. Switch to
roto fleece now, it is easier, faster and you will get better
performance from it.

SWIX

The big Norwegian company
continues to make great wax as
they have for so many years. The changes they made to
their lineup a few years ago have been an improvement
but have made things a tad more confusing.
Here is a powder rundown:
FC4X: Cold powder for -10/-20C in fine and old coarse
snow. This was hit or miss last year but had some really
good days in cold old snow.
FC5X: This is the old FC100 powder. Swix says it is best
in older transformed snow -3/-15C, but we found it to be
better in newer snow in that range. It is a finicky powder
results wise but can crush in new falling snow that has
decent moisture in it.
FC6X: A powder for all snow in -1/-10C, very nice change
to the product line we have had success with this.
FC7X: A reformulation of FC7 for +2/-6C. Not our favorite
powder in this range.
FC8X: This is the same as the past. +4/-4C all snow
types, still a hit or miss powder like SkiGo 44/7. It is a bit
hard to tell the ideal snow for this powder but it can be a
real winner when it goes.
FC10X: The same as the old FC10X, 0/+15C, a solid
powder but can usually be bested by other warm powders.
Worth trying in all warm wet conditions.
The HF waxes were reformulated two years ago and we
had some success in particular with the new HF4X. This
is now worth testing against your cold weather favorites.
HF5X is a very popular option that originated in Swix famous Racing Service line. HF6X is the same great wax it
has been for years, you always need to try it in -5/-10C
conditions. HF7X is a good wax for the key twenties range,
softer than some other options in this range. HF8X is the
same HF8 we have known and loved for years. HF10X
was hardened over the old HF10 last year.
The HF BW line is still a very finicky wax line. Our belief is
that it has more Alpine applications than it does Nordic as
it doesn’t seem to be very consistent or provide any clarity
over the clean HF line.
The liquid pure fluoros are always in play when it is warm
and wet. Hint: Anything Swix puts an A on is actually
made for Alpine. Think of this as a sprint option only. The
HVC warm is a great liquid in warm wet conditions and
can perform on the cold side of its range in greasy snow
as well.
The V line kick wax line is just so solid. Extra Blue and
Special Purple are always something to test.
The KX klister line has been ok. We feel it was a step up
from the KR line, but frankly that is not a ringing endorsement. There are better klister options out there for similar
or less money. We will definitely keep trying it though as
Swix tends to make tweaks every year to improve their
waxes, usually not advertised.

TOKO

Toko still makes some great products. We like a couple of the powders and blocks and the binder
waxes in particular. The spray
klister binder has fast become an easy to use favorite. The
HF Blue and HF Red have been in the mix for us in drier
conditions in particular. The JetStream Bloc 2.0 Blue and
Red can be very good. The JetStream Powder 2.0 Blue
and Red can also be in the mix, though they don’t seem
to be as good against the competition as the solids. The
X-Cold Powder is nice to combine as a hardening agent.

GURU

If you are not on board with
Guru yet you should be. An
amazing cowboy wax line
straight from the World Cup.
Almost all of the kickers and
klisters are must haves. We sell so much Green, Violet,
Red, Yellow, Extreme Hallgeir and Super Hallgeir kick wax
because it is amazing stuff. Guru makes a great klister
binder and hardwax binder as well now. The Red, Violet,
Red/Silver, 39 and 39 Hard are some of our favorite klisters of all time. Otherwise the line is the same old awesomeness. Word to the wise: order Guru early and often.
We run out quicker every year and it is tough to get our
hands on more quickly.

INNOVAX

This company makes a bunch of waxes, but only one that
you need to know about. Beta Cold Powder is our favorite
cold weather HF quality wax. When it is below 20F and
particularly below 14F this wax excels. It can compete
against LF waxes, HF waxes, and pure fluoros in the bitter
cold. It is super easy to apply because it comes in powder
crystal form. Get some. Seriously, it goes on easy, it is
fairly cheap, and it crushes in cold weather. Used alone,
not to be mixed like cold powders.

REX

The Finnish company with
the amazing klisters! We have
made it our mission the last few
years to make sure everyone
was using Rex klisters again
because they are so good! There is good news on the Rex
front for us here in the USA as well. The past few years
Rex was doing a direct distribution model from Finland
that essentially meant we ordered in the spring, received
our order in the fall and that was it. Reorders were nearly
impossible for us to get in time so the answer when we
ran out was sadly that we couldn’t get more. Rex Finland
has now hired a company to do US distribution and they
are people who actually know Nordic and care about it.
We will see how the model works, but we are hopeful Rex
will have an increased presence here in the US. The new
distributor will plan to stock a few of the favorites in back
stock, but our best guess is still if you want Rex order early
and often. As always we can keep you up to date via email
if we are running low on things.
Hits from last year: All of the klisters. We love the Blue, Violet, Gold, Universal, Red Special and OU and OV klisters.
The Gold has fast become a go to klister in a wide range
of conditions including manmade and manmade mix. The
OU klister is discontinued, we have a small supply left and
then it is gone. Do not ignore the Rex Universal klister, it
is very, very good. We have ordered a limited amount of
the old formula OV, the one you have known and loved for
years. Old formula OV is available first come first served.
Rex klisters must be in our box because they are cheap
and really good.
They have eliminated OI completely from the line. To make
it yourself just combine a 1:1 ratio of OU (if you have any)
and Red. We like to add a touch more OU personally.
RCF Pink is back! For those of you who are die hard RCF
Pink fans and have not been able to get your hands on it
we will have some to start the year. RCF Pink now comes
in a 43g package.
TK-72 block continues to be a great solid fluoro in below
0C conditions. This wax pretty much will never slow the
skis down and it always is near the top of our testing. Nagano block is made for exactly what you would think: Wet
falling snow surrounding freezing and soft messy tracks.
Nagano is a specialty block for sure, but it always has at
least one day a year where it knocks it out of the park! TK125 is made for +5/-3C in wet conditions and has been a
hit for its wide range and ease of application.
Hydrex is our favorite zero/hairy cover liquid out there. One

bottle goes a long way, is reasonably priced, and doesn’t
affect kick. The packaging is now a spray bottle for easier
application. We often will cover a klister job that borders
on slow with some Hydrex and it works great. Another liquid that we have liked is Ruka for +5/-20C. Ruka contains
moly and performs best in mid humidity and on manmade
or heavily tilled snow.
For Powders we have seen an increased interest in several
over the past few years. TK-245 is a powder for -5/+5C,
it truly excels in moderate humidity. TK-50 is for 0/+5C
and dirty snow. This powder seems to be one of the most
dirt resistant powders out there. TK-29 is a powder for
-2/-8C that is at its peak performance in DRY snow. TK29 is definitely not an East Coast powder. TK-820 is a
powder for poor gliding snow in cold conditions. Ideally
for -8/-20C but will work well even up to -2C on older or
manmade snow. Rex Inari is a unique powder in that it
is non-fluorinated for new snow in cold conditions. It is
used as a hardener and a base wax for fluorinated coatings
when conditions turn towards the extreme.
Last year Rex added a Race Service line of products that
they had tested extensively on the World Cup. We were
able to try some of these out over the last two years with
mixed results. Here is a breakdown of the RS line:
Powders-342, 63, Grip Powder.
342 +10/-20C This is a special wide ranging powder
for moist snow specifically. Will also work well in coarse
moist. Not a dry snow powder. 342 seems to be in the mix
a lot and is always worth a test.
63 -5/-20C This powder contains graphite and is intended
for old, fine and artificial snow. Best in cold conditions and
snow that has been worked a lot. We didn’t have the ideal
conditions to have faith in this powder but look forward to
trying it more this year.
Grip This is a specific grip wax coating powder. It is an
extremely fine grained polymer powder. Helps to reduce
the friction of grip waxes and prevent icing. Can be used
for klister or grip waxes.
HF Waxes- HF11, HF21, HF31, HF Powder.
HF11- +2/-2C This is a warm weather new and old snow
HF. It is harder than traditional HF warm waxes and thus
not so oily. Very dirt repellent. Think of this as an improvement on the old Olympico Yellow. We thought this was a
great addition last year and had it be very good multiple
times.
HF21- -2/-8C Made for all snow types in medium moisture conditions. HF21 is very hard but still has a low melt
point. This wax was developed specifically as an underlayer for pure fluoro powders but can be used as a final
layer. HF21 seems to be best thought of as a universal
underlayer as we haven’t found it to be fastest against
other HF waxes.
HF31- -8/-20C A very hard and durable wax for colder
snow types. Can be used in warmer conditions as well
with very good durability.
HF Powder- 0/-12C HF in powder form based on the same
raw materials as the other HF’s in the Race Service line.
The powder form allows the mixture of the insoluble PTFE
component into the wax.
GripTK-1814 -2/-15C A specific grip wax for manmade and
coarse snow. This wax was developed in response to today’s courses that usually have very hard tracks and artificial snow. We really liked this wax and think it must be
added to all wax boxes immediately.

RODE

If this Italian company never changes their kick and klister
line we are completely fine with that! Rode is the gold
standard in grip wax products and has been for 30 years.
Not the simplest system around, but just really good. Last
year they started a direct from Italy distribution model
with mixed results. It is great to be able to communicate
directly with the owner of Rode, but reorders take some
time. Thus favorites like Multi klister and the T Line ran
out and it took some time to restock. Keep this in mind as

you order your Rode. The only kickers that we don’t love
are the Blue I and Blue II and Yellow. All of the others are
in our box. How many times have Multigrade Violet and
Blue saved you? For klister we love the Skare Special, Skare, Violet Special, Violet, Rossa Special, Rossa, and Multigrade. We won’t argue if there are more that you like. We
see a ton of orders for the fluoro kickers in particular the
Blue Super Violet Special and Red Extra. For the Fast klisters the Multigrade, Red and Silver are being used a ton.
Rode also has their racing line, called the T line, three
kickers and three klisters. These waxes were developed
on the World Cup over the past few seasons and are now
made available on a limited basis here in the US. Simply
put, this entire line is really amazing. One thing we have
found is that the kickers can be used much colder than
the recommended ranges in high humidity. We have used
the VO and VPS down to -6C in high humidity in New
England.

There are four of them, and we found that the FHF80
Blue -10C (14F) to -4C (25F), FHF40 Purple -2C (28F)
to +2C (36F) and FHF 60 Red -5C (23F) to -1C (30F)
were the best. There is also FHF20 Yellow that others have
really liked.

Last year we were able to get our hands on some World
Cup Race Service only kickwaxes that proved to be really
great waxes. Both of these waxes can be used colder than
their listed ranges on the waxes. They are a very limited
release that we will probably not be able to restock, FYI.

Gallium has a lot of hype around it and we understand that
can be off-putting. The thing is that when Gallium Giga
MaxFluor Liquid goes, it destroys everything else, game
over. That is the reason we started importing it and we
will keep doing it because that one wax is really amazing.
It is important to note that this liquid can be good in wet
or moderately wet snow down to 23F. We have made the
mistake of not testing this at times when it was below
freezing. It has a wider range than we first realized so try
it down to 23F. The other huge winner is MaxFluor Super
Wet. This one is for the real wet conditions that happen
above freezing. It is worth testing against SkiGo CM10 and
MaxFluor Liquid. Gallium is also making this in an affordable wipe which will do 2-3 pairs of skis. Gallium Green
Extra Base is also very good, a non-fluorinated wax good
for -6/-20C. This wax has been good for us in a wide range
of snow types and varied colder temperatures.

-3C to -10C is made for new fresh and cold snow and
provides firm grip with unmatched speed.
-1C to -7C is best in new or mixed snow and can work as
a cover in manmade snow as well.
Rode is not known for their glide waxes, but we have found
one of their liquids is very good. FC1 Liquid is the only
glide wax we recommend from Rode. FC1 is a pure fluoro
liquid with a wide range of -7C (19F) to +10C (50F) that
excels around freezing but is always in the mix otherwise.
We were very skeptical about a Rode glide product, but
this one is legit.

START

The legendary Finnish company
is trying to get back in the wax
market in conditions other than
Green. We have really liked
some of the powders, though
they are a bit confusing due to an odd numbering system.
We have really liked SFR75 powder in the -5C/-15C range.
It is a must test especially in moderate humidity. This
seems to be the highlight of the line.
BMR7 Powder was a surprise for us last year as it came
out of nowhere and showed great speed in the -3C (27F)
to +10C (50F) range. When things get dirty this pow can
really go.
Start also makes two blocks that we have had success
with: SFR92 and SFR99. SFR92 is a cold block for -9/20C and mid to high humidity(Start says 55%-75%). We
have liked this block on the lower end of this humidity
range in particular. SFR99 is a more wide ranging block
listed as a +9/-9C.
We absolutely love some of their kick waxes. The Oslo
series is amazing, offering a combination of Start Universal
Klister with traditional kickwaxes. This leads to tremendous grip and great glide in a wide range of conditions.
We love all three: Green, Blue and Violet. Try these in
manmade and tricky conditions and you will love them!
The old MFW line was changed to the Racing Fluor or RF
Line; there are four and we like them all. The tar series is
a pretty specific new snow wax, but in addition to smelling
great it can really be good stuff. We recommend the stuff
around freezing and just below.
Start’s basic line is the Synthetic kicker line. We have liked
the Green, Blue and Nordic in fresh sharp snow crystals.
The Nordic is a cold kicker similar to a Polar. Start added
the FHF kick line two years ago as a cover wax for wet
and artificial snow with varied success. These waxes are
very good but they are not cheap and we were hesitant
to give them much of a run because of this. Last year
we found that they can be a great addition to every box.

For klisters, Universal Wide and Universal Wide Plus
should be in every wax box. They are unique and very
good. We have also had success with the Purple klister in
0/-5C conditions. The FHF klister line is a winner as well
despite the price. FHF10 Red is a wet snow klister for 0C
(32F) to +10C (50F) and we all know you can never have
enough options in this range. Our favorite in this line is the
FHF30 Purple for -5C (23F) to +2 (36F). This is a definite
wet snow klister which excels when free moisture is present on the surface. Start also makes FHF50 Universal for
-5C(23F) to +10C (50F).

GALLIUM

vides excellent grip and glide. Works amazingly well when
the temperature is rising from cold to warm. An excellent
klister cover as well.
NO. 3 ½: -1/2C(31F) to -2C(28F). When things get tricky
just below freezing this wax can be a savior. Can be used
to cover klister or alone in rapidly warming conditions.
NO. 4: 0C to -2C(28F). Special Wax for those very difficult
conditions around 0C. This is a great wax to try just before
the switch to klister.
The new snow waxes have virtually the same temperature
ranges as the original waxes, but for falling and new snow
that has not transformed.
N1 is exceptional as a cover, the N2 is good for short races
(not a tough as others in the line), N3, and N4 are best in
new falling snow.
Magnar also has two specialty waxes: Vancouver 2 and
Holmenkollen 3. Vancouver 2 is really good in -6/-10C
and brand new or falling snow. Holmenkollen 3 is a special
high humidity wax for greasy conditions like you would
experience in the Northeast or Pacific Northwest or Anchorage at certain times of year. We are selling a lot of
Holmenkollen 3 because it kills it in the tough conditions
in the 20’s and near freezing.

MANTRA

VAUHTI

This wax line is brought into the US
and marketed by former US Team wax
tech Randy Gibbs. Gibbs has made a
change to the line as Mantra will only
produce the four liquids going forward.
In talking with Randy he said the powders were just too expensive to produce so he wanted to
concentrate on the liquids and develop a block line. Look
for Mantra to have a couple of blocks available by midWinter. We do still have a limited stock of the powders so
we have included their descriptions below.

MAGNAR

Mantra makes four liquids: Green, Blue, Black and Red.
We really liked the green in colder conditions last year. It
was particularly stellar in right around 10F. The Blue is a
great call in old and dirty snow in the -10C (14F) to 0C
(32F) range. This one ideally should be called Blue/Violet
because it covers that whole range. Mantra Black liquid
is a quirky wax that needs to be tested in any conditions
where liquids are working. Black liquid has success in cold
artificial snow and warm rainy conditions. Red liquid is for
those warm and wet days where Gallium, C22 and CM10
liquids are killing it.

You need Vauhti Super Base Binder. Period. This one is the
must have. It is our favorite binder wax in the world. Apply
it very thin, iron it, let it cool and apply your top layers.
It gives amazing durability and as long as you keep it thin
and cover it, surprising speed. The K-line of hard waxes is
also good, especially K18 (carrot), which can also serve as
a binder. Vauhti seems to want to push a variety of binders, but the reality is that you can just grab Super Base and
be happy and never have to test it. Why make life more
complicated than that?
From the legendary Magnar Dahlen this is the cowboy
kickwax of cowboy kickwaxes! It is not for the light in
the wallet at about $85 a tin! There are some really good
waxes here, but for most people it is out of the range due
to the expense. Should you want to dabble, here is the
layout of their waxes:
Magnar makes two series, the Standard numbered No.1No.4, and the new snow N1-N4 as well as two specialty
waxes introduced this year and a base binder.
BASE BINDER: This binder moved to the top of the binder
game in a hurry last year. We absolutely loved this as an
all condition binder with extreme durability and uncompromised speed.
NO. 1: -8C(18F) to -15C(5F). Special wax for new dry
snow which works very well as a cover for more aggressive
waxes. Excellent glide properties.
NO.1 ½: -9C(16F) to -15C(5F). A “tweener” wax that fills
the gap in slightly more humid snow than No. 1 & No.2.
Can be used as a cover or alone.
NO. 2: -6C(21F) to -12C(10F). A cold wax for all types of
snow that works best in transformed and granular snow in
high humidity. Can be used as a cover or “shell” wax to
speed up other cold kickers.
NO. 2 ½: -4C(25F) to -8C(18F). Fills a nice gap in between No. 2 & No. 3 in a key range. All snow types.
NO. 3: -2C(28F) to -7C(19F). THE Magnar to have if you
are getting just one, No. 3 is a universal wax for all types
of snow. It covers a large range of temperatures and pro-

For powders Mantra expands their game to a six powder
line-up. We have had the entire line run very well in their
stated conditions.
Artic Wide -8/-19C (-2/18F) Artic Wide has a nice range
and can work in conditions ranging from cold and windblown to rising into the 20’s.
Cold -6/-15C (5/21F) A cold fluor powder to test against
Holmenkol Cold, SkiGo C105 and Swix FC5X.
Mid -2/-10C (14/28F) A mid-range pure fluor that excels
in new snow or slightly transformed snow below freezing.
Snow White +5/-5C (23/41F) Specifically designed for
new falling snow and recently fallen snow. Think of the
old Swix FC100.
Black Dog +5/-5C (23/41F) Mantra likes this wax in dirty
snow and transformed snow. We haven’t had much of a
chance to play with it yet but look forward to when we
can.
Warm -2/+10C (28/50F) Mantra Warm works best in wet
conditions or when the snow is warming up from freezing
and there is moisture building at the snow surface.
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SPEED FINISH 2.0
In the past, the Holmenkol liquids were a non-factor as they were hard to apply, and lacked
durability. This all changed last year as Holmenkol did a complete redesign on their liquid
line and the results have been very well received on the World Cup.
Holmenkol brings an all new powder lineup this year and it is one we are very excited about. Last year Holmenkol Racing
Service gave us eight different powders to test in each range: Cold, Mid and Wet. It was an overwhelming amount of powder
to test against our traditional favorites in this range and each other. Needless to say that Holmenkol put a ton of not only
research into Syntec powders but also development and on snow testing. Worldwide this test program produced these three
winners from the 24 test powders that were tested the last two years. BNS tests showed us that Syntec’s completely new
raw materials vastly improved the powder offering from Holmenkol. All of the test powders were in the top of our test results
and we had several days where the Mid powder was far and away the best thing we tested across all brands. BNS is really
excited to share these all new Syntec powders with previously unknown acceleration, speed and durability!

SPEED POWDER & BLOCK

Holmenkol uses a patented nano-CFC
formula that combines the excellent
properties of conventional fluorocarbon
powders with the physical surface effects
of nano composites. The result is a
first-class coating for your ski base that
sets new standards in terms of speed,
abrasion resistance, range of applications
and ease of use. Blocks use the same
raw material without the nano coating.
Simple-to-understand system, not fancy
code names: just Cold, Mid and Wet.
SYNTEC RACE COLD $189
-20C (-4F) to -8C (18F) This new powder performs best in dry and cold snow either new or old.
The new raw material that Holmenkol has found
provides incredible speed and durability. The old
Holmenkol SpeedPowder Cold was finicky about
moisture content and snow type but Syntec Race
Cold works across a broad range of conditions.
Iron temp of 170-180C or hand or roto cork.

SPEED FINISH COLD 2.0 Spray on fluor liquid for cold aggressive snow from -8ºC (18ºF) to
-20ºC (-4ºF). Very durable and provides acceleration that is unparalleled in the cold range.
Spray on and let sit, then brush out with nylon or horsehair brush. Speed finish bonds very well
to HF or pure fluoro powders. $125
SPEED FINISH MID 2.0 Spray on fluor liquid for all snow types in the -2ºC (28ºF) to -10ºC
(14ºF) range. Highly dirt resistant and durable, this wax has a wide temperature range. Spray
on and let sit, then brush out with nylon or horsehair brush. Speed finish bonds very well to
HF or pure fluoro powders. $125
SPEED FINISH WET 2.0 Spray on fluor liquid that excels in damp fresh snow, wet saturated
snow and finer snow types from 0ºC(32ºF) to -4ºC(25ºF). This is the range where liquids can
mean minutes on course over all other waxes, the magic range. Spray on and let sit, then brush
out with nylon or horsehair brush. Speed finish bonds very well to HF or pure fluoro powders.
$125

SPEED POWDER & BLOCK COLD
Excellent cold fluoro powder and block for a wide variety
of snow types and conditions. BNS has found this to be
best in temperatures from -20°C (-4°F) to -8°C (-18°F).
Can also be fast in the range of the 20º's F. Excels in fine
and coarse grained old snow as well as manmade snow.
Iron temp of 170º-180°C or hand cork.

SPEED POWDER & BLOCK MID
In this range there are many choices in fluoro powder but
this one is always near the top in our testing. Mid excels
in -10°C (14°F) to -2°C (28°F) in new, fine grained snow
and damp snow. BNS has also had great success with
this in wetter manmade snow. Iron temp of 170º-180°C
or hand cork.

30g Powder: $140 SALE $109
15g Block: $110

30g Powder: $140 $SALE $109
15g Block: $110

SPEED POWDER & BLOCK WET
This powder is great in warming conditions from -4ºC
(25°F) on up. Very good in not-quite-saturated snow but
with significant moisture present which makes it unique
among wet powders. We have found that Speedpowder
Wet can be effective in tempratures lower than its
published range thus it is worth testing it against midrange powders. Iron temp of 150º-160°C or hand cork.
Wet Block is a great topcoat for that range right around
and just above freezing in all snow types.
30g Powder: $140 SALE $109
15g Block: $110

SYNTEC RACE MID $189
-10C(14F) to -2C (28F) Syntec Race Mid is going
to blow your mind with it’s speed! This powder
just jumped out in our tests last year across the
entire mid-range and we found it to work in all
snow types where any moisture is present. Optimum snow type is damp to dry snow either old or
new. We found in our tests that Syntec Race Mid
can work in colder than advertised conditions as
well. Will replace not only SpeedPowder Mid but
also RacePowder Mid(Mid08). Iron temp of 170180C or hand or roto cork.

SPEEDBASE ULTRA HF

SYNTEC RACE WET $189
-4C (25F) to +10C (50F) A great solution for the
warmer snow conditions. Syntec Race Wet performs well in damp to wet and coarse grained
snow. Holmenkol SpeedPowder Wet was always
a very specific wax working best in conditions
near freezing and not saturated snow but Syntec Race Wet works across a broad spectrum
of warm and wet snow conditions. Iron temp of
170-180C or hand or roto cork.

Speedbase is a revolutionary concept in
racing wax, combining the traditional HF
wax base layer with pure fluoro powder.
Produced in a granular form, Speedbase
consists of an ultra-high fluorinated wax base
with a Nano-CFC coating. Providing greater
performance than most normal HF waxes at
a very reasonable price, this ultra HF offers
a good option as a final race wax for the
cost-conscious and an exceptional base wax
under pure fluoro powders for racers seeking
ultimate performance. After four seasons
of testing, the BNS service team has seen
great results in a variety of conditions, both
domestically and internationally. Can be
easily and consistently mixed to adjust for
conditions. Do not be scared of this product
it is really FAST and a great way to get a
leg up on your competition. 75g salt-shaker
container. $75

SPEEDBASE COLD
For damp to dry, fine- to
coarse-grained snow.
-8ºC to -20ºC/18ºF to -4ºF.

SPEEDBASE MID
SPEEDBASE WET
For dry to damp and fine- For moist and wet, new
grained snow.
and fine-grained snow.
-2° to -10°C/28° to 14°F.
0° to -4°C/32°to 27°F.

HOLMENKOL RACING BASE LF21
Lightly-fluorinated base wax with
applications ranging from icy, aggressive
snow and artificial snow to wet snow.
Ideal for indoor ski complexes, perfect
base wax for skiing long distances. High
abrasion and dirt resistance. For snow
0° to -20°C/32° to -4°F.
2x35g: $40 150g: $70

bouldernordic.com
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HOLMENKOL BASE
HYDROCARBON

WAX

A simple three-wax system for all snow types—there is
no need to mix these waxes to make them work. Broad
ranges and durability make these legendary training
and recreational racing waxes. Available in three sizes
and a combo pack to cover all of your needs.
2x35g: $14
150g: $22
ALPHA MIX YELLOW
For soft, new and finegrained snow. Alphamix is
slightly harder than other
yellows, making it ideal
for travel waxing and hot
scraping.
BETA MIX RED
For all snow types, this
wax works well across the
entire humidity range. A
great everyday wax for all
uses: travel wax, cleaning
wax, etc. Holmenkol’s most
popular wax.
ULTRA MIX BLUE
For cold weather, specifically
old or dry-grained snow.
Great durability.

B E S T

SELLER

RACING MIX

Holmenkol Racing Mix is a system of fluorinated racing
and training waxes that are designed to be simple,
affordable and most of all fast! BNS has been using
these waxes for three years and we have had amazing
results. With broad temperature ranges and the
Holmenkol high performance standard, the Racing Mix
line keeps decision making easy. This lineup is perfect
for those looking for affordable waxes that are simple
to use.
2x35g: $49
150g: $79
RACING MIX WET
For snow temperatures from
0° to-4°C/32° to 25°F. This
wax is best used in snow that
is not completely saturated,
but in the tricky range around
freezing and just below. Racing
Mix Wet also excels in rapidlywarming conditions in the
20º's F.
RACING MIX MID
For snow temperatures from
-4° to -10°C/25° to 14°F. The
go-to in the key "red" range.
This wax works well in all snow
types.
RACING MIX COLD
For snow temperatures from
-10°C to -25°C/14° to -13°F. A
traditional HF Blue type wax.
Racing Mix Cold builds on the
legendary Matrix Blue and
takes things to a new level.

MATRIX BLACK LINE

Matrix Black contains a special black additive that
excels in old, dirty and aggressive snow. The additive
provides extra shearing ability, which helps keep the ski
cleaner in dirtier older snow. These waxes also excel in
artificial snow conditions.
MATRIX BLACK/YELLOW
One of the very few options
for older dirty snow in the
warmest range of waxes,
this wax offers superior
performance in all humidity
ranges.
2x35g: $65
MATRIX BLACK/RED
Very durable wax for older
and
aggressive
snow
conditions. Serves a key
range for older snow.
2x35g: $65
MATRIX BLACK/BLUE
Works well in all older snow
conditions: spring snow,
corn snow, icy and older
snow. A very durable wax
that is easy to work with
and safe for bases with a
low melting point. Hugely
popular in the Midwest.
2x35g: $49

WAXING ACCESSORIES
NEW BASE BRUSH STEEL
Optimum steel brush for cleaning the
surface prior to and during waxing with
hot waxes. Perfect for brushing basic
waxes and cleaning the base before
waxing.
$70

CROSS STRUCTURE TOOL
The one structure tool to have if you only
buy one. The cross structure tool has two
rolling structure drums with opposing
threads at 1.75mm spacing. Each drum
creates a linear structure that crosses
the ski base. With both drums in place,
the opposing angles create a fishnet
pattern which is very effective at breaking
surface tension in high-moisture glazing
conditions. With one drum removed, the
offset linear structure provides fantastic
performance in cold and dry glazing
conditions, with very little liability in area
where the snow is glazing.

5MM SCRAPER
Professional plastic scraper. Also available in 3mm version.
$9

This is the tool that taught us the value of
hand structuring in cold conditions.
$160

PRO GROOVE SCRAPER
Professional groove scraper made from
aluminum with comfortable plastic
handle. Different diameters work with
all XC ski grooves. An excellent tool that
speeds up service work!
$35

CROSS STRUCTURE ADD-ON KIT
Holmenkol five roller add-on kit for the
Cross Structure Tool. Includes case that
will also fit the structure tool body, making
this the perfect travel kit.
Blank Plastic Roller - for flattening the
structure after application of the other
rollers. One pass is all that is necessary.
0.5mm Linear - for snow with free
moisture below -2ºC
1.0mm Linear - for snow with free
moisture 0ºC and above
0.3mm V
0.5mm V

BNS WAX RETAIL PARTNERS
HOLMENKOL KICK
WAXES $12

BNS has expanded its network of partners who carry Holmenkol, Ski*Go, Gallium, Guru and Magnar. Please support your local shop, and if they don’t have
something you need in stock for these brands, they can get it for you quickly. BNS will also be working closely with these shops to publish wax recommendations
and test results. Check your local shop for details and follow Holmenkol/Ski*Go on Facebook to get the latest news, info and updates.

BASE KICK WAX
GREEN
-20 to -6°C/-4 to 21°F
BLUE
-12 to -4°C/19 to 27°F
BLUE EXTRA
-7 to -2°C/21 to 28°F
BLUE SPECIAL
-6 to -1°C/21 to 30°F
VIOLET SPECIAL
-2 to 0C/28 to 32°F
VIOLET
0C / 32°F
RED
-1 to +2°C/30 to 36°F
YELLOW
-1 to +4°C/30 to 39°F

HOLMENKOL
KLISTER $18
BLUE
-20 to -3°C/-4 to 27°F
VIOLET
-4 to +2°C/25 to 36°F
RED
-2 to +3°C/28 to 37°F
RED SPECIAL
-2 to 0C/28 to 32°F
UNIVERSAL
-4 to +4°C/25 to 39°F
SILVER
-1 to +3°C/30 to 37°F
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BLACK SPECIAL
-1 to +10C/30 to 50°F

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

WEB SITE

PHONE

Beaver Sports

3480 College Rd

Fairbanks

AK

99709

beaversports.com

907.479.2494

Trax Outdoor Center

314 Birch Hill Rd

Fairbanks

AK

99708

traxoutdoorcenter.com

907.378.7800

Gold Run Nordic Center

200 Clubhouse Dr

Breckenridge

CO

80424

townofbreckenridge.com 970.668.0485

Crested Butte Nordic Center 620 2nd St

Crested Butte

CO

81224

cbnordic.org

970.596.9793

Tin Shed Sports

112 E 2nd St

Nederland

CO

80466

tinshedsports.com

303.258.3509

Gravity Sports

503 Pine St

McCall

ID

83638

gravitysportsidaho.com

208.634.8530

Sturtevants Sun Valley

340 N. Main St.

Ketchum

ID

83340

sturtevants-sv.com

208.726.4501

Sturtos Hailey

1 Carbonate St

Hailey

ID

83333

sturtoshailey.com

208.788.7847

The Ski Shop

31 Main Street

Van Buren

ME

04785

theskishop.net

207.868.2737

Brick Wheels

736 East 8th Street

Traverse City

MI

49686

brickwheels.com

231.947.4274

Finn Sisu

2436 Larpenteur Ave W

Lauderdale

MN

55113

finnsisu.com

651.645.2443

Pioneer Midwest

451 County Road 81

Maple Grove

MN

55311

pioneermidwest.com

763.420.8981

Ski Hut

1032 East 4th St

Duluth

MN

55805

theskihut.com

218.724.8525

Bikes n' Boards

1670 N. Stevens St

Rhinelander

WI

54501

bikes-n-boards.com

715.369.1999

Cyclova XC

125 N Washington St.Ste A St Croix Falls

WI

54024

cyclovaxc.com

715.483.3278

Riverbrook Bike & Ski

10538 Main St

WI

54843

riverbrookbike.com

715.634.0437

Hayward

Don’t see your local shop here? Ask them to consider stocking your favorite wax & tool brands.
bouldernordic.com
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SKIING WITH THE CARIBOU PEOPLE
WITH ELI BROWN
If you are reading this BNS Magazine, then you probably
live a life that revolves around ski racing, just as I do. With
so much singular focus needed in this sport, it really is
satisfying to step back now and again and share skiing
with others. Whether introducing someone new, donating
time and resources to your club, or National Team, it all
feels good and brings deeper meaning to the pursuit. It is
really not just about racing or results, although that’s what
drives many of us.
I had already had a great winter with some of the most
memorable skis of my life. Long sunny tours around Silver
Star Mountain in British Columbia with my friends Billy
and Greg, my wife Joann and two kids, Sage and Leland.
A great snowy winter on our home trails in Northern
Michigan with big adventures classic skiing along a
smooth narrow, groomed singletrack with twenty of my
fat biking friends. As well as a great three-week stint as
a serviceman for the US Ski Team in Europe. Hammering
solo up through Frognerseteren through the wood smoke
and mist moments before the start of the Holmenkollen
50k to the rhythmic chant of thousands of ski fanatics;
“USA, USA, USA!”. Last minute testing with Simi on
course at the Drammen World Cup. And pre-race intervals
on the World Championships sprint course in Lahti chasing
down Diggins and the US Womens team.
All that was fine and great and I was ready for spring. But
then I got the call from an old athlete, Megan Corazza;
“Eli, we need your help teaching Native kids how to ski”
“When?”
“Next week”
“Where?”
“Arctic Village”
“Of course”
I had been Megan’s coach 10 years ago at Whitman
College in Walla Walla, Washington. Megan had continued
her ski career as an athlete and coach, but also with PSIA
Nordic as the head of that organization literally writing
the manual on how to teach cross country skiing. To reconnect with an old friend, travel someplace exotic, and
share my love for skiing was too good to pass up.

The trip was sponsored by Skiku. Skiku is an organization
started by an old teammate of mine, and two time
Olympian, Lars Flora. I have always been interested in
what Lars was doing but never pursued getting involved.
Skiku began in 2012. Lars Flora founded NANANordic
with a vision to bring the sport of cross country skiing to
remote Alaska villages. As NANANordic grew, the name
of the organization changed, and is now called Skiku.
Skiku is a play on the Iñupiaq word for ice, “siku”. With
the support of the Alaskan Nordic Community, Skiku has
grown immensely. So far, Skiku has taught at least 5,000
people statewide how to ski.
Skiku’s mission is to create a sustainable Nordic Ski
Program in communities throughout Alaska. Many top
coaches and athletes from around the country have
donated time and effort to the Skiku mission. I’ve seen
great images of happy native kids skiing down hills for
the first time, side by side with accomplished skiers. I’ve
wondered what it would be like to be there in person.
That’s why Skiku is so cool. An opportunity no only to
change the lives of kids in the Arctic, but also change the
lives of the many racers, coaches, and enthusiasts whom
have volunteered their time and energy to this effort. But
even more than that, through stories and images of these
adventures, those far away from it all have been inspired.
A week passed quickly as I scrambled to find my cold
weather gear, bed roll, etc. I met Megan up in Fairbanks.
First thing to do was to shop for food and supplies for the
week, and meet the returning Skiku coaches coming in
off a week at Anuktuvuk Pass. We greeted Holly Brooks,
and a coach from Colorado, Greta Anderson, with athletes
Kat and Finn O’Connell. Their happy, tired, sunbaked faces
coming off the bush plane was when it really started to feel
real…for the next day, we were headed to one of the most
remote corners of the world. Spending a day with Holly
was really cool as well. Catching up and talking about all
the good times we had, as well as getting advice on the
week ahead and what to expect was meaningful.
It was around the first week of April when we departed
Fairbanks on that same old bush plane. Four passengers in
the same area as loads of random cargo included the 30+
pair of skis, boots, and poles we had with us. We passed
over a few hundred miles of untouched wilderness headed

north. It was already a loud and bumpy ride, not any more
settling with a women next to me swinging around a threefoot-long moose rib in the air as she talked. I gazed down
in every direction on snowy mountain peaks of the Brooks
Range as far as the eye could see. I was full of nervous
energy and excitement for the adventure that lay ahead.
We finally landed in Arctic Village, one of the most remote
places in Alaska. Not accessible by vehicle or boat. Arctic
Village, or Vashraii Koo as the native Gwitch’in people call
it, was established around 4500 B.C. Home to around
100 residents, the valley is surrounded on three sides by
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Chandalay River, and
looming wild mountain peaks in the distance. The people
here are proud of their heritage and subsistence lifestyle.
They live primarily off the migrating herd of Caribou called
the Porcupine herd. The land within the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge is sacred; “The Sacred Place Where Life
Begins” they call it.
Arriving in Arctic Village, we immediately put on skis
and started exploring. The snow was some of the best I
had seen all winter. Megan and I spent hours exploring
snowmobile trails, roads, and the layout of the area in
preparation for skiing with the kids starting the next
morning. As we sped through town, eyes would follow us
from behind cabin windows. Not many outsiders visit, and
no one had been skiing here for over twenty years. We
ventured out across the wide river, over small islands, and
on to a three-foot-wide snowmachine track smoothed and
banked out by the large flat sleds that the hunters pull
behind their machines with gear or game. The snow was
smooth, and the quiet beauty was deafening.
The purpose of our trip was to spend the week teaching
the school kids how to ski. Despite long cold winters, and
perfect skiing terrain, the sport was dead here. Similar
story to other parts of the Arctic. For whatever reason, in
the 1990’s funding came to support the construction of
gymnasiums at schools throughout the North.

Soon after, Basketball became the primary winter sport.
Snowmachines being the main mode of transport, as well
as brutal cold winter made skiing an afterthought. Skiku
is working to change this; getting kids outside, skiing for
fitness, and fun.
The rhythm of these Skiku “missions” is pretty jam
packed. With a very short time to teach, share, and get
to know the kids, there is no time for rest. With the sun
setting over the valley, it was time to spread out my bed
roll in a class room and crash. The only place for outside
visitors to stay is in the school. Also the only place in the
village with running water and internet. The week we were
there, every class room was taken by a visitor, other than
us Skiku visitors, there was a teachers aid from Phoenix,
and the Superintendent of the region. We all slept on the
floor and shared meals. Megan shared King Salmon and
Moose meat, and the superintendent who was from the
deep south shared Okra and Grits. I brought dried cherries
from the family farm.
The daily plan was this; get up before dawn, drink coffee,
pack up personal belongings and store in the maintenance
room. Eat breakfast, and organize ski equipment in
the gym. Greet the school kids as they arrive and eat
breakfast. Gym classes all day, regroup for after school
skis, and Spring Carnival events. Dinner in the school gym
with teachers and school visitors, evening adventure ski
until dark, repeat.
The kids were really excited we were there, everyone
wanted to ski. They were very curious and full of energy.
We cycled between the young kids and older ones setting
up drills and group skis through town on the snow packed
roads. These kids were resilient. You could tell they
spent their lives outside and were at home in the snow.
Everyone picked up the basics quickly and we were able
to go on longer skis out past the edges of town. Despite
the 15-degree high temps, kids got down to their t-shirts,
red faced and happy.

The Gwitch’in people of Arctic Village are proud of their
heritage and fierce protectors of the Refuge. When the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) was passed
in 1971, Arctic Village was one of very few villages to opt
out. They kept their title to the reservation, and continue
to fight against development of these wild lands. These
remote Alaskan villages are on the front lines of climate
change with some areas predicted to be in danger of
having the first climate change refugees. In Arctic Village,
where the Gwitch’in way of life has been preserved for
thousands of years, life is rugged, but good. All teetering in
a delicate balance though. With the threat of development
and oil exploration in the Alaska National Wildlife Refuge,
this would no doubt disrupt the sacred calving grounds of
the Porcupine Caribou herd and change things forever for
these people.
We live in a day and age where development and
exploration of fossil fuels have great value. But learning
to see the world through the Gwitch’in people’s eyes is
different. They are a special people, and sacred keepers of
their heritage as well as one of our last vast open lands.
Being welcomed into their homes, experiencing their way
of life, learning of their resilience, strength, and struggles
was an amazing view. Will this heritage continue? If oil
exploration happens here, will the caribou go away? And
therefore the village way of life and traditions?
With an afternoon off, I wanted to do a solo ski out of
town. I was offered to carry a pistol with me in case of
bear, but opted for a walkie-talkie to communicate back
to the Council Office if I had any problems. Skiing up into
the mountains was a top ten ski for me for sure. I followed
a trail up above tree line to the top of a small wind swept
mountain south of town. The view was amazing. I didn’t
linger long at the summit since it was 10 degrees, and
because I had to get back to town for the Spring Carnival
festivities.
Coming off the summit I had a five mile downhill ahead
of me. Snowmobile packed smooth with 2 inches of cold
snow on top and huge walls of powder on either side.
I sent it. Flying down into town right into the middle of
Spring Carnival was a trip. On one side a huge fire with a
crowd sitting around it. On the other side, a group working
on harvesting four large Caribou just brought on a sled
behind an old snowmachine. With sleeves rolled up,
and blood up to elbows, one particularly tough lady was
cutting into the animal letting out a cloud of warm mist.
Kids were playing in the snow everywhere.
When it came time to eat, we bowed our heads for
a Gwitch’in prayer, thanking the animals for giving

sustenance. The guests were asked to hit the food line
first. A long table spread out with every part of the animal
was the bounty, and some fry bread. We feasted that night
on Caribou. It was delicious.
Part of Spring Carnival was a ski race. One for each age
group. What a joy to show the townspeople what we had
taught the kids in our few days with them. Some of the
adults raced as well, everyone had a blast.
All week, Megan had been reporting back to Lars on how
things were going in Arctic Village, a location that Skiku
had never been to. With word from Lars, I was able to
break the news to the village, so I got on the microphone
in front of the crowd and said, “On behalf of Skiku, Megan
and I have enjoyed our week here immensely. The stories
we are telling people back home of the joy on the faces
of the school kids, and how much they love learning to
ski, we have been given permission to leave all this ski
gear here with you. We know you will care for it, and use
it well. Also this gives us a chance to come back again
next year for Spring Carnival. Thank you!” As the crowd
cheered, kids skied off to take turns coming down the hill
from the Village Store into the crowd, and Megan and I
sat down by the spinning Caribou heads around the bed
of coals.
On our last night in Arctic Village, I pondered the lives of
my new found friends, the wild remote spaces of America,
wondering and hoping that these kids keep skiing, and
what the future holds for Arctic Village. As I stepped
outside with one of the elders to take a break from bingo.
I looked up at the northern lights bending with her soft
whistle. In the distance was the faint sound of Athabascan
fiddle music, and the shuffling of dancing feet.
I hope in our ever changing world that places like the
Vashraii Koo are protected. I hope that this coming winter
you, the reader, have a chance to share your love for the
sport with someone, embrace adventure, and ski into a
wild place. Because skiing has always been about fun and
wonder. To share that with others makes it all the more
meaningful, especially when it’s children who live in the
heart of winter.
As the bush plane rose up out of Arctic Village, I realized I
had left with a stomach full of caribou heart, and I left part
of my heart with the caribou people as well.
www.skiku.com
www.savethearctic.org
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WAXING ACCESSORIES
DIGITAL RACING WAXER
Professional iron with digital temperature
display and microprocessor to keep
temperature precise while working.
Temperature range from 90°C to 180°C
for working with the hardest fluoro
powders. This iron is the most trusted
iron for teams due to its outstanding
performance and durability. $225
RACING WAX IRON
The same exact iron as the Digital
Racing Waxer but without the LED digital
display. Same microprocessor just with a
traditional dial display to reduce cost. A
great iron for the money! $160

BASE BRUSH HORSEHAIR
The BEST horsehair brush and possibly
the best brush anywhere! This brush is
a must have for use on all waxes. Very
dense bristle pattern gets the job done
quick and effectively. Can be used as a
polish brush as well.
$24

WAXING TABLES & PROFILES
DIGITAL RACINGWAXER THICK PLATE
NEW Professional iron with digital
display and 26 mm thick base plate. A
microprocessor keeps the temperature
precise while working. The extra-thick
base plate enables ideal application
of temperature specific waxes and the
hardest fluoro powders, even in cold
ambient temperatures. Temperature
control from 90C to 180C.
$450

WAXING TABLE 2.0
Waxing Table 2.0 Superior-quality, stable
waxing and service table. The 2.0 is an
easy to handle folding table that allows
for adjustable height. This table comes
with 1 pair of profile extensions, ski
holders and a high quality bag. .
$399

NORDIC WAXING SPANNER
Very portable 3-piece vice set. Ideal for
the beginner waxer or as a travel setup.
$125

WAXING PROFILE
Waxing profile with binding catch to be fixed on table or workbench. Lightweight and
adjustable length for skis from 160cm to 210cm. This is the most affordable and
sturdiest waxing profile on the market. Can be used daily or transported very easily.
$250

RACE WAXING TABLE
Highly valued and functional waxing
table made of aluminim and stainless
steel in a handy bag. For one or two
workers. Does not include profiles.
$800

SYNTHETIC CORK
Great for smoothing kick wax.
$7

NANO CFC CLEANER
Special Glide Zone Cleaner that dissolves
fluoro and cleans dirt while preserving the paraffin wax base. Essential for
anyone using fluorinated wax products to
refresh and thoroughly clean glide zones.
100ml $22
500ml $65

WAX REMOVER/CLEANER
Solvent for removal of kick wax, oil,
grease and resin from the ski base.
Recommended for kick zones only.
Ground shipping only.
100ml $11
500ml $25
1L $32

IRONS ALSO AVAILABLE
IN 230V FOR EUROPEAN
TRAVEL!

DIGITAL THERMOMETER/HYGROMETER
Quickly determine temperature and
relative humidity with this tool to give
you the data you need to make the right
wax choice.
$120

SNOW / AIR THERMOMETER
Don’t be caught without this on race day.
Range -30ºC to +50ºC.
$15

FLASHPEN SNOW THERMOMETER
Instantly measure snow temperature
with infrared beam. Just point and click!
Comes with battery.
$120

BRUSHES

ROTO BRUSHES

OVAL STEEL MICRO FINISH BRUSH
The best steel brush in the world in a
more effective oval design. This brush
can be used on all wax types. Two thirds
more bristle contact than a standard
rectangular brush. Fitted strap for ease
of use.
$80

OVAL NYLON BRUSH
Universal ski base brush for polishing.
Professional oval design.
$40

OVAL HORSEHAIR BRUSH
The BEST brush in a larger option for
more bristle contact with the ski. Natural
ski base brush for preparation of speed
products. Professional oval design.
$45

OVAL STEEL BRUSH
Very effective tool for cleaning the ski
base before waxing and for brushing off
paraffin waxes. De-tuning recommended.
$80

ROTO SPEED CORK
For use on all fluoro applications. To be
used with SpeedStick.
$58

ROTO SPEED BRUSH FIBER
All around brush for glide wax brushing.
For use with SpeedStick.
$50

ROTO SPEED BRUSH NYLON
Great in all steps of the roto brush process, particularly used in finishing. For
use with SpeedStick.
$58

ROTO SPEED BRUSH HORSEHAIR
Horsehair roto brush for glide wax brushing. For use with SpeedStick.
$58

BASE BRUSH STEEL MICRO FINISH
Ultrafine steel brush for complete
removal of excess wax from the base. A
must-have in racing to do quick, effective
brush work.
$60

BASE BRUSH MEDIUM BRONZE
Medium Bronze Brush for use on all
waxes and also to help open up the base
prior to waxing. This brush is unique and
works very well in a three brush system
with the Base Brush Horsehair and a
Nylon polish brush.
$29

IRON TRAY
A great item to have for anyone working
on skis. This nifty little tray is adjustable
so you can add it to any table. Secures
your iron while working on skis and
protects it from damage. Works with any
waxing iron, an excellent gift for your
favorite wax tech.
$49

SMART WAXER
This economy waxing iron ensures
consistent heat through an extra-thick
bottom plate with unique grooves to
ensure optimum distribution of wax.
Includes handy resting plate. With long
cord for ease of use.
$70

ROTO SPEED FLEECE
Amazing roto fleece for finish brushing
and polishing all fluoro applications.
On the World Cup, nearly all fluoro jobs
are being finished with Roto Fleece and
we have seen a huge increase in sales
because this is the roto tool for fluoro
applications. For use with SpeedStick.
$65

SPEEDSTICK PRO II 120MM
Roto brushing handle and shaft. Singleclick quick-change mechanism. Highquality and durable all metal design.
$85

SPEEDSHIELD PRO II 120MM
Protective shield for roto brushing, to
keep wax particles and dust from flying
around. Installs over SpeedStick.
$40

APRON
Use what the pros do! World Cup apron
with many practical pockets, very long
for full protection.
$20
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NATURAL WAX

There is much more to Holmenkol than just
great ski wax and tools. Their Textile Care,
Skin Care, Shoe Care and Bike lines are
optimized for active people who want to get
the most out of their equipment and skin.
BNS is excited to introduce these products
for the first time in the US. We’ve tested
these products ourselves and are confident
that you’ll find these products to be as
innovative and effective as we do.

Made from biodegradable, renewable
materials, this wax performs well as a
base wax and it tests well against racing
waxes, beats all other “quick application”
waxes we’ve tested it against and is easy
to apply. This is a great option for people
who don’t have time to wax their skis
– use the rub-on or fluid to give you a
performance boost and protect your skis
without having to iron something in. It
also comes in an iron-in 150g bar.

NATURAL WAX BAR 150g $22
NATURAL WAX FLUID 100ml $20
NATURAL WAX STICK 50g (Rub On) $17

WARM FEET
A special warming complex gives you a pleasant
warm feeling soon after application that lasts
for hours. Apply before skiing, biking, running,
hiking, etc. and avoid cold feet! Holmenkol uses
cosmetic-grade ingredients for this product so you
can have warm feet and feel good about it too.
$13

HOLMENKOL TEXTILE WASH
Textile Wash is a specially-formulated
washing agent for high-quality sports
and functional wear. Specially formulated without fillers to keep these
garments functioning properly. Suitable
for all breathable membranes, such
as Gore-Tex and for synthetic fillings
such as Thinsulate, Thermolte and
PrimaLoft. Cares for elastic fabrics
including softshells and fleece.
250ml: $16
500ml: $24
1000ml: $37

PREWASH SPORT
Stain remover for sports and
functional wear. Suitable for
membrane fabrics; removes
blood, grass, dirt, sand,
wax/resin and oil.
$16
HAND CREAM SENSITIVE
Effective, every-day hand care for
active people. This package fits
easily into the pocket of a training
bag and helps dry hands recover
from the rigors of training and
rollerskiing.
$4
SKI TOUR WAX STICK
Universal wax stick
for applying to skis
base and skins. Rub
on before or during ski
tour and work in with
polishing fleece.
$29

NATURAL BIKE LUBE
Biodegradable hightech bike lube. Provides excellent chain
adhesion. For chains,
derailleurs, hubs, etc.
$11
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SKIN SPRAY
Water-based skin
impregnation spray
that prevents snow
and ice from sticking.
Suitable for all skin
types. Spray on, allow
to dry and iron lightly
at 80C (176F).
$29

LUBE EXTREME
Bike lube utilizing
Nano Technology
for extreme dirt
repellence. Provides
considerable reduction of corrosion,
abrasion and wear.
$16
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SKIN SPRAY RACING
Wax spray for treating
racing skins. Prevents
ice and snow from
sticking, optimizes
gliding characteristics,
easy on skins. Spray
on and allow to dry
completely.
$90

NO FOG +CLEAN
Cleaner for glasses,
visors and goggles.
Effectively prevents
condensation even in
extremely damp air.
$9

DÉCOR SPRAY
Anti-ice and snow
treatment for ski top
sheets. Stop carrying around the extra
weight of snow and
ice on the top of your
skis. Spray on top of
skis and allow to dry
completely.
$29

SPORT HYGIENIC
Odor-absorbing spray that is ideal
for shoes, helmets, gloves, bags,
dirty workout clothes, and backpacks. Actively neutralizes odors
with fresh citrus fragrance. Great
to spray in your post-workout bag
with your wet and smelly workout
clothes, and in your rollerski boots.
BNS tested and approved!
$16

NICE FEET
Nice Feet is a rich
cream gel for daily
care of active feet.
$13

SPORT CLEAN
High-tech cleaner and
degreaser for all metal bike
parts. Leaves no residue,
removes suborn dirt in
hard to reach places, less
dripping than conventional
chain cleaners.
$16

SHOE PROOF
Special weatherproofing for
leather and mixed-fabric shoes.
Suitable for sports, hiking and
casual shoes including those
with breathable membranes
such as Gore-Tex. Simply spray
on and allow to dry.
$21

BIKE WASH
Special cleaner for painted,
metal and carbon surfaces.
Reduces pick up of dirt, water/
lime stains and prevents corrosion. Suitable for carbon frames,
leaves no residue.
$16

HOLMENKOL TEXTILE PROOF
A specially-formulated waterproofing for high-quality functional
wear. Simply spray on and allow
to dry—no heating required. Suitable for membrane textiles such
as Gore-Tex as it preserves breathability. Also effective on softshells,
backpacks, tents and more. Great
when used in combination with
Holmenkol Textile Wash.
$21

TEXTILE CARE

Holmenkol's Textile Care line is an easy way to
restore your technical jackets, pants, gloves and
other outerwear to better than new condition. Start
with Textile wash in the washing machine to clean
the garment and remove sweat, body oils and dirt,
hang dry, then spray on Textile Proof to restore
water resistance. Textile Proof uses the same nanotechnology found in Holmenkol's wax line to repel
dirt and water while maintaining breathability.

SHOE CLEAN
High tech cleaner for sports,
functional and casual shoes.
For removal of stains, dirt
and water marks; special
cleaning head efficiently
removes stubborn dirt and
stains.
$16

DIRT PROTECTOR
Dirt-repellant anti-adhesion
coating for bicycle frames.
Causes water and oil to roll
off, protects from corrosion,
and minimizes dirt pick-up
by up to 80%.
$17
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THE SKI*GO MOMENT
WITH ROGER KNIGHT
In my 11th year of importing SKI*GO wax and the 8th year with
BNS it is always fun to talk to people who are new SKI*GO wax
users or those who have just had what we call the “SKI*GO
moment”. In traveling the country or talking to people on the
phone or via email we often get the story of when they realized
how amazing SKI*GO wax is. It’s that moment when they hit
the perfect wax for that day and their skis were just unbelievable
to the point it was laughable. Several times a year someone will
actually tell us they felt bad for the people they were racing
against because their skis were so good compared to the field.
It is the best thing we hear and always brings a smile to our
staff here at BNS. For each of us we have also had a SKI*GO
moment to share.

NEW SAVE ON SKI*GO-BUY KITS!

humidity
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new to older
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50 to 75%
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60 g
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yellow/
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red
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snow type
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0 to 100%
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145
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130
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+ 1 to - 5 C

+ 1 to - 5 C
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green

blue

violet/
ultima

60 g

60 g

60 g

red
60 g

Paul’s SKI*GO moment came last year at Junior Nationals in
Cable, WI. The first race at JN's was incredibly tricky. A classic
race in wet man-made snow with highs in the high 50's had
provided some difficult waxing decisions. We had narrowed our
waxing selection to 3 klisters, 2 of which were mixed. Ski*Go
HF Universal was the wow factor. In order for the mixture to
even work, it had to have HF Uni. The Uni freed up the ski and
was able to glide so much easier. Eventually the snow "broke"
and we showed no panic, because HF Uni was still kicking just
by itself and gliding better than anything else. I'm not sure what
everyone else was using that day but, I can guarantee that the
Midwest teams success on that first day of racing, was due to
the HF Uni.

orange

yellow/
C242

graphite

60 g

60 g

60 g

Dave’s first SKI*GO moment was when he won a SuperTour
at Mt. Itasca, MN in 2009 in a 10km classic race in frigid
conditions. The race time start was -4F and Chambo was liking
SKI*GO HF Violet kickwax but was really concerned because
he had not used it much and the can said -2/-15C (28F to 5F).
The concern was that in the bitter cold that he was facing on
course at Mt. Itasca that day the HF Violet would be draggy.
Dave had been discussing this wax with Roger the week leading
up to because he was new to the SKI*GO line. Roger assured
him the HF Violet could handle the cold conditions so Dave took
a leap of faith and raced on it. The SKI*GO moment happened
on the trails that day as Chambo went on to a resounding win
and said he had amazing grip with complete freedom in the
glide phase. Dave won too many SuperTours to count in his
day, but this one provided his SKI*GO moment and showed the
amazing range of the HF Violet kickwax!

SKI*GO SOLID FLUORO COMPLETE KIT

+ 20 to - 1 C
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snow type
grainy- artificial
humidity
> 65%

+ 1 to - 5 C
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130

+ 1 to - 5 C

snow type
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violet/
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50 g
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50 g

50 g

snow type
all types
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60 to 100%
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all temperatures- 3

graphite

blue
50 g

60 g

snow type
newsnow

snow type
all types

humidity
> 65%

humidity
50 to 75%

iron C
130

iron C
145

high fluor glider

humidity
> 65%

low fluor glider

snow type
all types

Normal $484
Kit Price $399
All you need to cover you for racing or training where you run into cold
weather. This is a premium kit to make sure that your skis will always
be fast in cold, dry or miserably squeaky snow. Get one each SKI*GO
LF Graphite and LF Green 60g, C380 and P16 Cold Powders, HF Green
45g, C110 solid fluoro block and C105 solid fluoro block.
iron C
125

low fluor glider

humidity
> 65%

high fluor glider

snow type
all types

high fluor glider

high fluor glider

high fluor glider

SKI*GO COLD WEATHER GLIDE KIT

high fluor glider

Normal $500
Kit Price $420
Get one each of the legendary SKI*GO solid fluoro blocks
covering you for all conditions:
C110, C105, C44/7 and C22.

to - 10- 7Cto - 20 C

snow type
all types
humidity
> 65%
iron C
145

- 7 to - 20 C

green

green

50 g

60 g

BRUSH KIT

Normal $102
Kit Price $89
A simple three brush system that will help you keep your skis running
fast and in great shape. Get one each SKI*GO Long Fine Steel and Nylon
brush and the best brush in the world the Holmenkol Horsehair brush.

EVERY BRUSH YOU NEED KIT

Normal $205
Kit Price $180
Having great brushes makes your job easier and faster and keeps your
skis fast. This kit contains every brush you need for every condition. Get
yourself setup to do the best and quickest ski work you have ever done
this year. Get one each SKI*GO Nylon and Fine Nylon Polish brush and
Holmenkol Oval Steel, Steel Microfinish(Rectangular) and Horsehair.
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snow type
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145
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snow type
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+ 20
all temperatures

60 g

high fluor glider

low fluor glider

high fluor glider

SKI*GO WARM CONDITION GLIDE KIT

Normal $452
Kit Price $380
When the weather turns warm you need the best fluoro available and
SKI*GO has them. Get the skis sliding ultra-fast and put the competition in the rear view with this premium kit. Get one each SKI*GO LF
Graphite 60g, HF Orange and Yellow 45g, C22 solid fluoro block and
C22 fluid fluoro.

For me my SKI*GO moment came on January 3rd, 2006 my
first full year importing SKI*GO to the US. Chris Hall was the
head US Ski Team wax tech at the time but had just taken
a job as the Fischer Race Director in the US also so he was
pulling double duty at US Nationals in the lead up to the Torino
Olympics. Chris asked me to come out and help him out as he
had a lot of athletes to take care of between the Fischer/USST
stable. The first race at Nationals for the men was a 30km Mass
Start race in very warm conditions above freezing with bright
sunshine. The course was the tough Olympic B course and had
a mix of some manmade and mostly heavily groomed snow
that would be rapidly transforming during the race. Testing that
day revealed that SKI*GO HF Yellow was absolutely flying and
crushing everything else we tested against it. On top we had
a bunch of powders that were working well but decided to go
with SKI*GO C44 because it would adjust well to transforming
dirty wet snow in the bright sunshine. For anyone who was at
those Nationals you know that Ivan Babikov was on a different
planet and just crushing every skate race. He waited a lap and
then skated away from the field for a resounding win, but our
combo was on finishers 2-6, Andrew Johnson, Carl Swenson,
Kris Freeman, David Chamberlain and Nathan Schultz. The
guys were coming in the trailer saying their skis were so much
better than everyone else in the field and kept getting better! It
was really fun to see the skis continue to be fast and even speed
up near the end of the 30km when other athletes’ skis were just
slowing down. One of those days when you are in the wax room
just smiling and the athletes are really psyched with their skis
and the results.

snow type
snow type
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humidity
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humidity
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145

iron C
145
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violet/
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humidity
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iron C
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130

- 3 to - 10- 3Cto - 10 C

high fluor glider

humidity
0 to 100%

iron C
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high fluor glider

humidity
0 to 100%

iron C
130

green

SKI*GO XC 200G COMPLETE KIT

snow type
all types

humidity
0 to 100%

iron C
130

high fluor glider

snow type
all types

humidity
0 to 100%

iron C
130

high fluor glider

glider

snow type
new to older

glider

glider

snow type
grainy- artificial

humidity
0 to 100%

iron C
145

- 7 to - 20 C

Normal $224
Kit Price $180
Using more wax? Get even more savings.
Get one each of SKI*GO 200g CH waxes:
Green, Blue, Violet, Red, Orange, Yellow and Graphite.

snow type
older- aggressive

humidity
0 to 100%

60 g

SKI*GO LF 60G COMPLETE KIT

Normal $189
Kit Price $150
Get one each of SKI*GO 60g LF waxes:
Green, Blue, Violet, Red, Orange, Yellow and Graphite.

snow type
newsnow

glider

snow type
all types

glider

glider

SKI*GO XC 60G COMPLETE KIT

Normal $84
Kit Price $70
Get one each of SKI*GO 60g CH waxes:
Green, Blue, Violet, Red, Orange, Yellow and Graphite.

glider

BNS has put together some complete kits to provide you with savings on SKI*GO waxes. Whether you are just
switching to the infamous Swedish wax line, need a restock for the year or want to hook a friend up this is the way
to do it and save. There is one caveat though: no substitutions allowed, no exceptions.

snow type
all types

snow type
all types

humidity
> 65%

humidity
> 65%

iron C
145

iron C
145

SKIGO POWDERS

C44 POWDER
The legendary C44 powder is
back! Well, sort of. We were
able to get SkiGo to produce a
limited quantity of the original
C44 powder. This is the best
powder we have ever used in
transformed snow 4ºC (34ºF)
to -4ºC (25ºF). The key is the
snow has to be transformed or
older snow. We have a limited
amount of this powder so order
fast. Iron temp 170ºC. $165

blue

blue

green

green

50 g

50 g

50 g

We want you to have your SKI*GO moment so give us a call and
get started with SKI*GO today!

C44/7 POWDER
+1ºC to -14ºC This is an improved
version of the famous C44/7
powder. The new formulation is
more versatile and works well in all
snow but tends to excel in grainy
and older snow. This powder is
a favorite both for its range and
pure speed in a wide variety of
conditions. There are conditions
where C44/7 will blow doors off
of everything else out there. Iron
Temp: 170ºC. $165

SKIGO FLUIDS
SkiGo makes the best fluid fluorocarbons on the market, hands
down. They are very easy to apply, extremely durable and fast in
their specified conditions. As always, please call us if you need
additional help deciding which ones are right for you.

C110 FLUID Introduced as a World Cup-only
product three years ago, C110 is the newest
fluid in the legendary SkiGo Fluid line. C110 is
designed for colder snow with moisture present
ranging from -10ºC (14ºF) to -25ºC (-13ºC).
Traditionally, fluids have not been the right call in
these lower temperatures, but C110 fluid added
such speed at times that we were blown away.
$140
C22 +15ºC to -2ºC Unbeatable in any wet condition, especially above freezing, but also in to the
mid 20s (F) in all snow types. You must have this
in your box if you live anywhere that gets above
freezing or has wet snow conditions. C22 liquid
produces astoundingly fast skis for us at least two
or three times per season. $140
C44/7 +2ºC to -9ºC Very good in transformed
snow conditions varying from saturated to ice. A
must-have for every serious racer. $140

SKIGO SOLID BLOCKS
Ski*Go solid fluoros are ideal as an
optimizing topcoat, for a sprint race or
as a budget fluoro choice. Application
is simple and easy, no matter what
method you choose.

- 7 to - 20- 7Cto - 20 C

50 g

C22 POWDER
+22ºC to +1ºC All snow types.
The #1 warm snow powder in the
world. When the snow is wet and
saturated, C22 is always the choice
with no need to even test. Very
durable. All snow types. Iron Temp:
170º–180ºC. $145

SkiGo pure fluorocarbon powders don't have exciting
names, but they are so good, there is bound to be a day
where they give you the best skis you've ever had. These
SkiGo fluoro powders are the best of the industry and
definitely on the must-have list.

SKIGO CM10 SOLID

CM10 is extremely good in a wide range of
conditions from -2ºC/28ºF to 20ºC/68ºF. Made for
granular or old snow, BNS has still had success with
CM10 in new and manmade snow as well. CM10
goes on the ski very easily and can be hand corked,
ironed in (160ºC) or roto corked. CM10 will work
outside its range on the cold side as well, down to
0ºC in the right conditions. For distances over 5k,
BNS recommends ironing CM10 for durability. Brush
with white nylon. $190
NOTE* CM10 is a 30g solid, so it is larger than the
standard 20g size of most other solids.

C105 POWDER
+1ºC to -15ºC All snow types. This
is quite possibly the most versatile
powder in the world. BNS has sold
out of C105 every year that we
have carried SkiGo, no matter how
much we order. It works in all snow
types and is the cure for slow skis
in the conditions below 0ºC/32ºF.
No wax box is complete without
this proven winner! Iron Temp:
150º-160ºC. $145
C110 POWDER
-10ºC to -20ºC All snow types.
SkiGo introduced this product last
year with resounding success. Very
easy to work with for a cold snow
powder. The cure for slow skis in
those squeaky or grainy conditions
below 14ºF! Iron Temp: 170ºC.
$145

C55/99 -2ºC to -10ºC A proven winner that
sometimes gets left out of the box—and that is
a mistake. Anytime there is wet or transforming
snow, this wax must be tested because when it
goes, there is nothing in the world that can touch
it. Period. $140
C105 New formula! C105 liquid -1C (30F) to -8C
(17F) A new formulation of C105 liquid that works
amazingly well in mixed snow types in a key temperature range. This wax is designed to absolutely
crush in mixes of new and old snow and varying
snow types. The old C105 liquid was unbeatable
once or twice a year but it was really hard to tell
when it worked exactly. This new formula clarifies
when to use C105 and is unbelievable in these
conditions. $140
CM10 -2ºC to 20ºC Advanced fluoro suspension
for the warmest and dirtiest snow. This liquid
excels in wet saturated transformed snow. When
things head towards the very wet and sloppy
end of the spectrum, there is no better nor more
durable liquid. $165

C22 BLOCK
+20ºC to -4ºC All snow types.
C22 block is nearly a universal
topcoat due to its amazing range
and speed benefits. This block
will dominate in wet snow near
or above 0ºC/32ºF, but also in
many conditions below its listed
range. Due to the hardness and
versatility of this wax, it can be
used in all snow types down to
-22ºC! In the coldest conditions,
test against C105 Block. Your
pure fluoro wax box should start
with this wax! $125
C44/7 BLOCK
+3ºC to -9ºC Older, grainy snow
below 0ºC (32ºF), and newer,
wet snow at 0ºC and above. Very
good for old snow down to -9ºC,
extremely fast, test against 105
Block. In new and wet snow at or
just above 0ºC it is worth testing
against C22 solid. $125

C105 BLOCK
+1ºC to -20ºC All snow types.
We like this block as a cover
in nearly all conditions below
freezing. C105 almost never
slows the ski down and the
majority of the time it noticeably
enhances the speed and feel
of the ski. Test against C44
when close to 0ºC in older snow
conditions. $125
C110 BLOCK
-10ºC to -20ºC For all snow
types in colder weather. A
specialty cold weather fluoro for
dry and cold conditions in every
snow type. Can be tested against
C105. BNS has found this to
be extremely fast in all cold
conditions. $125
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HF UNIVERSAL (FORMERLY HFP16)
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SKIGO HF
45g $80
200g $240

SKIGO LF
60g $27
200g $70

SKIGO XC
60g $12
200g $32

SKIGO LF & XC GRAPHITE GLIDE WAX
Graphite is used for multiple reasons, but there seems to be confusion about why. There are two
basic reasons for using a graphite underlayer when waxing:

-7ºC to -20ºC
Synthetic glide powder that is excellent in a
varying range of conditions. Ideal in humidities
below 60%. This powder is legendary as a top
layer or mixed 1:1 with LF or HF Green. We
have found that C380 will really speed up
green waxes from most companies in a wide
range of conditions. Most importantly, it is
extremely easy to iron on the ski, making it
very easy to use. Iron Temp 150ºC. $40

2. Graphite provides maximum dirt resistance. When a ski or wax picks up dirt it slows down
drastically and quickly.
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durable. While we recommend both, the LF Graphite
is the choice for top performance.
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There are some out there claiming that Graphite
can slow down things when used as an underlayer.
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SkiGo Pink Paper is used to smooth and flatten a
base for skiing in very cold and new snow conditions.
Think of it as a very fine hand structure. Pink Paper
is a finishing paper with a grit size of 3 microns. It
improves skis best in cold snow and new snow with
aggressive snow crystals mixed in. There is absolutely
no doubt that pink paper can make more of a
difference in ski feel than using a pure fluoro on top.
It may sound crazy, but this stuff is a revolutionary
product for cold and dry snow. If you are in an area
of the country where you experience conditions 18ºF
and colder, often Pink Paper could be a savior! BNS
has found that pink paper can make a difference even
up to 32F so it is worth trying anytime conditions
are below freezing! Contains applicator block and ten
pieces of Pink Paper. $65
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SkiGo LF Blue is your best option for travel and prep wax!

SKI*GO BASE SCRAPER

Base Scraper cuts and removes peaks in the structure
of the ski base. Think of it like a razor blade for your
skis. Skis may develop peaks and jagged places
in the structure due to poor stone grinding or use,
eliminating these with the Base Scraper using light
pressure makes it so dirt will not collect on the base of
the ski. With heavy pressure Base Scraper will peel a
base as well. 4 sharp sides for long lasting use. $150

Pull the paper/block along the ski base with normal
pressure about 10-15 times back and forward. Finish
with 2-3 passes in the direction of travel. Running
your finger over the surface should feel like your finger
is floating. Pink Paper rounds off the contact surfaces
on the base. This makes the ski both glide better and
not collect dirt as easily. Use as the final step before
you use your skis.

VIOLET
-2ºC to +2ºC. A really unique wet Violet klister. Good
in artificial and in wet, old snow. Mix 1:1 with HF
Yellow Klister in tricky varying conditions for amazing
results!

YELLOW
+3ºC to +20ºC. Amazing klister for wet saturated
conditions across the red/yellow/universal klister
range. Mix 1:1 with HF Violet in tricky varying
conditions for amazing results!

UNIVERSAL
-5º to +10ºC. BNS is here to admit we made a
mistake and it was a big one. Last year when this
klister came out we had not had a real chance to test
it and we gave it no love. We had some testers who
loved it but there was not a clear condition where it
was great. Last year we had a full year of klister to test
it and WOW….just wow. We blew it. This is the best
universal klister out there. It works down into the high
teens in Fahrenheit and in all snow types. Excellent in
manmade and mixed snow but also great in natural
snow. Contains the proprietary SKI*GO HF formula
used in their other two klisters and HF kickers. This
klister is easy to work with and is an absolute must in
every wax box.

SPRAY BINDER KLISTER
New last year, SkiGo has added a spray on binder
klister. This allows you to keep your hands clean from
what has traditionally been the toughest stuff to work
with. $19
SPRAY UNIVERSAL KLISTER
A great addition to the SkiGo lineup is the spray
universal klister. Just spray it on, let it cool and go.
The best way to keep your hands and clothes free of
sticky klister. Also great for those who are a bit unsure
of their klister hand. $19

PINK PAPER REFILL PACK Refill for Pink Paper. Contains 10 pcs. $35

humidity
60 to 100%
iron C
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snow type
all types
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all temperatures
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Over the last seven years, we have run countless tests on wax and the overwhelming majority show
that having SkiGo Graphite as a first layer will make your race wax faster and more durable. LF
Graphite is a staple underlayer, especially for longer races. We can safely say that buying SkiGo LF
Graphite is an investment you need to make; no matter what your race goals are for the year.

P16

yellow/
C242

8 -8 -0 6

1. Graphite provides a first layer that helps to harden the base making the waxes applied on top of
them more durable. In many conditions, especially 25ºF and lower, a harder base will increase wax
durability, reduce the drag coefficient on the snow and make for faster skis.

-4ºC to -25ºC
For all snow types. P16 is an incredible
synthetic glide powder that works well in
manmade, aggressive, mixed, and grainy
snow type
type
snow type
all types
all types
to older
snow. Exceptionally snow
hard
powder yet new
very
humidity
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100%
easy to iron into the ski,
P16 can be used0 humidity
iron C
iron C iron C
125
a stand-alone layer or mixed
with other waxes130 125
to harden them up. $60
+ 20 to - 1 C

all

Low fluoro glide waxes with the same legendary raw
materials as the HF waxes. Apply with a wax iron
(recommended temperature on package). For racing
and training. 60g and 200g packages.

humidity
humidity
humidity
humidity
humidity
>>>>
65%
>65%
65%
65%
65%

C380

DATE:

green HF LF XC

HF KLISTER $30

-3..-10 / +27..+14

A series of regular glide waxes for all temperatures and
snow types. For humidity between 0% and 100%.
Apply with a wax iron (recommended temperature on
package). 60g and 200g packages.

snow
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snow
type
type
type
type
type
all
all
all
all
all
types
types
types
types
types

SKIGO COLD POWDERS
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new snow

SKIGO PINK PAPER BLOCK KIT

SkiGo’s HF waxes make it simple. It is as much about snow type as it is temperature. The SkiGo
HF waxes cover the range of several waxes from other companies, making it an easy line to use. If
it’s very cold, use HF Green. In below freezing and new snow conditions down to -10ºC or so, use HF
Blue. For the same conditions but older transformed snow, use HF Violet. For artificial snow, use HF
Red. For 0ºC and just under in wet snow, use HF Orange. In conditions of saturated snow from 0ºC
and above, use HF Yellow.
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SKI*GO LF WAXES
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+1ºC (34ºF) to -5ºC (23ºF) For artificial or grainy snow.
Originally, this wax was designed as a specialty wax
for manmade snow, but increasingly, HF Red has been
getting great results in grainy snow in the high 20’s.
Extremely durable yet easy to work with. Iron temp:
130ºC.
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HF RED

high fluor
fluor glider
glider
high
high
fluor glider

high
high fluor
fluor glider
glider
high
fluor
glider

-7ºC to -20ºC (-4ºF)For all snow types. If humidity is
greater than 50% and it is cold, this is the best HF green
wax on the market. Many races have been won with HF
Green mixed 1:1 with C380 Cold Powder. Iron Temp:
145ºC

Temp C / F

low fluor glider

+1ºC (34ºF) to -5ºC (23ºF) For All snow types. For
humidity above 50% from just over freezing into the low
20’s. This wax continues to amaze us at BNS with its
versatility and range. More and more individuals and
teams are leaning on this as a go-to wax because of its
wide range and amazing results. Don’t miss out! Iron
temp: 125ºC.

orange HF LF XC

low fluor glider

HF GREEN

+20..-1 / +68..+30

glider

HF ORANGE

all

glider

-3ºC (27ºF) to -10ºC (14ºF) For new snow. This wax
is amazing in any new snow or snow that has not
transformed yet! With a massive range, it is an easy
choice to make in below freezing untransformed snow
conditions. Works as a great complement to HF Violet for
new snow. It is hard to describe how good this wax is, we
sell a great deal of it at BNS. Iron Temp: 130ºC.

yellow HF LF XC

glider

HF BLUE

Snow type

glider

+20ºC to -1ºC For all snow types. The best wet snow/
warm weather HF wax on earth! BNS has complete
confidence in saying that when you get into saturated,
wet conditions, you don’t even need to test: SkiGo
HF Yellow is the winner. Evolved from the old C242
formulation, this wax has been a proven winner for over
30 years. Does not pick up as much dirt as other HF’s in
this range. HF Yellow also excels in the mid to high 20's
when there is free moisture present. Iron Temp: 125ºC

Wax

glider

HF YELLOW

glider

We love the SkiGo HF Glide Wax Program. SkiGo
addresses the snow type first, and then deals with
temperature. While this concept is foreign to many, we
find that absolutely makes sense…not all snow is created
equal. BNS experts are always available to help explain
the line and help you find exactly what you need.

-18C (0F) to +5C (41F) We know what you are
thinking…there is no such thing as a Universal HF right?
Well we agreed. 100%. Christer from SKI*GO gave us
this product three years ago and told us “It always works,
test it.” He was correct. This HF wins a lot of our tests
in all temperatures, is second in a bunch of others and
sometimes will be third. That is truly how good this is.
Formerly called HFP16, this wax has been available in
our race service program for two years and we have many
teams that just use this as their HF now and don’t even
test anymore. HF Universal is a
combination of the amazing
P16 and some seriously high
fluorination. The most durable
wax we have ever used.
Anyone racing marathons be
aware: If you don’t use this
your competition might sail
right by you. We will offer a
limited amount of this wax for
sale this year in 45g and 200g.

high fluor
fluor glider
glider
high
high
fluor glider

-1ºC (30ºF) to -12ºC (10ºF) For old or aggressive snow. HF
violet is the complement to HF Blue in older transformed
or aggressive snow. This wax has a HUGE effective use
range, covering several waxes from other brands making
it a great value. Possibly the most durable HF wax on the
market, making it ideal for marathon racing. At BNS we
sometimes will mix HF Violet into other waxes to increase
durability. Once the snow becomes transformed, this wax
is a big winner. Iron Temp: 145ºC.

glider

HF VIOLET

high
high fluor
fluor glider
glider
high
fluor
glider

SKIGO HF WAXES

Use Base Scraper without pressure on the base
and pull the handle 1-3 times the length of the ski.
After use, brush the base with a metal brush to
clean the structure. After use of the base scraper it is
recommended to take 30-40 passes with SkiGo Pink
Paper for a nice polished base surface.

PROJECT :
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HF KICK WAXES $30
We feel we can say that these are the best
kick waxes in the world! With unbelievable
ranges, great durability, firm kick and amazing glide, SkiGo HF kickers continue to impress our customers and frankly, us. Most
wax companies make 8–10 waxes to cover
the range that SkiGo does in these four
amazing products. Every kick box should
start with one of each and then build from
there. While the cost is slightly more than
a normal kicker, the overall cost to cover
the same range of temperatures is actually
less. SkiGo differentiates between new and
old snow to make the choice easy to have
great skis.

LF KICK WAXES $19
SkiGo makes two LF Kick waxes that use a
fluoro content ideal for specific conditions.

LF ORANGE

A great wax in the transition area around
freezing when snow is either wet or dirty.
This wax resists water and dirt very effectively.

LF VIOLET

A key range of 32ºF down to 20ºF. This
range makes it a great choice many days
of the winter. LF Violet also resists dirt well
and works great in drier snow with a very
positive kick and excellent glide.

Temperature

HF YELLOW

+4ºC to 0ºC (39ºF to 32ºF) For all snow
conditions. Wet conditions above freezing
before moving to klister or for covering klister. These conditions perplex even the best
techs in the world, but this wax often solves
the problem. Very good grip and glide when
no other kick waxes work.

HF RED

+1ºC to -3ºC (34ºF to 27ºF) For all snow
types. Positive grip and excellent glide in the
transition range where waxing can become a
nightmare. This wax has saved many a day
when waxing gets tough.

HF VIOLET

-2ºC to -15ºC (28ºF to 5ºF) For newer snow
and fine crystal snow. Works well in all humidities. If temperatures are below freezing
and new or untransformed snow is present,
this wax is your choice, no need to even test.

HF BLUE

-1ºC to -20ºC (30ºF to -4ºF) For all snow
types except new snow. Provides a soft and
distinct grip across its entire temperature
range. If temperatures are below freezing
and the snow is old or transformed, this is
the choice for top performance.

SKIGO NYLON BRUSH
A great all-around nylon brush with short,
stiff bristles for polishing or for use as a
universal brush. At BNS we use this brush
as our last step on all wax jobs.
$18

SKIGO FINE NYLON BRUSH
One of our favorites for polishing! It is
amazing how much wax this polishing
brush gets out when you think you have
finished brushing.
$23

PLASTIC SCRAPER
A very nice 5mm scraper with a cutout
corner for working on edges of skis as
well. Available in 3mm $6 and 5mm
$7

EASY CUT CAP
A great invention! No more wax in the
teeth or uneven peels on your kick waxes!
This aluminum cap evenly cuts most
brands of kickwax tins for you. One of the
best innovations in the wax world in the
last 20 years. The ECC cuts the foil so
that you have an even layer to work with.
$8

FIBERLENE
Anyone who has ever waxed skis knows
the necessity of Fiberlene! Equally
effective as a lint free way to apply wax
remover to your skis or as a polisher and
cleaner.
40m $15
20m $8

KICKWAX SCRAPER
The simplest tool that no one had ever
thought of! A great tool for cleaning the
kick zones of classic skis. Small and
effective, this scraper has beveled ends
for cleaning kick wax or klister effectively.
A must-have for every classic skier or
coach and a great gift for any Nordic skier.
$7

GROOVE SCRAPER PLASTIC
A well-designed groove scraper with
multiple angles and sizes for cleaning any
type of groove.
$5

WAX REMOVER 250ML
Environmentally
friendly,
odorless,
fastest-to-biodegrade wax remover on the
market. We care about the environment,
but we also love this for its ease of use.
Due to its unique formulation you can
also fly with this wax remover, unlike
most. For best results apply to area to be
cleaned and let it sit for approximately ten
seconds.
$14

WAX REMOVER 1000ML
Same great stuff in a bigger bottle.
$30

NATURAL CORK SMALL
Very dense natural cork for all-around
use. Equally versatile with kick wax and
fluoro applications, we recommend the
big version for applying blocks and liquids
and the smaller version for kick waxes.
$6

NATURAL CORK BIG
A BNS favorite! This large natural cork is
great for corking fluoros of all types. Does
the job in half the time of other natural
corks.
$8

PORTABLE WAXING BENCH
These portable benches are solid, costeffective and travel well. Both benches
have folding legs and collapsible ski
forms to make a compact package for
travel. The double bench includes a
small table top for holding brushes,
iron and tools. Ski profiles are easily
adjustable for different length skis; the
binding clasp is also adjustable and can
easily release Salomon bindings. These
are great tools for use when travelling,
waxing at race venues and for those
with limited space in their wax rooms.
Single: $200
Double: $325

SYNTHETIC CORK
A great and simple synthetic cork for use
in corking all kick waxes and klisters. This
cork has become increasingly popular
with service technicians here in the US
due to its price and ease of use.
$6

SAVE $15: ALL FOUR FOR $105!

XC KICK WAXES $11
XC BLUE

XC YELLOW

Another BNS favorite that is amazing in coarse snow trending
towards klister. Also works well in new, falling wet snow.

XC ORANGE

A life saver! This wax exceeds others in the variable range
around freezing when waxing is the toughest. A BNS favorite.

XC RED

Great at freezing or just below in all snow conditions. Also performs well for improving the grip of XC Blue when applied just
ahead of the binding.

XC VIOLET

A wide ranging violet that works well in all snow types. Soft,
distinctive grip in all conditions.

New snow

Very durable traditional blue kickwax that excels in coarse
snow. Can be ironed in as a binder under warmer waxes or
used as cover over warmer waxes towards 0ºC/32ºF.

XC GREEN

For all snow types in all snow conditions. XC Green is a BNS
favorite used alone in cold conditions or as a cover layer on top
of other kickwaxes in colder, penetrating snow. Has a touch of
tar and can really dominate other green kickers in new, fresh
humid snow.

BASE BINDER

For abrasive snow conditions, base binder helps regular waxes
adhere to the kick zone longer.

Coarse snow / ice

+10 °C

+50 °F

Violet XC Klister as a base + Orange XC Klister alt. Yellow HF
Klister

+5 °C

+41 °F

See above

See above

+2 °C

+36 °F

0 °C

+32 °F

HF yellow alt. Violet XC Klister as a base (thin) + Universal XC
Klister alt. Orange XC
Blue XC ironed as a base + Orange LF
(Orange XC cushion in pocket)

Violet XC Klister as a base + Red XC Klister
alt. Violet HF Klister alt. HF Yellow
Violet XC Klister as a base + Red HF
alt. Violet HF Klister

-1 °C

+30 °F

Blue XC ironed as a base + Violet LF or Red XC

Blue XC Klister as a base (thin) + HF blue alt. Violet HF Klister

-2 °C

+28 °F

See above

Blue Klister as a base (thin) + HF blue alt. Violet HF Klister

-3 °C

+26 °F

Blue XC ironed as a base + Violet HF or Red XC mixed with
Blue XC

Basewax ironed as a base + Blue HF

-5 °C

+23 °F

Blue XC ironed as a base + Violet HF alt. Violet XC

Basewax ironed as a base + Blue HF alt. Blue XC

-8 °C

+18 °F

Blue XC ironed as a base + Violet HF

See above

-12 °C

+10 °F

Blue XC ironed as a base + Violet HF alt. Green XC

Basewax ironed as a base + Blue HF

-15 °C

+5 °F

Green XC

Basewax ironed as a base + Green XC, alternatively Blue HF
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LONG FINE STEEL BRUSH
Very fine bristles penetrate the structure
to get excess wax out. Used as a first or
second brush for all waxes. Long bristles
for ease of use and better feel on the ski.
Excels at getting colder waxes out of the
ski.
$60

Boulder Nordic Sport ©2016

Violet XC Klister as a base + Orange XC Klister mixed with Silver
XC Klister alt. Yellow HF Klister
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RACING-OSLO

RACING FLUOR-RF

ICY, artificial snow, high humidity new snow, wet
coarse snow. Works well in varying conditions and
with large temperature swings. Klister + Hard Wax in
one. Maybe our most popular wax in the Midwest last
year! $26

WET, glazing new & old, fine & coarse snow. Wide
temperature range and extra soft for great kick without
icing or drag. Ski it in to get hard outer shell and soft
under-layers for auto cushioning.
$26

SYNTHETIC-SYN

FHF-FUNCTIONAL HIGH FLUOR

DRY, old and coarse grain snow. Soft, for great kick
and maximized durability from synthetic thermoplastic
compounds. Everyday wax where it snows infrequently.
$12

WET cover Wax. A final cover wax in high humidity
conditions that improves kick and glide while helping
to prevent icing and dirt.
$32

TAR-TERVA

NEW and fine grain snow. Minimizes icing because Tar
is water repellant and its outer-layer gets harder than
under-layers providing auto cushioning and crystal
release. Everyday wax where it snows frequently.
$12

BLACK MAGIC-BM

DIRTY cover. It does more than just repel dirt, it
enhances kick without sacrificing glide. Regular for
low humidity, fluor for high humidity.
Regular $34
Fluor $50

START UNIVERSAL
WIDE KLISTER
$20
Famous for the performance of its
“Start Green” glide wax for extremely
cold days, Start makes much more
than just cold paraffins. Produced
in Finland for over 30 years, Start
has a great lineup of pure fluoros,
kickers and klisters as well. Here are
a few of our favorites.
LF10 GREEN
60g $42

MF10 GREEN
60g $50

START UNIVERSAL
WIDE PLUS KLISTER
$20

HF10 GREEN
60g $85

Presented by Crested Butte Nordic
February 4, 2017 | crested butte, colorado

$5,000 Prize Purse
An American Birkebeiner Qualifier, with a twist...
cbnordic.org

START SFR99 BLOCK
20g $158 $104
START SG PARAFFIN GLIDER

90g $22

180g $33

900g $140

START SFR75 POWDER
30g $220

START SFR92 BLOCK
20g $144
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CERA F POWDERS – 100% FLUOROCARBON

Devil’s Thumb Ranch to Winter Park

$150

Swix Cera F reigns as the glide wax of choice when
there can be no compromise in performance. Swix
introduced the first Cera F wax to the market in 1987
creating a wax revolution.
These waxes have a unique combination of characteristics providing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very high degree of purity
Very low surface tension
Friction reducing lubricating power
Exceptional water repellency
High resistance to dirt and oils
Chemical inertness and stability
Thermal stability

Cera F Waxes do not contain CFC’s and are not harmful
to the environment.

FC04X CERA F POWDER.

fourth annual

Stagecoach
classic
January 21, 2017
2017

POINT TO POINT CROSS COUNTRY SKI RACE & TOUR

FC4X is a cold powder that works well in cold snow
conditions to minimize dry friction. New for the Cera
NovaX launch and well tested over North America and
World Cup venues. FC4X has proven itself in a very
wide range of snow types through cold conditions. Suggested base waxes are HF04X, HF04BWX or LF04X.
Temperature range from -10°C to -20°C (14°F to -4°F)
Recommended iron temp: 165°C (329°F).

HVC CERA F 100% FLUOROCARBON – LIQUID

$175

Our new fluorinated liquid topping is used as the
final layer when waxing for top-level competitions,
when speed is the key!
This new super liquid has proven itself on the racing
scene and is finally ready to hit the market. After
several years of research and testing, we are proud
to launch our new High Velocity Cera (HVC) for those
who want to go really fast.

FC60L / HVC COLD

50 ml. +2ºC to -10ºC (36°F
to 14°F). Liquid topping for
racing. Very easy to apply
with the felt applicator. No
brushing is required, so
after application the skis are
100% race ready.
For new and old snow.
HVC Cold is working best in air humidity above 70%
and on top of Cera F powder, but can also be used
with an HFX or LFX glider with very good result.
One bottle is enough for 10-12 pair skating skis,
13-15 pair of classic skis.

FC05X CERA F POWDER.

FC100 Powder in a new package renamed for the Cera
Nova X line. This powder has been under the skis of
numerous National Champions racing Super Tour events
through North America and a go-to World Cup wax in a
wildly varied array of conditions. Pick this if you’re choosing only one colder powder and ski primarily on transformed or older snow.
Temperature range from -3°C to -15°C (27°F to 5°F).
Recommended iron temp: 160°C (320°F).

FC06X CERA F POWDER.

A powder for new and fine-grained snow. FC6X is already
a favorite among servicemen.
Suggested base waxes are HF06X, HF06BWX or LF06X.
Temperature range from -1°C to -10°C (30°F to 14°F).
Recommended iron temp: 160°C (320°F).

FC07X CERA F POWDER.

A new FC7X powder, this is the choice for new dry snow
around freezing as well as artificial snow that remains
quite dry. Suggested base waxes are HF07X, HF07BWX
or LF07X.
Temperature range from +2°C to -6°C (36°F to 21°F).
Recommended iron temp: 160°C (320°F).

FC08X CERA F POWDER.
This is pure classic and best selling FC008X powder continued without change in the new line. Look for the FC8X

Register online at www.stagecoachclassic.com
For more information 970.726.8231
Stagecoach participants receive 10% off our best available rate on Friday, Saturday
or Sunday night at Devil’s Thumb Ranch, Trailhead Inn or Vasquez Creek Inn. *
TABERNASH, COLO R AD O 970.726.5632

devilsthumbranch.com

*
Limited quantities available. Other restrictions may apply. Blackout dates may apply. Not valid for previously booked reservations or groups. Taxes not included.
Based on availability. This offer may not be combined with any other promotion or package. Valid for Stagecoach participants on 1/20/16, 1/21/16 & 1/22/16 only.
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“sheen” on the tracks. Any traces of water suggests a perfect
environment for FC8X to succeed. An ideal New England
wax thanks to a wide range and incredible water management.
Suggested base waxes are HF08X, HF08BWX or LF08X.
Temperature range from +4°C to -4°C. (39°F to 25°F).
Recommended iron temp: 165°C (329°F).
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FC10X CERA F POWDER

Also unchanged in the new line, the FC10 powder is
renamed FC10X but remains a “Spring Series” stand by, a
go-to wax for wet conditions and a perfect wax to mix with
FC8X to extend the ranges of either powder.
The strength of the powder is in wet conditions from 0°C
and warmer. Used a lot during spring season with melting
snow or falling wet snow. It performs well in all snow
conditions.
Suggested base waxes are HF10X, HF10BWX or LF10X.
Temperature range from 0°C to +15°C (32°F to 59°F).
Recommended iron temp: 170°C (338°F).
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ROCKET CERA F 100% FLUOROCARBON –
SPRAY $100

TURBO SOLID BLOCK CERA F 100%
FLUOROCARBON $136

Rocket Liquid Topping – 100% fluorocarbon
The liquid waxes are the most economical way to take
advantage of Cera F performance. This means the Cera
F liquid waxes offer a fast and easy solution for alpine,
free-ride and snowboard events, as well as for cross
country races.
• Economical and easy to use.
• Well accepted in both alpine and cross country.
• Has large potential in junior racing, citizen races
as well as top level racing.
• Quick and easy to Apply!

Cera F Turbos are square sintered 20 g blocks of
100% Cera F Powders. The Turbos are used in shorter
races from 1km to 5km with great success.

FC6A / CERA F COLD ROCKET SPRAY

20 g.
100% fluorocarbon
solid block of wax.
Solid Cold Turbo +2°C
to -15°C (36°F to 5°F).
Improved to perform on all
snow conditions.
Used alone or as the final
“accelerator” layer.

FC8A / CERA F COLD ROCKET SPRAY

20 g.
100% fluorocarbon
solid block of wax.
For fine grained snow -2°C
to +15°C (28°F to 59°F).
Wide range covering most
normal winter conditions.
Used alone or as the final
“accelerator” layer.

70 ml.
Liquid fluorocarbon topping for colder
conditions +2°C to -10°C (36°F to
14°F). Rocket Cold works best when
high humidity.
Used on top of Cera F powder or
mixed with the powder. Can also be
used on top of HFX and LFX waxes
with good results.
Less expensive than HVC.

FC80L / HVC WARM   
50 ml. -2ºC to +10ºC
(28°F to 50°F). Liquid topping for racing. Very easy to
apply with the felt applicator. No brushing is required,
so after application the skis
are 100% race ready.
For new and old snow.
HVC Warm works best in
high humidity on the cold side, but on the warm
side it performs great in all humidities. It performs best on top of Cera F powder, but can also
be used with an HFX or LFX glider with very
good result.
One bottle is enough for 10-12 pair skating skis,
13-15 pair of classic skis .

14°F/-4°F

The consistency of the blocks is designed so rub-on
application is easier. The rub-on application also is
an economical way to use Cera F. The Turbo Waxes
are used as a “booster” over Cera F powder or Cera
Nova X Glide Wax to get extra speed the first few
kilometers.

FC6XS / CERA F SOLID COLD TURBO

FC8XS / CERA F SOLID WARM TURBO
70 ml.
Liquid fluorocarbon topping for -2°C
to +10°C (28°F to 50°F). For transformed and fine grained snow.
Used on top of Cera F powder or
mixed with the powder. Can also be
used on top of HFX and LFX waxes
with good results.
Less expensive than HVC.
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HFBWX WAXES – HIGH FLUOROCARBON BW

HFX WAXES – HIGH FLUOROCARBON

LFX WAXES – FLUOROCARBON

40G $78 — 180G $275

40G $78 — 180G $275

60G $27 — 180G $70 — 900G

Swix BW (Black Wolf) Waxes contain solid lubricants as additives, giving additional
performance in
• Coarse-grained snow
• Dirty snow
• Artificial snow
• Dry friction (very cold temps)
The BW additive has considerable lower coefficient of friction compared with previous
additives

HF stands for High Fluorocarbon. There are 6 main waxes in this category, which are
fluorinated hydrocarbon blends having a high percentage of a low melt point fluorocarbon additive - a result of Cera F technology.
The waxes are unique because they provide fast acceleration, have proved effective in a
wide range of temperatures and are durable and dirt resistant.
HFX waxes are excellent when used alone, but ideal when used in combination with
Cera F as an over layer. Conditions of high humidity are optimal for HFX waxes.

These are fluorinated hydrocarbon waxes having a lower percentage of low-melt
point fluoro additives. They are used as training waxes, or as racing waxes with
Cera F as a final layer, or alone as a race wax at very low temperatures.
The temperature ranges and wax colors of the LFX waxes coincide with the HFX
category, however they are distinguished from the HFX waxes by the 60 gram bar
size. LFX waxes are lighter colored than CHX. The Cera Nova LFX line sees new
formulas in 5, 7 and 10 based on the extensive testing done with the HF lines.

HF04BWX HIGH FLUORO GLIDEWAX.
A new special wax for extremely cold conditions HF4BWX bears
a solid lubricant additive that reduces the dry friction in cold
snow. Improved over its previous formula, the HF4BWX boasts
improved performance on artificial snow.
Temperature range from -12°C to -32°C (10°F to -25°F).
Recommended iron temp: 155°C (311°F).
HF05BWX HIGH FLUORO GLIDEWAX.

New for the Cera Novax line, HF5BW is a perfect choice for low
humidity conditions or artificial snow.
HF05BWX can be used as a race wax alone or as a base for Cera
F powder, such as FC05X.
Temperature range from -8°C to -14°C (18°F to 7°F).
Recommended iron temp: 150°C (311°F).

HF06BWX HIGH FLUORO GLIDEWAX.

HF6BW is rebranded as HF06BWX in the new Cera Novax. The
BW solid lubricant excels in old or dirty snow. Given the mid
range temperature of HF6BW, this is a perfect BW choice were
you to pick one.
HF06BWX can be used as a race wax alone, but is often used
as a base for Cera F, such as FC06X and HVC Cold (FC60L).
Temperature range from -5°C to -10°C (23°F to 14°F).
Recommended iron temp: 145°C (293°F).

HF07BWX HIGH FLUORO GLIDEWAX.

A new wax with an improved recipe, proven to be significantly
better than the old HF7BW, HF7BWX is a versatile wax suited for
normal winter conditions below the freezing point. Its hardness
makes it convenient for mid-range temperatures below freezing
especially in dirty conditions.
HF07BWX can be used as a race wax alone, but is often used
as a base for Cera F, such as FC07X and HVC Cold (FC60L).
Temperature range from -2°C to -8°C (28°F to 18°F).
Recommended iron temp: 140°C (284°F).

HF08BWX HIGH FLUORO GLIDEWAX.

HF04X HIGH FLUORO GLIDEWAX.

HF05X HIGH FLUORO GLIDEWAX.
The 5 series is brand new for the Cera NovaX line fulfilling a hardness
gap between the 4 and the 6 series. While demand from alpine drove
the creation of this wax, it has been used with great success in World
Cup conditions over the last two seasons, especially on artificial loops
requiring a bit more hardness from the wax.
HF05X can be used as a race wax alone or as a base for Cera F
powder, such as FC05X.
Temperature range from -8°C to -14°C (18°F to 7°F).
Recommended iron temp: 150°C (311°F).
HF06X HIGH FLUORO GLIDEWAX.

HF6 is reborn without change as HF06X in the new Cera NovaX
range. Among the most universal of the HF waxes, this is an amazing
one-wax-for-all conditions (especially Alaskan, Midwestern and Eastern) should you be tight on budget or looking to simplify.
HF06X can be used as a race wax alone, but is often used as a
base for Cera F, such as FC06X and HVC Cold (FC60L).
Temperature range from -5°C to -10°C (23°F to 14°F).
Recommended iron temp: 145°C (293°F).

HF08X HIGH FLUORO GLIDEWAX.

The classic HF8, a legendary racing wax, is renamed as HF8X. Over
the last decade this wax has contributed to a numerous of Olympic
and WC medals in all ski disciplines, it is the most winning glide wax
in the history of skiing. It’s softness and high fluoro content makes it
perfect in conditions near freezing and above.
HF08X can be used as a race wax alone, but is often used as a
base for Cera F, such as FC08X and HVC Warm (FC80L).
Temperature range from -4°C to 4°C (25°F to 39°F).
Recommended iron temp: 130°C (266°F).

HF10BWX HIGH FLUORO GLIDEWAX.

HF10X HIGH FLUORO GLIDEWAX.
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A new wax for the Cera NovaX line made a little bit harder than the
old HF10. Test results show that a slightly harder wax performs better
in this area compared to the old classic, and was especially noticeable
when used alone without powders or liquid covering. The adjusted
hardness is also making the wax more durable and resistant to dirt
than the previous HF10.
HF10X is best used as a base for Cera F, such as FC10X and HVC
Warm (FC80L).
Temperature range from 0°C to 10°C (32°F to 50°F).
Recommended iron temp: 120°C (248°F).

VX53

New fallen snow
0°C to -2°C (32°F to 28°F).

New fallen snow
0°C to +1°C (32°F to
34°F).
Old fine grained snow
0°C to -3°C (32°F to
27°F).

Old fine grained snow
-2°C to -8°C (28°F to 18°F).

New fallen snow
-7°C to -20°C (19°F to -4°F).
Old fine grained snow
-10°C to -30°C (14°F to -22°F).

CHX WAXES – HYDROCARBON
60G $11 — 180G $32 — 900G

VR030
VR30 Light Blue. 45 g
Designed for cold to extremely cold conditions.

please call

CHX stands for Hydrocarbon. This category has no fluorocarbon material in the
blends. They are 100% high performance hydrocarbon paraffin. Although they can
be looked upon as an economical racing wax group, the colder waxes perform very
well alone, and the warmer waxes make an acceptable base layer for Cera F.
Their colors and temperature ranges coincide with the HFX and LFX Waxes. The
CHX waxes can be distinguished from the LFX waxes by their darker shade of color.
The Cera Nova CHX line sees new formulas in 5, 7 and 10 based on the extensive
testing done with the HF lines.

New fallen snow
-2°C to -8°C (28°F to 18°F).
Old fine grained snow
-4°C to -12°C (25°F to 10°F).
VR040
VR40 Blue. 45 g.
For normal, subfreezing temperatures.

New fallen snow
0°C to -4°C (32°F to 25°F).
Old fine grained snow
-2°C to -8°C (28°F to 18°F).
VR045
VR45 Flexi. Light Violet. 45 g. A flexible wax
for temperatures around freezing and colder.

HF07X HIGH FLUORO GLIDEWAX.

A new wax with an improved recipe, proven to be significantly better
than the old HF7, HF7X is a versatile wax suited for normal winter
conditions below the freezing point. This was a popular base wax during the recent Sochi games.
HF07X can be used as a race wax alone, but is often used as a
base for Cera F, such as FC07X and HVC Cold (FC60L).
Temperature range from -2°C to -8°C (28°F to 18°F).
Recommended iron temp: 140°C (284°F).

VX43

VR-LINE HARD KICK WAXES $23

A new cold wax with nano technology specially developed for dry friction conditions, the advantage of HF4 in these temperatures is most
present when the air humidity is high, meaning above 80%.
HF04X can be used as a race wax alone or as a base for Cera F
powder, such as FC04X
Temperature range from -12°C to -32°C (10°F to -25°F).
Recommended iron temp: 155°C (311°F).

A new wax for the Cera NovaX line, HF8BWX was made harder
than the old HF8BW. The BW solid lubricant additive reduces
friction in dirty snow. The adjusted hardness makes the wax more
durable and resistant to dirt. Excellent results in artificial snow
as well as natural transformed older snow, this is a wax that
bears strong results even when used alone without a cover.
HF08BWX can be used as a race wax alone, but is often used
as a base for Cera F, such as FC08X and HVC Warm (FC80L)
Temperature range from -4°C to 4°C (25°F to 39°F).
Recommended iron temp: 130°C (266°F).

After focused study, the new HF10BWX has been made harder,
increasing durability and further reducing contamination from dirty
snow. The fluro content of HF10BWX is also significantly higher
then the other waxes in the BWX line. The BW solid lubricant
additive reduces the friction in dirty and artificial snow.
HF10BWX can be used as a race wax alone, but is often used
as a base for Cera F, such as FC10X and HVC Warm (FC80L)
Temperature range from 0°C to 10°C (32°F to 50°F).
Recommended iron temp: 120°C (248°F).

please call

VX-LINE HARD KICK WAXES $49

LF4X
CH4X

Temperature range from -12°C to -32°C (10°F to -25°F).
Recommended iron temp: 155°C (311°F).

LF5X
CH5X

Temperature range from -8°C to -14°C (18°F to 7°F).
Recommended iron temp: 150°C (311°F).

LF6X
CH6X

Temperature range from -5°C to -10°C (23°F to 14°F).
Recommended iron temp: 145°C (293°F)

LF7X
CH7X

Temperature range from -2°C to -8°C (28°F to 18°F).
Recommended iron temp: 140°C (284°F).

LF8X
CH8X

Temperature range from -4°C to 4°C (25°F to 39°F).
Recommended iron temp: 130°C (266°F).

LF10X
CH10X

Temperature range from 0°C to 10°C (32°F to 50°F).
Recommended iron temp: 120°C (248°F).

LFX CHX WAXES 900G

Available in 900g size great option for teams

New fallen snow
+1°C to -2°C (34°F to 28°F).
Old fine grained snow
0°C to -5°C (32°F to 23°F).
VR050
VR50 Violet. 45 g. Designed for moist to dry
snow around freezing 0°C (32°F). When used
below freezing, high humidity is required.

New fallen snow
0°C to +2°C (32°F to 36°F).
Old fine grained snow
0°C to -3°C (32°F to 27°F).
VR055N
VR55 Violet Soft. 45 g. Soft violet wax without silver. For slightly moist snow around
freezing, +2°C to 0°C. Gives good grip on
older snow below freezing from 0°C to -3°C
without sacrificing glide.

New fallen snow
0°C to +2°C (32°F to 36°F).
Old fine-grained snow
+1°C to -2°C (34°F to
28°F).
VR060
VR60 Silver. 45
Designed for wet snow with little
water content. When used below
freezing high humidity is required, or
old finegrained snow.
New fallen snow
0°C to +3°C (32°F to 38°F)
Old fine grained snow
+1°C to -2°C (34°F to 28°F)
VR062
VR62 Klisterwax Hard. Red/yellow.
45 g. For moist and fine grained
snow. Good when fresh, slightly wet
to moist snow 0°C to +3°C. Works
well in older transformed snow +1°C
to -2°C.
New fallen snow
0°C to +3°C (32°F to 38°F).
Old fine grained snow
+1°C to -1°C (34°F to 30°F).
VR065
VR65 Red Yellow Silver. 45 g. For
moist snow. Excellent wax on fresh
slightly wet to moist snow. When
used below freezing high humidity is
required, or old fine grained snow.
New fallen snow
+1°C to +3°C (34°F to 38°F).
Old fine grained snow
0°C to +2°C (32°F to 36°F).
VR070
VR70 Klisterwax. Red. 45 g. For wet
and moist new snow. Works also on
wet transformed snow down to 0°C
(32°F). Apply thicker if very wet.
New fallen snow
+2°C to +5°C (36°F
to 41°F).

VR075
VR75 KlisterWax Soft. Yellow. 45 g.
For wet snow, glazy tracks. Must be
applied evenly. To be used in tracks
only.
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RODE

GURU KICK WAXES AND KLISTERS

Rode kick waxes and klisters are some of the best products out there and have been at the top of their game for a
long time. Family-owned and produced at a small factory in Asiago, Italy, Rode waxes with names like Multigrade,
Weiss, Rossa and Chola have been fixtures in many wax boxes for years. Any serious racer should have Rode kickers
in their collection.

Guru is still a hidden gem in classic waxes. BNS has been impressed with this lineup since long before we started importing it in 2010. These waxes were
originally “cowboy” waxes made in a Swedish wax shed, but have come to be a staple around the world due to their amazing performance. They are easy
to apply and extremely durable, but their best quality is their broad ranges. We recommend you pick up the whole line and you will not be disappointed.

RODE KLISTER $19

GREEN -6ºC to -20ºC A softer green kick wax than you
are used to with a black additive for durability. Good in
cold, new snow used alone, or as a binder or cover.
Can be mixed with Red for variable conditions in a 1:1
ratio. Startlingly fast with great kick. This has been our
wax of choice at the last three American Birkiebeiner
classic races, so make sure to have this in your kit!
$24

RODE KLISTER BLUE SPECIAL
-6º to -14ºC (21º to 7ºF) Skare Special is a hard blue
klister that can be used alone or as a binder. When using
as a binder, make sure that the kick zone is well-sanded
to prevent chipping.
RODE KLISTER BLUE
-3º to -7ºC (26º to 19ºF) Skare is the gold standard for
Blue klisters. BNS frequently sells this klister, which can
also be used as a fast klister binder.
RODE KLISTER VIOLET SPECIAL
-1º to -5ºC (30º to 23ºF) A great klister in the harder,
icy conditions that prevail in the Violet ranges. Dab a few
dots of Rossa in when in rapidly warming or more humid
conditions. Often used on the World Cup as a binder.
RODE KLISTER VIOLET
-3º to +1ºC (26º to 34ºF) Rode Violet is well-known for
its durability and speed in hard snow that is typically
associated with Violet klister conditions.
RODE KLISTER ROSSA SPECIAL
0º to +3ºC (32º to 37ºF) For wet snow just above
freezing. Usually needs another klister mixed in, such as
Guru 39, for speed.
RODE KLISTER ROSSA
-2º to +4ºC (28º to 39ºF) For traditional wet snow, Red
klister conditions. This is the klister that everyone tries
to copy with their own Red klisters. Hint: They haven’t
done it yet.

RODE KLISTER SILVER
+1º to +5ºC (33º to 41ºF) For wet snow above freezing.
Can work alone or mixed with Rossa.
RODE KLISTER YELLOW
0º to +2ºC (32º to 36ºF) This klister, labeled Gialla on
the package, is for new falling snow or precipitation just
above freezing.
RODE KLISTER UNIVERSAL
+/-0º (32ºF) A Universal klister for all temperature
ranges. The ultimate uni klister to get you on snow quick
with great results.
RODE KLISTER SILVER EXTRA
0º to +4ºC (32º to 39ºF) Wet to Dry Snow. A traditional
Silver mixing-klister for all dirty snow conditions.

RODE KLISTER MULTIGRADE
-6º to +6ºC (21º to 43ºF) The best universal klister in
the world. Many refer to it as “the great fudge factor,” as
it never performs badly. Used alone and in mixes with
other klisters. A must-have in every wax box.

YELLOW +1ºC to -2ºC For the tricky range around
freezing and in fresh, falling snow. Contains a silver
additive for increased durability and to keep it clean.
$24
EXTREME HALLGEIR -2ºC to -10ºC A universal
“shell” wax to speed up other waxes across it’s range.
Very good binder and also works well as a cover over
Extreme 39 klister. Best in coarse-grained and manmade snow. In every World Cup wax box you will find
this wax. $26
SUPER HALLGEIR -3ºC to -15ºC Very much like
Extreme Hallgeir but with a silver additive and a colder
range. Performs well on its own or in a cocktail mix
with other waxes. $26

GURU KLISTERS

RODE KLISTER CHOLA
A tacky binder klister for all conditions. This is particularly
good in warmer binder conditions above -4ºC (25ºF).
Iron in and wipe with fiberlene to create a thin layer when
speed is a must.

RODE KICK ALASKA
-15º to -30ºC (5º to -22ºF) The best cold weather
kicker out there. We also love it as a cover wax for
speed over waxes up to the violet range where it
doesn't affect kick but improves glide.
RODE KICK GREEN SPECIAL
-10º to -30ºC (14º to -22ºF) Truly the cold side of
green kick wax. This is a time-tested favorite as a
stand-alone in cold and abrasive, non-transformed
snow.
RODE KICK GREEN
-4º to -10ºC (25º to 14ºF) Performs well in all cold
kick wax uses. Good speed, firm grip.
RODE KICK BLUE II
-2º to -8ºC (29º to 18ºF) For the cold side of the
blue range. Tends to have a firm grip but can lack a
bit of speed.
RODE KICK BLUE I
-2º to -6ºC (29º to 21ºF) The traditional Rode Blue
kicker.
RODE KICK BLUE MULTIGRADE
-3º to -7ºC (27º to 19ºF) Extends well below listed
range to as low as -12ºC (10ºF). Amazing feel on
the snow and adjusts well to changing conditions. A
must-have in every wax box.
RODE KICK WEISS
-1º to -4ºC (30º to 25ºF) There is a reason this was
originally called Super Weiss and was a World Cup
only wax. An amazing cover or to be used alone at
the crossover between the Violet and the Blue ranges.
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VIOLET -1ºC to -6ºC Newly fallen snow and finegrained snow. Also mixes well with Red for conditions
at the top of Violet’s range.
$24

RODE KLISTER NERA
-2º to +5ºC (28º to 41ºF) Used as a binder or as a mixer
with other klisters in varying conditions.

RODE KICK $13
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BLUE -4ºC to -10ºC This is a traditional blue kick
wax yet with better glide than most of the others on
the market. Does not compromise kick for the superior
glide. Can be used in all snow types and conditions.
$24

RED 0ºC to -4ºC All snow types. One of the widestranging and best-performing red kick waxes anywhere.
This wax has saved the day in BNS testing many times!
Excellent kick and broad range. $24

GREEN -6ºC and colder. Base klister for fineand coarse-grained snow. Great durability with
increased glide properties over other green
klisters.
$25
BLUE 0ºC to -8ºC For all snow types. For
all snow types. Guru Blue klister extends its
range closer to 0ºC than other blue klisters in
coarse-grained snow. Performs equally well as a
hardener and mixed with other klisters.
$25

RODE KICK BLUE SUPER
-1º to -3ºC (30º to 27ºF) A great wax in highhumidity across all snow types. Often used just
before the cross into Zero conditions.
RODE KICK VIOLA MULTIGRADE
0º to -2ºC (32º to 28ºF) A favorite of coaches and
Masters racers alike. Works well outside of the listed
range down to -5ºC (25ºF). Adapts well to varying
conditions.
RODE KICK BLUE SUPER EXTRA
-1Cº to -5ºC (30º to 23ºF) For new, fresh snow and
high humidity. This wax is exceptional in falling or
freshly-fallen snow.
RODE KICK VIOLET
0ºC (32ºF) Made for at-freezing conditions. Often
used as a cover wax or in mixes with colder waxes.
RODE KICK VIOLA EXTRA
0º to +1ºC (32º to 34ºF) The plus side of the Violet
range. Very specific, but can be good when the
conditions are correct. Tends to be a bit slow and
therefore often needs to be covered.
RODE RED EXTRA
0º to +2ºC (32º to 36ºF) For rapidly warming
conditions to just above freezing.
RODE ROSSA
0º to +3ºC (32º to 37ºF) Tends to work best in wet,
new snow or just before klister conditions.
RODE YELLOW
+1º to +4ºC (33º to 39ºF) Gialla! For new fresh
snow above freezing and as a precursor to klister.

VIOLET +4ºC to -5ºC A proven World Cup
Winner. This klister is fast and works well in fineand coarse-grained snow.
$25

RED +5ºC to +15ºC A BNS favorite. Great
klister in fine- and coarse–grained snow, old
snow and corn snow.
$25
EXTREME 39 +7ºC to -2ºC Incredible
universal klister for just below freezing. Use in a
wide range of conditions alone or mix with other
klisters. Extreme 39 is probably the most-used
klister on the World Cup; no wax box is complete
without it.
$32
EXTREME 39 HARD +4ºC to -5ºC A tougher,
more durable version of Extreme 39. Works
better in harsh, icy conditions. Also effective as
a binder.
$32

RODE TOP LINE SERIES WAXES
This series of waxes was developed specifically for the World Cup and became available to the general public just two
years ago. They have varying degrees of fluorination and deal well with the tough conditions around freezing, manmade
snow and when conditions are changing rapidly. Top Line waxes come in identical packaging to keep your secret wax a
secret with just small print lettering of which is which.
RODE KICK RACING VO
0º to -2ºC (32º to 28ºF) Great in falling snow that is just
below freezing, in manmade snow and in the tricky area
approaching freezing. Can be used down to -6ºC (23ºF) in
manmade and humid conditions.
RODE KICK RACING VPS
0º to -1ºC (32º to 30ºF) Excels in wet snow, falling snow
and rapidly warming conditions. Can be used down to
-6ºC (23ºF) in humid conditions.
RODE KICK RACING VXPS
0ºC (32ºF) For all snow conditions at or around freezing.
This wax deals with the trickiest kick waxing out there. At
zero Celsius or just under, this can be a real lifesaver.

RODE KLISTER RACING K3
0º to +3ºC (32º to 37ºF) For wet artificial and natural
snow in conditions just above freezing. Deals with increasing moisture in the snow very well.
RODE KLISTER RACING KM3
-6º to +6ºC (21º to 43ºF) A more fluorinated, tougher
version of Rode Multigrade. Excels in both manmade and
natural snow. A wide-ranging klister that gets the job done
no matter the snow type.
RODE KLISTER RACING KR3
-2º to +4ºC (28º to 39ºF) This klister is incredible in both
artificial and natural snow around freezing and above. Especially fast as warming occurs and the snow gets more
free moisture in it.

TOP LINE KICK $24
TOP LINE KLISTER $36
bouldernordic.com
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MAGNAR KICK WAX

REX GLIDE WAX & FLUOROS
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Magnar makes two series, the Standard which are numbered No.1-No.4, and
the new snow N1-N4. In addition to the two series, Magnar produces two
condition-specific specialty waxes.
The new snow waxes have virtually the same temperature ranges as the
original waxes, but for falling and new snow that has not transformed. N1 is
exceptional as a cover, the N2 is good for short races (not a tough as others
in the line), and N3 and N4 are best in new falling snow.

Dorothea Wierer (ITA)

Magnar is the legendary original “cowboy” wax made by Magnar Dahlen with
his own recipes. While this may conjure up images of a Norwegian wax tech
in a garage with a Bunsen burner, Magnar wax is no joke. Magnar’s recipes
are the result of years of testing with the Swedish, Norwegian and Finnish
national teams. This is a totally unique product that BNS has brought to the
US for the enjoyment of all skiers. Magnar wax gives great grip and tends to
withstand large temperature changes. This wax has won many medals at the
World Cup, Olympics and Vasaloppet.

Rex is a lesser-known Finnish wax with some real winners in its lineup. We stock the pieces of the Rex line that are a
great addition to any wax box. These waxes have excelled at the highest levels of competition and we’ve had them run
well in Europe and North America.

TK-72 PURE FLUORO BLOCK TK-72 is an excellent
choice for colder, variable conditions as it is one of the
few fluoro blocks that almost never slows a ski down.
TK-72 may not always win tests in its range of 0ºC to
-18ºC, but it will often still be the best choice to go
fastest over the entire race course because it handles so
many different conditions well.
$137
NAGANO FLUOR BLOCK -3C (27F) to +10C (50F).
Rex Nagano excels in conditions around freezing and
above in wet, new falling snow. Very soft wax that is easy
to apply with light hand corking pressure or ironing.
$137

R
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TK-125 FLUOR BLOCK is made for +5/-3C in wet
conditions. We like it for its wide range and ease of
application
$137

TK-50 PURE FLUORO POWDER TK-50 performs
very well in warm, wet snow especially with coarse
crystals above 0ºC. Works well in dirty snow.
$153
TK-245 FLUORO POWDER NEW! -30g -5C (23F)
to 5C (41F) TK-245 is suitable for all snow types and in
a wide range of warming conditions. This powder is good
in humid conditions but also is worth trying in wet snow
and coarser snow conditions. $153
HYDREX LIQUID FLUORO AND KICK ZONE
TREATMENT Hydrex is our favorite zero/hairy cover

liquid out there. One bottle goes a long way, it’s reasonably
priced and doesn’t negatively affect kick. We often will
cover a klister job that drags a bit with some Hydrex and
it works great with no grip penalty. In addition, Hydrex
can be used as a glide wax above 0ºC.
$101

REX KLISTERS $15

Proven winners despite being relatively unknown in North America. They are a favorite among the
best wax technicians in the world due to their durability and positive grip in all conditions. 55ml.
NO. 1 -8C (18F) to -15C (5F).
Special wax for new dry snow which
works very well as a cover for more
aggressive waxes. Excellent glide
properties. $82

NO. 3½ -1/2C (31F) to -2C (28F).
When things get tricky just below
freezing this wax can be a savior.
Can be used to cover klister or alone
in rapidly warming conditions. $82

BLUE Icy snow -5ºC to -25ºC. This is one of
the hardest yet tackiest blue klisters on the
market. In icy snow it is often used straight or
as a hardener. In very hard tracks this can also
be used as a base for other waxes.

UNIVERSAL +10ºC to -30ºC One of the
absolute best universal klisters on the market.
Works well alone or in mixes with other waxes,
especially Purple. New formulation makes it
easier to apply.

NO. 1½ -9C (16F) to -15C (5F). A
“tweener” wax that fills the gap in
slightly more humid snow than No.
1 & No.2. Can be used as a cover or
alone. $82

NO. 4 0C to -2C (28F). Special Wax
for those very difficult conditions
around 0C. This is a great wax to try
just before the switch to klister. $82

PURPLE 0ºC to -7ºC This is a favorite due
to its wide range and durable nature. Works
equally well in wet, icy conditions or coarse, icy
snow. Also mixes well with Universal to handle
variable conditions.

OU +10ºC to 0ºC A specialty wet snow klister
for slush. Often the solution when nothing else
will work in Spring conditions.

NO. 2 -6C (21F) to -12C (10F). A
cold wax for all types of snow that
works best in transformed and
granular snow in high humidity. Can
be used as a cover or “shell” wax to
speed up other cold kickers. $82
NO. 2½ -4C (25F) to -8C (18F).
Fills a nice gap in between No. 2 &
No. 3 in a key range. All snow types.
$82

VANCOUVER2 -6º (14º) to -10ºC
(21ºF) A specialty wax for brand new
or falling snow. $82
HOLMENKOLLEN3 Specialty high
humidity wax for conditions you
might experience in the Northeast,
Pacific Northwest or Anchorage at
times. $82

NO. 3 -2C (28F) to -7C (19F). THE
Magnar to have if you are getting
just one, No. 3 is a universal wax
for all types of snow. It covers a
large range of temperatures and
provides excellent grip and glide.
Works amazingly well when the
temperature is rising from cold to
warm. An excellent klister cover as
well. $82

RED +10ºC to 0ºC Rex Red klister is very
tough to beat in new, wet snow. While some
red klisters are designed for older snow Rex Red
excels in new or falling wet snow above freezing.
RED SPECIAL +10ºC to 0ºC
461 HF11 Yellow +2...-2°C 36…28°F
For new and old snow. The softest wax on HF
-series. Compared to traditional warm condition HF gliders the HF11 is relatively hard
and not so oily wax. Easy to apply and extremely dirt repellent.
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GOLD +3 to -7ºC An all-new klister for coarse
snow, artificial snow or glazed conditions. Can
be used alone or combined with other klisters.
Gold works so well that it has become one of
our best sellers.

ptfe

462 HF21 Blue -2...-8°C 28…17°F

460 HF Powder -0...-12°C 32…10°F

For all snow types. Developed for mild to
medium frosts, the HF21 is our all time fastest HF glider! It is hard, but still easy to melt.
Developed especially as an underlayer for
fluoro powders, but works extremely well
also as a final layer.

For new and old snow. High fluor glider in
powder form. Based on the same new raw
materials as the highly acclaimed Racing
Service Line HF gliders. The powder form
enables the mixture of the insoluble PTFE
component into the product.

463 HF31 Green -8...-20°C 17…-4°F
For all snow types. Hard and very durable HF
glider for cold conditions. Due to its hardness
it is very durable and abrasion resistant even
in warmer conditions.

FREE SHIPPING ON WEB ORDERS OVER $100

OV +10ºC to 0ºC A specialty wet snow klister
for older coarse snow. Often used to harden OU
in wet snow conditions.

REX HF POWDER

464 HF21 Graphite +2...-12°C 36…10°F
The brand new wax in the extremely popular HF series. It is engineered especially for
new snow and contains a precisely defined
amount of graphite. Hardness is positioned
between HF11 Yellow and HF21 Blue.

REX HF11

New and Old snow
New and Old snow
0 to -12C (32 to 10F) 2 to -2C (36 to 28F)
$89
$75

www.rex.fi
#rexskiwax

REX HF21

All snow types
-2 to -8C (28 to 17F)
$75

REX HF31

All snow types
-8 to -20C (17 to -4F)
$75

REX HF21 GRAPHITE

New snow
2 to -12C (36 to 10F)
$75

REX RCF PINK

-20C (-4F) to 0C (32F) An
old favorite returns to the
Rex lineup!
43g $31

bouldernordic.com
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MANTRA

Mantra waxes are the brainchild of former USST wax
tech Randy Gibbs. Gibbs brings them into the US and
uses his on snow knowledge and marketing savvy to
bring the noise when it comes to this line. Mantra
has been stringently tested on the World Cup and
provides a great combination of wide temperature
range and speed. Gibbs is constantly working on new
waxes to evolve this line and BNS likes his style with
getting right in the mix; testing at races with teams
and individuals.
LIQUIDS $199
POWDERS $249

LIQUIDS

To release all available speed, every Mantra Liquid
needs to be shaken well before use. Apply evenly with
a fiber brush, pad or finger. Let dry. Brush thoroughly
with stiff nylon brush.

POWDERS

For heart-stopping speed, apply evenly to ski and iron
at the appropriate temperature. Let cool. Then, lightly
scrape with a plastic scraper and brush with boar’s or
horsehair. Finish with medium to soft nylon. Structure
can be applied before and/or after application.
Prepare for lift-off.

MANTRA WARM -2C+ to +10 (28F to 50F) For building
speed as the temperature climbs and the snow slows, best
in wet conditions or snow warming up from freezing.
MANTRA BLACK DOG -5 to +5C (23 to 41F) The answer
wax for extremely-dirty snow, also excels in transformed
and/or artificial snow around freezing.
MANTRA SNOW WHITE -5 to +5C (23 to 41F)
Our fastest wax in new falling snow, also dominant in
recently fallen snow. Try it when you would use C55 or
FC8X, this was the go-to wax in Sochi for new, falling snow
conditions.
MANTRA MID -10 to -2C (14 to 28F) Comprable to
HK Mid, C44 and FC8X, superior in newer or slightly
transformed snow below freezing. However, the wide
temperature range means speed in a variety of conditions.
MANTRA COLD -15 to -6C (5 to 21F) When the
temperature drops, reach for the versatile champion in all
cold conditions. Similar in use to HP05, TK-75, TK-820
and HK Cold, but more often than not, a cut above in speed
and durability.
MANTRA ARCTIC WIDE -19 to -8C (-1 to 25F) Performs
most brilliantly in extremely cold, dry and/or windblown
snow–the preferred choice when cold starts to give rise
to temperatures greater than 20F and warm sun. This
could be the perennial answer wax for the Birkie. Closest
relatives of HK Cold, SG C110, SG C105 and Start SFR15.

MANTRA GREEN LABEL -15 to -5C (5 to 23F) The
prevailing choice in artificial and/or abrasive, aggressive
snow. (World Cup teams had astounding results with
Green Label last year in Kuusamo, Finland, which
featured mixed snow at temps around 10F.)
MANTRA BLUE LABEL -10 to 0C (14 to 32F) The
preferred call in old snow and dirty, warmer snow.
(This product has won more than a few World Cups
in recent years.)
MANTRA BLACK LABEL -8 to +5C (18 to 41F)
A liquid wax not afraid to work for a living with
remarkable success from cold artificial snow to mixed
dry snow to warmer dirty snow. (With World Cup
victories in 10F dry snow and also warmer dirty snow,
newer snow and rain.)
MANTRA RED LABEL -1 to +10C (30F to 50F)
Racing in extremely warm temps is here to stay and
Red Label pulls full duty across all wet and warm
snow types. (Another success story in the Sochi 50KM
where several teams had it rolling.)

JetStream Powder 2.0 blue
-30 to -8C (-22 to 18F)
30g $164

JetStream Powder 2.0 red
-2 to -12C (-11 to 28F)
30g $164

JetStream Powder 2.0 yellow
-4 to 10C (25 to 50F)
30g $164

JetStream Bloc 2.0 blue
-30 to -8C (-22 to 18F)
20g $140

JetStream Bloc 2.0 red
-2 to -12C (-11 to 28F)
20g $140

JetStream Bloc 2.0 yellow
-4 to 10C (25 to 50F)
20g $140

HelX liquid 2.0 blue
-30 to -8C (-22 to 18F)
50ml $130

HF black
base prep
additive
40g $64

HelX liquid 2.0 red
-2 to -12C (-11 to 28F)
50ml $130

HF blue
-30 to -9C
(-22 to 16F)
40g $64

HF red
-2 to -11C
(-12 to 28F)
40g $64

www.vasaloppet.us
GALLIUM WAX

HelX liquid 2.0 yellow
-4 to 10C (25 to 50F)
50ml $130

HF yellow
-4 to 10C
(25 to 50F)
40g $64

USA

Gallium is a Japanese wax brand that has been increasing in notoriety with its flagship, the incredibly fast Gigaspeed Maxflour Liquid, becoming known as the go-to topcoat in
wet and sloppy conditions. There’s more to Gallium than topcoats, though. Founded by former Japanese cross country Olympian Taniyuki Yuki, Gallium has been built on the
principal of innovation—and gallium, atomic number 31.
Gallium has several unique properties that make it very useful in the production of ski wax. It has a very low melting point (30° C) and is also highly anti-static which means that
it repels dirt. The low melting point allows it to penetrate the ski when mixed with ski wax but hardens with extreme cold.
There is no doubt that the Gigaspeed Maxfluor liquid is still the star of Gallium’s lineup. If the snow conditions are wet and sloppy, there’s virtually no need to even test other
waxes. Just apply the liquid, let dry and then have faster skis than anyone else. New for this season is the JET-Wipe, a wipe impregnated with enough liquid to cover two pairs
of Nordic skis or one pair of alpine. These will be a great option for those who don’t have the need for an entire bottle of this incredible stuff.
While we have been touting the pure-fluoro line for the last few years, we are also excited about improvements in Gallium’s paraffin high fluoro (AXF) line, particularly with the
AXF30 and AXF40. Our service team will continue to test these products throughout the season and we’re looking forward to seeing how these stack up.

SKI RENNET

26K • 10K • 6K High School
2K Para • 2K Jr • 0.8K Jr

FAT BIKE RENNET
13K • 39K NIGHT

JANUARY 20-21, 2017

Racing on world-class trails with guaranteed snow
Challenging climbs • Music, food and craft beer

GALLIUM GIGASPEED MAXFLUOR LIQUID

-5ºC/23ºF to +10ºC/50ºF
DRY -20ºC/-4ºF to -3ºC/27ºF
30ml: $265
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GALLIUM GIGASPEED POWDER

WET -2ºC/28ºF to +10ºC/50ºF 30g
MOIST -10ºC/14ºF to -1ºC/30ºF 30g
DRY -20ºC/-4ºF to -9ºC/18ºF 20g
30g: $300

GALLIUM GIGASPEED SOLID

Wet -5ºC/23ºF to +10ºC/50ºF
Dry -20ºC/-4ºF to -6ºC/21ºF
10g: $165

Hyland Lake Park Reserve
Bloomington, MN
ThreeRiversParks.org/Rennet
#skirennet #fatbikerennet

58 km
42 km Classic
35 km
13km
TeamLoppet
Fat Tire Bike Race
Skijoring race
Spark Races

February 11-12 2017
MORA, MINNESOTA

BNS MOBILE

MASTERS WORLD CUP 2017

BNS Mobile is going international again for the 2017 Masters World Cup races in Klosters,
Switzerland March 4-10, 2017 and the Engadin Ski Marathon March 12. We last did this
at the 2013 WMC in Asiago, Italy and we’re excited to venture into the international arena
again. BNS Founder Nathan Schultz will lead the team of BNS service technicians who will
help athletes select the appropriate skis for each race and then prepare skis with base wax,
HF paraffin, fluoro powder, topcoats and hand structure. Classic races will include kick wax
as well as glide wax. Our BNS Mobile service offers MWC racers World Cup-level ski service,
providing athletes with the fastest skis possible while allowing them to relax and skip the
hassle of waxing their own skis and transporting waxing gear to Europe.
The BNS race wax service will be available for every race on the MWC schedule beginning
Saturday, March 4, 2017 and ending on Friday, March 10, 2017. BNS will also offer waxing
service for the Engadin Ski Marathon on Sunday, March 12 in nearby St. Moritz. The cost of
the service (per race) is $135 for one pair of skate skis, $150 for one pair of classic or $170
skate/$180 classic for two pairs (for the same skier). A free on-snow session with a service
tech will be provided to racers who sign up for three or more races.
The BNS race wax service is available for purchase on-line at bouldernordic.com, by phone
at 1-877.BNS.SKIS or at BNS locations in Boulder, CO, Minneapolis, MN and Portland, ME.
Space is limited, so reserve your spot today before we run out!
SIGN UP ONLINE BEFORE Dec 1 and receive $10 off per race using code WMCDec
SIGN UP ONLINE BEFORE Jan 1 and receive $5 off per race using code WMCJan
BNS will cover the following races at World Masters 2017:
DATE

TECHNIQUE

DISTANCE M

DISTANCE W

COST 1PR/2PR

Sat, Mar 4

Freestyle

30/15/10km

15/10km

$135/17

Sun, Mar 5

Classic

30/15/10km

15/10km

$150/180

Mon, Mar 6 AM

Classic

10/5km

$150/180

Mon, Mar 6 PM

Freestyle

10/5km

10/5km

$135/170

Wed, Mar 8

Freestyle

45/30/15km

30/15km

$135/170

Thurs, Mar 9

Classic

45/30/15km

30/15km

$150/180

Fri, Mar 10

Relay

4x5km

4x5km

$135/170

Sun, March 12

Engadin

42km

42km

$135/170

10/5km

BNS MOBILE
The BNS Mobile Service Unit arose out of the need for professional-level race service at events
across the country. We wanted a way to bring World Cup service to everyone and BNS Mobile
has allowed us to provide race service and a travelling storefront to thousands of skiers across
the country. BNS Mobile moved its base from Colorado to the new shop in Minnesota and will
be busy this year traveling to diverse events.

Phil:
I write on behalf of my wife, Heidi, and me, who appreciate the
advice and service and products provided by BNS for two Nordic
skiers, who primarily ski classic technique, as opposed to skate.
We have been customers of Boulder Nordic Sports since the
2015 Birkie, when your advice for kick wax was spot on. BNS
introduced us to manufacturers we had never used, or even heard
of, and the results were great. This season, I called BNS for wax,
on short notice, before the Finn Sisu, and we received the correct
kick wax once again. In preparation for the 2016 Birkie, I was
watching weather as early as there were predictions. My thoughts
on kick wax changed almost daily, as the 10 day report, then the
7 day report kept changing the target. I calmed myself, as best I
could, with confidence that Boulder Nordic would come through.
On Thursday, based on your test results, we bought the two Ski
Go klisters recommended. On Friday morning, I traveled back to
Riverbrook and, based on new testing, added the recommended
Guru Extreme to our wax choices. As a bonus part of the service
from your knowledgeable staff, I received confirmation that high
fluoro powder we already had in our box was appropriate – we
didn’t need to buy any more.
Our skis were great. We had great kick for the entire course, with
very good glide. Both of us were quizzed repeatedly on the Birkie
trail regarding our wax. Heidi gave me credit, as her wax boy. I
gave BNS credit. Thank you, again. I look forward to continue
working with BNS and your capable staff.
Don Becker

In addition to events where we bring our service trailer, BNS Mobile includes our partnerships
with some local shops to provide the BNS level of service at races such as The Boulder
Mountain Tour and The American Birkebeiner. Our staff are passionate about making fast skis,
and we love to get out to the races so we can help you figure out what skis, grinds and wax
will help you go fast. Look for BNS clinics and wax recommendations at these events, as well
as our race wax services that allow you to rest up and prepare for your races while the pros
make your skis lightning fast.
We test on-site and wax your skis with our top-performing combinations. This usually includes
a base layer of LF graphite, HF paraffin, pure fluor powder, and topcoat. Generally this World
Cup-level service is $85 per pair of skis but we offer discounts for early sign-up. Check online
for event info and details about ski drop-off and pick-up.
See you at the start line!
DATE

LOCATION

U.S. Cross-Country Championships

EVENT

Jan 6–12, 2017

Soldier Hollow, Utah

Three Rivers Ski Rennet

Jan 21, 2017

Bloomington, Minnesota

Stagecoach Classic

Jan 21, 2017

Winter Park, Colorado

Noquemanon

Jan 28, 2017

Marquette, Michigan

U23 World Championships

Jan 28–Feb 5, 2017 Soldier Hollow, Utah

Boulder Mountain Tour

Feb 4, 2017

Sun Valley, Idaho

City of Lakes Loppet

Feb 3–5, 2017

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Alley Loop

Feb 4, 2017

Crested Butte, Colorado

Vasaloppet USA

Feb 11, 2017

Mora, Minnesota

American Birkebeiner

Feb 24-25, 2017

Cable–Hayward, Wisconsin

Junior Nationals

Mar 6–13, 2017

Lake Placid, NY

PROJECT :

b o ul d e r no r d i c s p o r t l o g o fi na l

DATE:

8 -8 -0 6

SEE BOULDERNORDIC.COM FOR
ALL BNS MOBILE EVENTS!
bouldernordic.com
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BACK IN ACTION

LOW BACK PAIN IN ELITE NORDIC SKIERS IS
COMMON, BUT SO IS MOXIE.

Canadian biathlete Brendan Green fought hard in the fourth
leg of the men’s relay to help his team capture the bronze
in that event at the 2016 IBU World Championships
in Oslo, Norway. “It’s the culmination of a lot of work,”
Green told the Toronto Sun after the race. Green’s road to
the podium was an especially long, uphill climb due to a
ruptured lumbar disk. His five-year battle with low back
pain began in 2011 when he experienced a sharp pain in
his lower back while lifting weights. “It didn’t occur to me
at the time that I might have just seriously injured myself,”
Green writes on his blog. Pushing through his pain, he
recovered enough to participate in the 2012 World Cup
races, but it soon became clear that his injury was serious,
requiring two surgeries and many months of rehab.
Green’s injury was more severe than most, but his struggle
to overcome low back pain in order to train again is not
unique. According to a study by Eriksson et al in the
Scandinavian Journal of Medicine and Science in Sports,
as many as 65% of competitive Nordic skiers experience
low back pain during their career. Few of them require
surgical intervention, but many are set back in their
training. Jason Cork, World Cup Coach for the US Cross
Country Ski Team feels their pain. “The most frustrating
part of dealing with low back pain for athletes is how
disruptive it can be. Athletes can be perfectly healthy
otherwise, yet unable to train or race because of one small
part of their body. When athletes get flare-ups, it throws
everything they do to prepare themselves off: they can’t
do intervals; they can’t do strength, and they might not be
able to even train easily,” Cork says.
Low back pain can be challenging to diagnose and treat.
Injuries to the muscle, bone, disc, or nerve roots are
common causes. Psychological stress can also play a part.
“When you aren’t positive what’s causing the pain, how
long the pain will last and what you can do to avoid getting
pain, it’s psychologically tough to approach training as you
normally would,” Cork says. But coaches, athletic trainers,
physical therapist, and sports medicine physicians, can
help Nordic skiers identify a cause for their pain and then
address it appropriately.
Muscle fatigue or overuse is a very common cause of
low back pain in Nordic skiers. Beginner to intermediate
skiers can often address muscular low back pain by
taking a lesson or participating in a clinic and discussing

what they’re feeling with an instructor. In many cases,
instructors can quickly point out where a skier’s form is
breaking down, especially when fatigued. For example,
low back pain during classic skiing often comes from overarching of the low back, especially on follow-through with
the trailing leg. At other times, repeated slipping on the
uphills due to poor weight transfer or a posture that is
overly bent forward at the waist can put significant strain
on the large muscles of the lower back. An instructor can
quickly identify these breakdowns in form and give the
skier cues or drills to decrease low back pain. A weak
core, can lead to a breakdown in form when fatigued.
A regular, core-strengthening regimen, focusing on the
low back, abdominal, and large gluteal muscles around
the hips and buttocks may help skiers not only ski more
efficiently, but also with less pain. Effective exercises
include static exercises, such as front and side planks, as
well as dynamic activities, such as forward leg lifts, back
extensions, or hip abduction exercises with resistance
bands or cable weights. Because some of these exercises
can be somewhat difficult or dangerous, starting them
under the supervision of a personal trainer, athletic trainer,
or physical therapist is advisable.
A number of potentially more serious conditions can
cause low back pain and may warrant a visit to a sports
medicine doctor for help in diagnosing and treating it. One
such common injury is a ruptured lumbar disc. The discs,
which act as shock absorbers between the bony blocks of
the lumbar spine, known as vertebra, can be thought of as
being similar to a grape, with a firm skin encasing a soft,
squishy inside. If the skin develops a small tear or crack,
and the grape is then squeezed, the soft material inside
squirts out through the crack. The same thing can happen
to a lumbar disk, leading to pressure on the surrounding
nerves.
A ruptured lumbar disk can occur through overuse, such
as repetitive forward flexion in activities like double poling.
At other times, this can happen suddenly, as with a skier
who is dead-lifting or squatting with heavy weights, or
with poor form. Symptoms of this injury often include
some low back pain, which can be mild to severe, as
well as numbness, tingling, or even weakness down one
or both legs, especially in the seated position. The injury
may not be immediately apparent to the athlete. “It hurt
a lot but I thought it was just one of those injuries that
would quickly disappear. I took some anti-inflammatory
drugs when I got home, iced my low back, and thought
I would wake up the next day more or less ready to go
again,” wrote Green, whose injury was to the L5-S1 disk.
This condition can be debilitating in the short term, but
fortunately rarely causes long-term permanent disability.
Quick diagnosis is essential and often hinges on the
athlete’s history of the injury as well as correlating their
symptoms to advanced imaging of their low back, such
as an MRI. Initially, skiers may have to refrain from skiing
for 6-12 weeks to prevent worsening of the injury and to

allow for healing. In the meantime, they may be started on
a physical therapy program to assist with healing and restrengthening of the surrounding muscles, which can often
shut-down or go into spasm when the disks or nerves are
injured. Finally, treatments such as cortisone injections or
surgery may be offered, but the effectiveness of these more
invasive treatments is controversial.
Another cause for low back pain, especially in adolescent
and young adult Nordic skiers, is a stress injury of the small
bones, called pars, which extend off the back portion of
the vertebra. As many as 50% of young athletes may have
this type of stress fracture, but the symptoms can range
from no pain at all, to pain which is severe and limits an
athletes activity. Skiers with this injury often complain of
pain on one side of the low back; pain that is worsened
when they extend or arch their back and is relieved by
flexing forward at the back. A classic history for this injury
is the young skier who is increasing their training volume
and is over-extending at the low back on the recovery
phase of the double pole. The diagnosis of this injury often
necessitates an MRI or CT scan of the low back, and the
treatment options are controversial but usually focus on
decreasing the volume of activity that involves extending
repeatedly at the low back. If this injury is identified early
on, a full fracture of the pars can sometimes be prevented,
leading to a quicker recovery and lower chance for
chronic low back pain down the road. Again, consultation
with a sports medicine specialist for any young athlete
experiencing low back pain for more than a couple of
weeks without improvement is recommended.
Skiers at all levels can experience low back pain due to
psychological stress. “We’ve seen athletes who appear
to get back pain simply from too much general stress,
and not from one clear, obvious misaligned movement.
” says Cork. Though their MRI or exam may not reveal
an anatomic issue, and their form looks good out on the
course, their pain is no less real or debilitating. Coaches,
parents, and partners should check-in regarding the mental
health of the skier in their life if they have had ongoing
low back pain without other obvious cause. Approaches
for treating this cause of back pain could include various
relaxation techniques, such as yoga or guided imagery, a
visit with a sports psychologist regarding performance or
sports related anxiety, simply backing off the gas pedal for
a couple of weeks of an intense training or racing regimen,
or perhaps a visit with a mental health professional.
While a majority of Nordic skiers experience low back pain
at some point, almost all of them recover and continue to
enjoy the sport. Skiers may be fearful that they will develop
chronic low back pain with skiing, but with an appropriate
diagnosis and help from any number of individuals,
including coaches, instructors, health professionals, or
even loved ones, many can recover and continue to enjoy
Nordic skiing throughout their life.
Krystian Bigosinski, M.D.
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Krys Bigosinski, MD, is a sports medicine physician in
Portland, Maine and practices at Maine Medical Partners
Sports Medicine and Orthopedics. He's a team physician
for the US Cross Country Ski Team and an avid Nordic
skier. His interests include injury prevention and recovery
as well as the care of endurance athletes. He's pretty good
with a plexi-scraper. Follow him on Twitter @bigsportsmed

The National Nordic Foundation exists because we
believe that Nordic skiing's rising stars deserve the
support of our skiing community.
The Drive for 25 is your opportunity to show that you
support Nordic skiing's future in the United States. From
October 10 through November 21, the Drive for 25 asks
for donations of $25 or more from every member of the
skiing community. The proceeds of this national effort
go directly to supporting US athlete development in
cross-country skiing, Nordic combined and ski jumping.
Be a part of the Drive for 25 at www.nnf.ski.

More information, including the latest NNF news and
activity, a transparent look at all NNF financials, and
ways to become involved with the NNF is available at
www.nnf.ski.
Facebook: facebook.com/nationalnordicfoundation
Twitter: @nationalnordicf
Instagram: gonnf
Boulder Nordic Sport is a proud supporter of NNF and
the programs the organization benefits.

Sophie Caldwell (USA) lunges for the win in the Tour de Ski final sprint, Obersdorf, Germany.

FISCHER FIT
PRECISION FIT SKIS FOR TOP PERFORMANCES

RED product available
at all Boulder Nordic Sport locations.

Photo: Ian Coble

Fischer Fit precisely matches the ski to the athlete for the best possible combination of snow feel and speed.

fischersports.com

FINDING THE RIGHT SKIS FOR YOU:

SKATE SKIS

THE IMPORTANCE OF SKI FITTING

MADSHUS REDLINE CARBON SKATE hand-selected
Introduced as an all-new ski in 2013-2014, the Madshus Redline continues to be a go-to choice for
racing and training of many BNS staff. Although the overall design and construction of the Redlines is
essentially the same as the original consumer versions, Madshus' testing and development process allows
them to quickly bring subtle tweaks to material and flex of the ski to market, constantly pushing their
performance. If you're looking for a new Birkie ski, this is a great choice. $700

Skis have been our focus at BNS since day one, and we invest a huge
amount of time, energy and money to understand the skis we carry. We
place a huge emphasis on selecting and fitting skis to our customers
because we recognize that both the fit and quality of your skis provide
the foundation of your skiing experience. Whether you are looking for
a basic model to shuffle around on with your dog or the pair that will
win the Olympics, we find the skis to match your skiing ability, body
type and goals to provide optimal performance in whatever conditions
you intend to use them.

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM SKATE PREMIUM hand-selected
The Premium skate ski is an all-new model for 2016-2017, positioned a notch above the X-ium WCS.
Designed to be even more closely aligned with Rossi's World Cup stock skis than the X-ium WCS, the
Premium does not disappoint. These skis felt stable and fast, earning themselves unanimous positive
reviews from our testers.The Premium is available in the same designations as last season's X-ium WCS:
S1 (colder), S2 (universal) and S3 (warmer). $700

For “in-track skis,” this means going beyond looking at a size chart
and choosing any ski that matches up in length and “soft,” “medium”
or “stiff” flex. Every pair of skis has a unique flex and camber profile
that will suit a particular weight range, temperature range and track
condition. Too often, we see skiers who have had a disappointing skiing
experience that is directly attributed to having purchased equipment
that was wrong for them. At BNS, you get the value of our knowledge
and experience to help you choose what model is right for you and then
fit you to the right ski out of our well-stocked inventory.

FISCHER SPEEDMAX SKATE hand-selected
Revamped last year with new graphics and a 1cm reduction at the tip, the Fischer Speedmax is the
result of ski development for Fischer’s top World Cup athletes. The Fischer Cold Base Bonding technology
utilized in the construction of the Speedmax is the secret to its incredible performance. The nature of this
construction makes the ski more supple. Because the base material is not subjected to high heat during
production, it is able to absorb and retain wax better than ever before. We found last year that the quality
and consistency of the new Speedmax was a clear step up from the previous model and it is easy for us
to recommend as a great choice in all conditions. Available in Plus, Cold and C-Special (clear base, wet
snow): $750

BNS QUALITY
Every pair of high-end race skis that we have in inventory has been
hand-selected to meet our quality criteria. We travel to factories in
Europe every year to meet with the engineers who design these skis
and the World Cup technicians who support them. We also work
with elite athletes and test skis extensively on our own to get a better
understanding of how they work in the real world. We combine this
knowledge and experience to bring together an inventory of skis that is
unsurpassed in quality—anywhere.
While high-end race skis are our specialty, we are passionate about
getting all of our customers set up on the right equipment. Whether
you are looking for your first pair of skate skis, looking for something
to go touring in the park or just want to shuffle around the Nordic
center; our staff will set you up with gear that will keep you smiling for
years to come. We invite you to take advantage of our experience and
knowledge. Drop by one of the shops, call or go to bouldernordic.com
for detailed product information and expert guidance to help you find
the perfect ski for you.

SALOMON CARBON SKATE LAB

The Carbon Skate Lab improves each of the three phases of skating utilizing thin ply carbon technology that
is thinner, lighter and stronger than conventional carbon fabrics. The construction of the ski allows for the
ends of the ski to be thinner and lighter while increasing torsional stability. We are especially excited about
the new Carbon Skate Lab Red with its versatile clear base and a warmer pressure distribution. The Red
was a staff favorite in testing last winter. $700

FISCHER RCS SKATE

HAND SELECTED SKIS: FINDING THE CREAM OF THE CROP
Every spring, our staff travels to pick out our inventory of high-end
skis. Each pair is individually examined by our most experienced
staff members long before they ever show up in our stores. Skis are
evaluated to determine their absolute quality and what conditions they
are suited for. We have spent years correlating how skis perform on
snow with data from flex testing machines and inspections by hand.
We use that experience to sort through the many nuances of cross
country skis in a way that provides unparalleled access to the perfect
ski for you.

The Madshus Hypersonic has been around for many years and was the flagship model before being
supplanted by new technology and materials with the Nanosonic, then the RED Line. Get World Cup
performance at a great value with the Hypersonic's flexible camber profile, Triaxial Carbon construction,
medium pressure areas and high-quality racing base. $475

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM SKATE hand-selected
This is an amazing second-tier ski with a price that is equally impressive. We were also able to hand-pick
these skis at Rossignol this season, allowing us to choose great flex profiles. The X-ium skate performs
like competitors’ skis that are $125-$150 more. Fantastic all-around skis for performance-minded fitness
skiers or anyone looking for great value. $450

As part of our commitment to “bring World Cup service to everyone,”
we also provide a pre-ordering service every spring. Customers who
place ski orders before June 1 will have skis selected specifically for
them during our ski selection trip—just like a World Cup athlete. The
best part is that there is no additional charge for this service. The
skis arrive in the US with our customers’ names already on them and
are delivered by the beginning of November, usually earlier. To take
advantage of this unique service, call 877-BNS-SKIS or visit any one of
our three locations to place your order. The process is simple, straight
forward and in the end you get the skis that are just right for you.

MADSHUS HYPERSONIC SKATE

The Madshus Hypersonic has been around for many years and was the flagship model before being
supplanted by new technology and materials with the Nanosonic, then the RED Line. Get World Cup
performance at a great value with the Hypersonic's flexible camber profile, Triaxial Carbon construction,
medium pressure areas and high-quality racing base. $430

SALOMON EQUIPE RS

During winter testing of the next year's ski models the Salomon Equipe RS always manages to impress
the BNS staff with its on-snow feeling of speed and stability. It shouldn't be surprising that it displays this
performance since it shares many of the same characteristics of higher-end S-Lab skate ski, including
Solomon's top-of-the-line base material. Get a true race-ski experience at a great price. $450
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CLASSIC SKIS

NNN BINDING AND NIS PLATE

MADSHUS REDLINE CARBON CLASSIC hand-selected
We raved about this ski going into last season and and our enthusiasm grew the more we skied it.
To create the Redline Classic, Madshus took their successful Nanosonic and used computer design
and virtual prototypes to create a new geometry that reduces weight and increases stiffness, while
also making the ski faster and kick more accessible. Available in both Cold (002) and Plus (003)
variations, these skis have an incredibly soft tip and tail, optimized pressure points, and a great
balance between reliable grip, glide and tracking. This creates a ski that has very accessible kick and
a smooth, silky-feeling glide with quick acceleration. Not to be overlooked, the Redlines utilize a new
fiberglass material making the ski 100g lighter than the Nanosonic. This is an incredible ski that is
a fantastic choice for any classic skier, experts and beginners alike. Available with black base (Cold,
Plus) and white base (Plus). $700

The Nordic Integrated System (NIS) is a New Nordic Norm (NNN)-specific binding
mounting plate that is bonded onto a ski before it leaves the factory. This system
allows bindings to be mounted to skis without the use of screws, making for lighter
bindings and giving the ability to easily change the positioning of the binding on the
ski. Another benefit of the NIS system is the possibility to use the same binding on
several pairs of skis.
All the race skis we sell come standard with an NIS plate bonded to the surface of
the ski with the exception of the Salomon Carbon Lab. However it is no problem for
us to mount an NIS adapter plate to new or old skis without NIS plates so you can
take advantage of the great NNN boot and binding system.

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM CLASSIC WORLD CUP SERVICE (WCS) hand-selected
Introduced last season, the X-ium WCS Classic competes well with other skis in the category in
quality, performance and price. In fact, comparable skis from other manufacturers cost up to $150
more. These skis feel great on the snow: light and snappy with accessible kick, quick acceleration and
glide. Like the skate models, the X-ium Classic WCS is divided into three models:
C1 For colder, hardwax conditions. This model features a low camber height combined with Bi-Edge
technology to provide a longer camber pocket with a specialized kick zone for a stronger, easier kick.
C2 A universal classic ski that can be used for a broad range of conditions. Like the other X-ium
WCS Classic skis, these feature a Nomex Honeycomb core, Control Edge ABS sidewalls and Bi-Edge
technology.
C3 White Base: The C3 has a taller camber height and the white base improves performance
dramatically in specific wet conditions. Ideal for old, dirty snow with glazing conditions but also great
in new or old glazing snow. When white bases run, they can be a game changer. $600

XCELERATOR 2.0
The Xcelerator has been the go-to binding for all elite level NNN skiers
since its introduction in 2010. Updates in the 2.0 reduce weight and
increase strength. Great for both skate and classic skiing, the Xcelerator
offers all the benefits of the NIS system, has easily interchangeable
flexors and is the lightest racing binding available.
$109

XCELERATOR PRO
The latest binding in the NIS system, several key features set the Pro
apart from the Xcelerator 2.0. A wider forefoot functions like a wedge
and the QuickLock system allows the binding to be moved or installed
without using an NIS key. We recommend the Xcelerator 2.0 over the
Pro unless you have experimented with a wedge binding and have
found that it works better for you.
$130

FISCHER SPEEDMAX CLASSIC hand-selected
Refined last year with new graphics, the Speedmax classic offers both Plus-base 902 flex and Coldbase 812 flex models. Every year, Fischer dials in the tolerances and quality control resulting in even
better, more consistent performance. The quality of these skis is absolutely top shelf. Using the Cold
Base Bonding technology developed to produce World Cup-stock skis for their top athletes, Fischer
has created a classic ski with incredibly smooth and supple flex. Because of this cold bonding process,
the base is able to retain its molecular structure during production, allowing it to absorb and retain
wax like never before. With the addition of the cold base to the lineup, there’s a Speedmax classic for
everyone. Available in Plus and Cold: $750

PERFORMANCE
The Performance binding is a great option for those seeking the
benefits of the NIS system but aren't as concerned about minimizing
every gram of the their setup. Easily installed with the use of an NIS
key (included), the Performance is a simple and user-friendly manual
binding, perfect for the high school skier, occasional racer or any other
ski enthusiast.
$75

SALOMON S-LAB CLASSIC

Salomon has been producing some outstanding skate skis the past few years but has struggled to dial
in the quality of their classic skis with enough consistency to make an impact to the consumer. The
new S-Lab classic skis look to be changing that. Our stock of skis for the 16-17 season have really
impressed us and we are excited to get them into customers' hands this winter. Available in Blue for
colder conditions and Yellow as a more all-around ski. The base material on the Salomon S-Lab skis
has really impressed us as well...these are worth a look. $600

XCELERATOR MOUNTING PLATE
For skis that don't come with an integrated NIS plate, this is the
answer! To learn how BNS can help you switch from SNS to NNN
with our free binding offer, see page 87!
$15

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM CLASSIC hand-selected
A great ski for a great price and hand-selected, too! This is an ideal ski for those who are looking for
an all-around classic ski that performs without breaking the bank. The X-ium is also offered with a
waxless fish scale patter (called AR) for those looking to bypass the kick waxing. In fact, the X-ium AR
was the best waxless ski in our stores last season. Easily competitive with more expensive skis, great
for juniors or those looking for great value. $450
MADSHUS HYPERSONIC CLASSIC

With its long, low camber profile, lightweight PR 90 foam core, and slight splay in the tip and tail,
the Hypersonic Carbon Classic cross country ski provides the optimal kick and glide that Madshus is
known for. This is a great ski for the mid-pack racer or performance-minded fitness skier. $430

BACKCOUNTRY MANUAL AND AUTO
The BC Manual and Auto are designed to be used with the NNN BC
boots. NNN BC differs from standard NNN products in that it provides
a wider, more stable platform in conjuction with a hefty rubber boot
sole and is not compatible with the standard NNN products. The Auto
provides step-in-step-out convenience while the Manual provides the
increased reliability of a manual binding.
$105
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FISCHER RCS CLASSIC

The flagship of the Fischer brand for many years and many gold medals! With the introduction of the
Carbonlite and the Speedmax, however, we felt that the RCS production quality suffered. But after
testing the latest RCS for the last year we are confident that the current models are worthy of the RCS
name and will compete against any brand in the second-tier race ski category. $475
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MADSHUS TERRASONIC SKATE
Madshus’ lightweight Polycell foam core, Torsion Cap 3D
construction, and a low rise tip make this a great option for
the fitness skier, high school racer or a new master skier.
The increased sidecut of these skis increases stability to
make skiing easier. This is a great all-around performance
skate ski. $330

MADSHUS TERRASONIC CLASSIC
Based on the platform of Madshus’ top racing models,
the Terrasonic Classic features a lightweight Polycell foam
core milled with the same Torsion Cap 3D construction
found on Madshus’ top end models. We love Madshus
classic skis and this is a great option for those looking for
a moderately-priced ski with very accessible kick. $330

ROSSIGNOL DELTA SKATE
The Rossignol Delta returns to the lineup as one of our
favorite budget performance skate skis. The Delta Skate
is an aggressively-priced performance ski features a
honeycomb core, the same K7000 base material found on
Rossi’s top-end skis and a fiberglass laminate for a softer,
more accessible flex. A great ski for the budget-minded
junior, occasional masters racer and fitness enthusiast.
$300

ROSSIGNOL DELTA CLASSIC
New to BNS last year, the Delta Classic earned its way
onto our ski wall by impressing our ski testers with its great
balance of performance and price. Using Rossi’s Active
Cap construction around a honeycomb core, this ski is
designed with a specialized kick zone to deliver maximum
grip and allowing an easier kick. Ideal for budget-minded
juniors, occasional masters racers and fitness skiers. $300

MADSHUS LILLEHAMMER MGV+
The Lillehammer is a robust touring ski that works well in a variety of conditions. Utilizing Torsion Cap construction and
Madshus’ proven MGV+ waxless pattern, the Lillehammer provides enjoyable touring performance without the hassle
of kickwaxing. $180

FISCHER SPIDER 62
The reputation of this unique side-country ski is getting around. BNS has run out of these skis mid-season for the last two
years! The metal edge and Nordic Rocker make this an excellent ski for cruising through the backcountry while the AirTec
core keeps it light. Fischer’s innovative Offtrack Crown gives the ski great climbing ability while providing exceptional
glide for a ski in this category. This is a perfect all-around ski for those who like to seek adventure away from the touring
center but also enjoy a bit of time in the track. Available with or without NIS plate. $230

MADSHUS VOSS WAX & MGV+
The Voss is a great touring ski that’s just narrow enough to fit into the tracks, making this a very versatile choice for the
recreational skier. The Multigrip Vario + (MGV+) waxless pattern provides good grip for climbing without adding too
much extra drag while gliding. A responsive Torsion Cap and Multicore construction gives the Voss a light, soft flexing tip
and tail, while the 3/4-length steel edge provides sure grip without adding too much weight. Also available in a waxable
variant. $210

MADSHUS GLITTERTIND MGV+
A pure backcountry touring ski (too wide to fit in tracks), the Glittertind offers many of the same features of the Voss
including the Multigrip Vario + (MGV+) waxless pattern and Multicore construction. Providing a wider platform than the
Voss, the Glittertind is a great ski for those looking for a more traditional touring option that will keep them floating above
the powder snow. Also available in a waxable variant by special order. $230
MADSHUS MEGASONIC SKATE
For beginner racers and fitness enthusiasts looking for
stability, comfort, and performance. During our testing
last year, the BNS staff was pleasantly surprised by the
Megasonic. A bit heavier than more expensive skis, the
performance of the Megasonic puts it at or near the top of
skis in this price category. A great ski for those sticking to
a tight budget. $290

MADSHUS ULTRASONIC SKATE
The Ultrasonic is built with a paulownia wood core
and a fiberglass and carbon layup that is unique to
Madshus. Lightweight with moderate sidecut and carbon
reinforcements, these skis accelerate quickly and provide
a good feel for the snow. $230

MADSHUS MEGASONIC CLASSIC
With high-quality construction and a lightweight Polycell
foam core, the Megasonic Classic cross country ski
provides a performance training and race ski at a great
value. Madshus has a long-running reputation of easy-tokick classic skis and these are no exception. $290

FISCHER COUNTRY CROWN
A trusted, tried-and-true traditional ski for spending time away from the Nordic center, the Country Crown is great for
exploring snow-covered areas with the occasional unseen obstacles. With a base that is harder than most in-track skis,
the Country Crowns hold up surprisingly well in encounters with rocks and the low price point means that a few scratches
won’t break your heart. Grab a pair and go have fun! $160

FISCHER ADVENTURE 62 CROWN—NEW
For those who are looking for the performance of the Spider 62 but without the metal edge, the Adventure 62 presents a
lighter and less expensive option. Utilizing Fischer’s Offtrack Crown and Nordic Rocker technology, these are perfect for
roaming the sidecountry in soft snow. $190

MADSHUS ULTRASONIC CLASSIC
Using the same paulownia wood core and carbon
construction as the Ultrasonic Skate, this classic ski
displays the great kick characteristics of all Madshus
skis wrapped up in a relatively lightweight and affordable
package. This is a great entry-level performance racing ski
that is stable and easy to kick. $230

FISCHER TRAVERSE 78 CROWN
Featuring compatibility with Fischer’s Easy Skin system (sold separately), the Traverse 78 has width to help with stability
and float, Offtrack Crown for solid climbing ability and a full metal edge for control in firm conditions. If the crown no
longer grips in steep terrain, simply throw on the Easy Skin and climb! $300

SALOMON EQUIPE 8 SKATE
A perennial surprise favorite of BNS during on-snow
demos. The Equipe 8 is definitely worth a look as a topperforming entry-level skate ski. The Densolite core offers
decent weight and delivers a lively ski with smooth flex
characteristics. High-quality base material for an entrylevel ski $225

ROSSIGNOL ZYMAX SKATE
The Zymax has been a staple of our ski offering for the
last few seasons simply because it is the best entry-level
performance ski that we know of. These are great for
fitness-minded skiers who don’t mind a bit of extra weight
but are looking for a ski that feels great underfoot. These
skis run fast, and have the same K7000 base material
used across Rossi’s performance ski lines. $215
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FISCHER EXCURSION 88 CROWN
For even more off-track! Robust steel-edge ski with Offtrack Crown has ample width for stability and float on powder
snow and the ability to quickly attach the Fischer Easy Skin (sold separately) in steep terrain. Grab a pair of Excursion
88’s and strike out on your own! $330
FISCHER EASY SKIN
A new climbing skin technology for 2015-2016, the Easy Skin attaches mid-ski via a hole at the top of the waxless
pattern in the Traverse 78 and Excursion 88 and several other Fischer touring models. These kicker skins cover the
Offtrack Crown in steep terrain when it no longer grips—just like switching on all-wheel drive. Easy to install and remove
quickly. 65mm and 50mm widths: $75
ROSSIGNOL ZYMAX CLASSIC
The Zymax Classic, available in waxable and waxless
variants, offers some of the best performance we’ve seen
for a ski in this price point category. Though heavier than
more expensive models, the Zymax offers accessible kick,
excellent glide and skis like a race ski. Perfect for that
first pair of classic skis and even as a race ski for the high
school or occasional masters racer. $215

FISCHER RIDGE CROWN
The Ridge Crown is an inexpensive in-track touring ski with reliable grip and a very durable base. It’s perfect for skiing
in the track or striking out on your own on the golf course, snowmobile trails or just generally banging around on skis,
having a good time. The price and hard base material makes this a great ski for exploring places you wouldn’t want to
take your expensive classic skis. $100
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SKIN

S K I S

MADSHUS NANOSONIC INTELLIGRIP
With the success and popularity of the Terrrasonic Intelligrip last year, we are definitely excited for the introduction of
the Nanosonic Intellegrip, a true racing skin ski. The Nanosonic shares the same core material as the Redline and is
only a step down from Madshus top of the line model in base material and tip and tail construction. The Nanosonic
Intellegrip will make a fantastic marathon ski when conditions are tricky or might vary from start to finish. Madshus
feathers the thickness of their mohair towards the ends of the kick zone to give great glide in a skin ski. $500

DON’T STAND STILL,
OUTPLAY YOUR LIMITS

MADSHUS TERRASONIC INTELLIGRIP
Based on the Terrasonic platform, the Intelligrip utilizes a mohair insert under the kickzone in lieu of kick wax or fish
scales. Held in place with hot melt glue and mounted nearly flush with the base, the mohair provides a strong, positive
kick and a surprising amount of glide. If you find yourself in klister conditions often, this ski is a must-have. $349

The choice is yours. Salomon offers skiers a choice of boots and bindings for
skating and classic skiing based on their personal preference – more control
(SNS), or more snow feel (Prolink).

ROSSIGNOL R SKIN
The R-Skin classic ski features a replaceable mohair insert for great kick in all conditions with no prep work. The
R-Skin features a race-ready Nomex Honeycomb core and extra fiberglass laminate provides additional stiffness and
power. The mohair kick zone can be replaced once worn out (approx. 100-150 days). In our testing we noticed that
these skis provide a surprising amount of glide, even in cold and dry conditions. $350

FISCHER TWINSKIN RACE
Fischer released their Twin Skin mid-season last year and we had positive review from customers at our shop demos.
Fischer has two strips of mohair which are offset front & back so there is less resistance towards the ends of the
kick zone, like feathering your kick wax. The Race model has Fischer's air core and soft/med/stiff flexes depending on
length so the fit can be dialed in for individual customers. $379

FISCHER TWINSKIN PRO
The Twin Ski Pro is our budget-model skin ski, but don't let the price fool you. Despite the cost savings from lowerquality materials, this ski has fantastic performance with the engineering of Fischer's new Efficient Forward pocket
design. We tested the Pro for the first time in January in conditions that aren't necessarily favorable to skin skis and it
displayed excellent glide and kick across a wide weight range of skier. A very forgiving ski to kick. $219
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2016-2017 BOOT PREVIEW
If last year was the year that full-carbon skate boots hit
the mainstream, 2016-17 brings us the carbon classics
with Madshus, Alpina, and Fischer releasing their new
top-of-the-line race boots, joining the Rossi Premium in
that category. As with all carbon products, these elite-level
boots come at a price but the trade-off in weight savings
and excellent fit makes it worth it for racers. We definitely
saw it many times in the carbon skate boots last year
where a customer would initially be hesitant at the higher
price but then try them on and immediately change their
mind. The boots are just that good.
Probably the biggest story in this year's boot news is
Salomon's introduction of a new NNN-compatible system,
Prolink. See the opposite page for more detail on the
Prolink system and where it fits in the ski boot ecosystem.
We at BNS have been proponents of the NNN platform for
years, carrying four different brands that use it, Madshus,
Alpina, Rossignol, and Fischer. So we are excited that with
this move by Salomon, it gives our customers another boot
choice that we can really get behind.
FINDING THE RIGHT BOOT
We advise all boot shoppers to try a wide range of boots
in order to determine which brands and models match
their foot. It is most important to first limit your choices
by fit. Most of the boots currently available have excellent
performance, making fit and comfort a priority over boot
features and binding compatibility. When looking at features,
remember that higher-performance boots are constructed
with higher-quality materials providing a lighter, stiffer boot
that fits better and enhances performance.
New boots should fit quite snugly, keeping in mind that
boots “pack out” a bit as they break in. Width and volume
will change slightly during break-in but the length does not.
Find the appropriate length and then try to get the snuggest
fit that is comfortable. If a boot squeezes at the ball of your
foot, it is too tight. Classic boots will break in more than
skate boots because they flex more with the rolling forward
motion of the foot.

It's good to remember that higher-end racing boots have
less padding and insulation to pack out, so they maintain
their fit better over the lifetime of the boot, without the
wishy-washiness that can develop in lower-quality boots as
they get skied in. That longevity is one benefit of the nicer
boots and adds some value to them.
When possible, choose a thin or medium-weight sock;
heavier socks will make the boot feel sloppy and can
reduce circulation, causing the boot to feel colder. If
you have trouble with cold feet, a boot cover is the best
solution. And remember: never, ever use two socks at the
same time. This will cause slipping inside the boot and
could ultimately lead to blisters.
Once you have narrowed the field down, compare the
features and overall quality of the boots. To get a good
feel for what you are trying on, imitate movements made
when skiing. With skate boots, jump from side to side,
transferring your weight from left to right. Don’t be afraid
to make powerful movements. For classical boots, roll onto
the ball of your foot (not on your toes) and push down,
noting how the sole flexes. It should be supple and allow
for your foot to flex naturally.
SKATING BOOTS
Performance in a skate boot comes from stability in the
heel, a torsionally rigid sole and a snug fit. The boot should
have a little room in front of the toe, ideally somewhere
between the fit of a cycling shoe and a running shoe.
When standing on the whole foot, your heel should feel
solid with little or no lateral motion when you imitate a
skating movement by pushing sideways. There should be
no rubbing if you transfer your weight from left to right.
Your heel will likely lift up if you roll up onto your toe—this
is normal. As long as you don’t get any torsional rotation or
rubbing in the heel as you push off laterally with the entire
foot, the boot will work well.
Skate boot fit can present challenges because there are a
number of hard parts in a skate boot like the cuff and the
hinge where the cuff meets the boot. Insoles can make all
the difference to fix this.

CLASSICAL BOOTS
Classical boots require a bit more room in the toe as they
flex under the ball of your foot. Toes should not hit the front
of the boot at any time during the stride. Do not worry
much about lateral motion in classical boots, but it does
not hurt to push from side to side and verify that there is
no significant rubbing. Classic boot fit tends to be more
forgiving than skate boot fit because you don't have to deal
with as much structure around the heel and ankle. But you
need to be aware of any pinching that occurs when you roll
forward onto the ball of your foot.
BOOT FITTING ADJUSTMENTS
Research the available boot options and make sure you
have the ideal size and configuration to fit your foot. Some
models come in women’s and men’s versions. Women’s
boots have a narrower heel, higher arch and more room
for lower calf muscles. Many boots offer very useful
options such as 1/2 sizes, narrow, low volume or “racer fit”
versions, heel cup adjustment and volume-filling insoles.
Make sure that you are aware of all the options as they can
ensure that you get the best possible fit. We understand the
value of a perfectly-sized boot and try to carry options and
sizes that are hard to find elsewhere.
INSOLES
One of the easiest ways to improve fit, comfort and
performance is to replace the stock insole with something
that better supports your foot. We especially recommend
insoles in skate boots any time you are looking to improve
the fit. An insole will change the orientation of your heel
slightly which can can take care of rubbing caused by the
cuff or hinge pins. Also skate boots don't need the sole
to flex like classic boots do, so adding an insole doesn't
change the performance of the boot. Stock insoles tend to
provide very little stiffness or support. Aftermarket insoles
or custom orthotics can make a huge difference in control
and comfort; they should be a consideration for every
serious boot purchase. Finding a trim-to-fit insole that fits
your foot well can be a quick and inexpensive upgrade that
works for the vast majority of the population. If you need
specific corrections, custom orthotics are the way to go.

SALOMON PROLINK

photo: flyingpointroad

The BNS staff had largely positive reviews about the new
Prolink binding system. The combination of Salomon's
excellent fit and a greatly-improved feel (especially with
classic) bodes well for this new system. Apart from the
more obvious benefits of cross compatibility with NNN
bindings and improved performance, Prolink also addresses
some other issues from SNS: less snow stuck in the sole of
the boot when getting into bindings and improved traction
while walking. While we know these are not necessarily
performance factors, they were noticeable improvements
nonetheless.
It is important to note that Prolink and NNN are technically
different systems, though they are cross-compatible.
However, Prolink bindings do not interface with the
Nordic Integrated System (NIS) plate available on most
skis but rather screw directly into the ski. While this may
seem a bit archaic to some current NNN users, we see
several benefits to having a binding that screws onto the
ski without needing a screw-on adapter plate. Rottefella
stopped producing the NNN R3 screw-mounted binding
a few years ago, leaving a gap in the market for anyone
looking to mount their non-NIS plated skis with an NNN/
Prolink style binding. We think that the Prolink binding
will be a great solution for these skiers. Prolink also has
the potential to be a go-to binding for rollerskis as well.
The two big drawbacks with a screw-mounted system are,
when compared to an NIS binding, the inability to adjust
the binding's position on the ski and the inability to move
the binding to another ski. These will be good things to
consider when selecting bindings next season!
Like the Prolink binding, the Prolink sole is not an NNN
sole, but rather its own system that is fully compatible with
NNN bindings. We did not find any noticeable performance
differences between these two soles, but it is worth noting
the technicality for all you ski geeks like us out there.
The bottom line with Prolink is that it gives skiers more
choices--which we think is a big and positive move. In our
opinion, Prolink also brings Salomon into the picture as a
performance classic boot as well, with a significantly better
feel for the wax pocket than SNS. Improvements in skating
were not as pronounced with Prolink, but we still love the
cross-compatibility with NNN products.
Our advice for the upcoming season: if you're going to buy a
Salomon classic boot, a Prolink sole is unquestionably the
way to go. For skating, SNS Pilot will likely be around for a
few more years, so SNS soles are a good option, however,
Prolink plays better with others and is very likely the future
of Salomon boots. Just something to think about.
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ELITE CARBON SKATE BOOTS

MADSHUS SUPER NANO
Lighter than before with improved fit from the
RevoWrap upper that reduces seams and wraps the
foot. Heat-moldable. $750

ALPINA ESK 2.0
Two piece Super Skate sole, active edge carbon
(adapted from glider aircraft technology), 45 degree
lacing, removable cuff, silicone spot heel lining. $900

ROSSIGNOL PREMIUM
A total redesign of Rossi's top skate boot. Full carbon
wrap heel counter and integrated split sole. Minimal
upper with carbon cuff. $700

FISCHER SPEEDMAX
& SPEEDMAX WS
Unisex and Ladies’-specific lasts, two piece Super
Skate sole, one-piece Velcro cuff strap, Nylex lining,
Fischer Speed Lock System, redeveloped World Cup
Carbon Cuff 2.0. $750

SALOMON S-LAB SKATE PRO
& S-LAB SKATE PRO VITANE
Unisex and women’s-specific (Vitane) lasts, refined
footboard allows for more toe flex, dissociated lacing,
integrated neoprene sock, over-foot strap for torsional
and volume control. $450

The best of the best. All of the boots in the Elite Carbon
category feature a full-carbon chassis and are what you
find on the feet of the best skiers in the world. Many of
these boots also feature the two piece Super Skate sole
first introduced on the Madshus Super Nano. By using
carbon technology throughout the boot, these offer a
maximal amount of torsional rigidity (critical for power
transmission and control) while providing the weightsaving characteristics of carbon. Nearly every major brand
now has product in this category and it looks like the
concept is here to stay. Costs remain high, but as with
other carbon sporting goods, price and performance go
hand-in-hand. The Fischer and Alpina boots were very well
received last year for their fit and minimal weight while
providing excellent support. Warning! If you don't want to
buy these boots then don't try them on. The quality and fit
is that good. We are excited to have this year's update from
Madshus and the full redesign from Rossignol, too. This is
the best offering of racing skate boots ever.

HIGH PERFORMANCE SKATE BOOTS
Many of the boots in this category were considered top-ofthe-line just a couple seasons ago. Though the all-carbon
flagship boots may have surpassed them in many ways,
these boots still offer outstanding performance at what
some might consider a more reasonable price. Carbon is
still found in many components of these boots, particularly
cuffs and heel cups. All NNN products in this category
feature the proven Xcelerator sole that has been very well
received thanks to the improved skier stance it provides.
Any boot in this category would be a great option for the
serious ski racer to the performance-minded recreational
skier and everyone in between.

MADSHUS NANO CARBON
This is our favorite for a one-boot-fits-most skate boot.
Xcelerator sole, carbon-composite cuff, heel counter
and last board.
$420

ALPINA CSK
Xcelerator sole, one-piece breathable overboot
(4DRY), elastic footboard, plastic heel counter and
asymmetrical cuff. More generous fit for high-volume
feet. $400

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM WORLD CUP
Updated for 16-17 with a new heel cup. Carbon cuff
from the Premium, Xcelerator sole and a carbon edge
heel counter.
$430

FISCHER CARBONLITE & CARBONLITE WS
Unisex and ladies’-specific lasts, cuff canting
technology, Xcelerator sole and over-foot strap to
customize fit.
$430

SALOMON RS CARBON & VITANE CARBON PROLINK
Midrange Salomon comfort in the new Prolink platform.
Unisex and women’s-specific (Vitane) lasts, extra wide
toe box, carbon footboard, and adjustable heel strap.
$300

SPORT SKATE BOOTS
This group of boots is designed to take both cost and
performance into consideration. Many of these designs
are nearly identical to the Performance boots except that
the carbons are replaced with high-performance plastics.
This increases the weight and lowers the torsional stiffness
noticeably, however the models in this category have been
markedly improving over the past several years. In fact, we
have come to hold many of these boots in surprisingly high
regard. BNS recommends this group for anyone seeking a
quality fit and a performance level perfect for recreational
skiing, cross training and even occasionally racing.

FREE SHIPPING ON WEB
ORDERS OVER $100

MADSHUS HYPER RPS
Full-length composite last board, R3 outsole and
fleece-lined MemBrain softshell construction. $260
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ROSSIGNOL X-10 AND X-10 FW
Unisex and ladies’-specific lasts, Lock Down foot wrap,
Active Control heel support and asymmetrical lacing.
Most economical boot with Xcelerator sole. $250

SALOMON EQUIPE 8 & VITANE 8
Unisex and ladies’-specific (Vitane) lasts, Quicklace
system, and adjustable heel strap. SNS Pilot.
$230
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ELITE CLASSIC BOOTS
The full-carbon classic boot has arrived. The Rossi
Premium is in its second year and has a full-length carbon
sole under the standard Xcelerator sole. It had performed
as our most torsionally rigid classic boot, providing a
lot of stability on corners. Now Madshus, Alpina, and
Fischer are in the mix. They have been developing
their split-sole boots over the last year, dialing in their
carbon soles to provide a smooth flex while delivering
the lightweight torsional rigidity that is the hallmark of
carbon fiber. These are all definitely meant to be pure
racing boots. The fit can be more snug than what you
might be used to, but quality of materials and design
is superior to other boots, resulting in overall better fit,
comfort, and performance.

MADSHUS SUPER NANO CARBON
Madshus' passion for boot fit shines through in this
classic boot developed with significant feedback from
World Cup athletes. Thermo moldable.
$450

ALPINA ECL 2.0
The unmatched lightweight, responsive performance
of Alpina's full-carbon sole is finally available after a
season of development on the World Cup.
$600

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM PREMIUM
Full-wrap carbon heel counter, full-length carbon
midsole, asymmetrical lacing, Lock Down foot wrap,
and thermo-moldable.
$400

FISCHER SPEEDMAX & SPEEDMAX WS
Unisex and women's fit, full 3D integral carbon
chassis. Fischer Speed Lock System. 1/2 sizes
included with additional footbeds.
$450

SALOMON S-LAB & S-LAB VITANE PROLINK
Unisex and women’s-specific lasts, new Prolink
platform, adjustable heel spoiler, integrated neoprene
sock, and carbon heel counter and carbon sole.
$350

HIGH-PERFORMANCE CLASSIC BOOTS
Now that the full-carbon classic boots have made it out
of the World Cup development pipeline, this category of
classic boot drops down to second-best even though they
are the same high-performance boots that have been
around for years. Indeed, you will probably see many of
these boots still getting use on the World Cup by athletes
whose feet don't happen to fit the new carbons. These
boots feature the Xcelerator sole on the NNN platform
and the new Prolink on the Salomon. This sole, along
with high-quality upper materials gives a supportive
comfortable fit without the need for the extra "filler"
of padding and insulation. This results in a lightwight
boot that really allows your foot to move naturally and
efficiently transfer power while giving you a great feel for
the ski on the snow.

MADSHUS NANO CARBON
New RevoWrap upper reduces seems for better fit and
less weight. Seamless connection between lower and
upper, and a new classic heel counter.
$320

ALPINA ECL PRO
Heel grip liner, Thinsulate outer, one piece overboot,
and still Nathan’s favorite classic boot.
$350

ROSSIGNOL X-IUM WORLD CUP
Internal composite 3D heel counter, but without the
external carbon of the Premium. Xcelerator sole.
$300

FISCHER CARBONLITE & CARBONLITE WS
Unisex and ladies’-specific designs, Fischer Speed
Lock System, and Nylex lining, Triple-F membrane.
$300

SALOMON RC CARBON PROLINK
Similar features to the S-Lab including carbon classic
plate and dissociated quicklace system, but without
the carbon heel chassis. Slightly wider last.
$250

SPORT CLASSIC BOOTS

FREE SHIPPING ON WEB
ORDERS OVER $100

MADSHUS HYPER RPC
R3 outsole, fleece-lined MemBrain construction,
torsion box tongue, RevoWrap upper technology.
$220
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ALPINA CCL
Plastic heel counter, heel grip system, Thinsulate
insulation, and 4Dry membrane one-piece overboot.
$280

ROSSIGNOL X-10
External heel counter means a more generous fit in
the rear of the boot. Our lowest-price classic boot to
feature an Xcelerator sole.
$200

Like with the Sport Skate, many of the boots in this
category are based off of the Performance models, but
replace lighter materials with less-expensive but heavier
ones. There is more padding and insulation providing
some additional warmth but the trade-off is that those
materials will pack out over time, meaning the fit will
loosen. Most of the boots in this range are still built on
the Xcelerator NNN platform, giving you a stable and
ergonomic connection to your skis. So they are a great
value in terms of performance but you may have to
play with the fit if you have finicky feet. These are good
"coaching" boots with their extra insulation. See the next
page for our selection of boot covers also. We absolutely
recommend boot covers for warmth vs doubling up or
going thicker with your socks.

FISCHER RC 7
Higher-performance features like Xcelerator sole,
Triple-F membrane outer and Speed Lock lacing for
a great price.
$210
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ENTRY LEVEL SKATE & CLASSIC
If you plan on participating in both skate and classic
skiing long-term, it is necessary to have true skate
and classic boots. Skate boots will give you support
for both your ankle and your foot, increasing on-edge
stability and decreasing foot fatigue from flexible
soles. Classic boots flex with your foot, allowing
your to stride more efficiently and comfortably while
reducing weight.

BC TOURING BOOTS

MADSHUS HYPER S $190
METIS S $170
Unisex and ladies’-specific designs, T3 outsole, and
fleece-lined MemBrain softshell construction.

MADSHUS HYPER C & METIS C
Unisex and women’s-specific lasts, T4 Outsole,
fleece-backed MemBrain upper.
$150

B E S T

COMBI
B O O T

MADSHUS HYPER RPU
R3 outsole, fleece-lined MemBrain construction,
asymmetrical cuff. $240

Touring boots are designed as a rugged and warm
side-country platform, using a wide rubber sole and
the beefy NNN BC binding system (which is not
cross-compatible with standard NNN boots). We
have seen some products in this category that are
prone to causing blisters, so we keep our selection
limited to models whose fit and performance we
are confident in. The fit is more generous and less
precise than performance-oriented boots, but the
trade-off is that these are warm and comfortable for
a long expedition into the side-country.

COMBI BOOTS

BOOT COVERS

The combi boot is, as the name implies, a boot designed
to be used for both skate and classic skiing. Essentially
a classic boot with a skating cuff, the combi is an
option for those looking for one boot to do it all. We
also find that combi boots work well for people seeking
extra ankle support while classic skiing or even as a
very light touring boot. We have found, however, that
the combi design results in a compromise that reduces
performance—particularly when skating. The reason
for this is that the sole must be soft enough for classic
skiing and so there is an appreciable loss of torsional
control and power transmission.

Cross-country skiing in the cold can be challenging
for less-experienced skiers, but the right clothing and
equipment can keep you warm and comfortable even in
the coldest extremes. Protecting the fragile extremities
is the biggest challenge, since the activity level of skiing
usually generates plenty of heat to keep your core
temperature high. To keep your toes from limiting your
enjoyment of skiing, add a neoprene boot cover to cut
the wind and add a layer of insulation.

TOURING BOOTS

For extreme cold or for those who have circulation
issues, tape a chemical hand warmer over the toe of
the boot and then pull on the boot cover so that the
chemical warmer is between the boot and boot cover.

SALOMON PRO COMBI PILOT
Quicklace system, adjustable heel strap. SNS Pilot
binding system $250

Touring boots are designed as a rugged and warm
side-country platform, utilizing a wide rubber sole
and the beefy NNN BC binding system (which is not
cross-compatible with standard NNN boots). Many
products in this category are prone to causing blisters,
so we keep our selection limited to models whose fit
and performance we are confident in. The fit is more
generous and less precise than performance oriented
boots, but the trade-off is that these are warm and
comfortable for a long expedition into the side-country.

FREE SHIPPING ON WEB
ORDERS OVER $100

ALPINA ALASKA
Natural leather, toe box protection, beefy lacing
system, soft collar. BC NNN platform.
$250

ROSSIGNOL BCX-10
Thinsulate lining, tall plastic cuff, Cordura lace covers,
thermo-moldable fit. BC NNN platform.
$180

Boot covers fit snugly over the ski boot and will not
interfere with your movements. In fact, all you will
notice is significantly warmer toes. You don’t need
thicker socks or two socks to keep your feet warm—
keep your medium-weight socks and maintain the ideal
fit and comfort in your boot. Neoprene boot covers
can be worn during races as well as every-day skiing.
Boot covers can also help in slushy conditions where
you want to keep the water out. Most high-end boots
are nearly waterproof these days, but in rain and super
sloppy conditions adding a neoprene cover will keep
your feet drier for longer.

MORE INFORMATION ONLINE
We have limited space in our magazine, but you can find
more information on these boots as well as our full line
of products on bouldernordic.com! Or call us and one of
our knowledgeable staff will be happy to answer your
questions and help recommend the right equipment for
you.
ALPINA OVERBOOT $75
Sizes: 38-46
SALOMON S-LAB OVERBOOT $75
Sizes: 3.5-13UK

MADSHUS CT 100 & AMICA 100
Comfort, warmth, and fit in a supportive boot that
gives you the perfect combination of stability and
flexibility. The CT 100 comes in small sizes (down to
EU 35) like the women's Amica 100, so women with
wider feet have that as an option. $130
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ROSSIGNOL BCX-6 & BCX-6 FW
Unisex and women’s-specific models, Thinsulate
lining, shorter plastic cuff, Cordura lace covers,
thermo-moldable fit. BC NNN. $140

FISCHER OVERBOOT $90
M (38-40)
L (41-43)
XL (44-46)
YOKO OVERBOOT $50
S (36-38)
M (39-41)
L (42-44)
XL (45-47)

MADSHUS OVERBOOT $70
S (35-37)
M (38-41)
L (42-44)
XL (45-48)
ROSSIGNOL OVERBOOT $70
S (35-37)
M (38-40)
L (41-43)
XL (44-46)
XXL (47-49)
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POLES:

THE CRITICAL LINK

It is important to understand how crucial poles
are to your cross country skiing experience:
they are one of only two ways for you to propel
yourself across the snow. It is important that your
poles are adequately stiff and have a low swingweight. Poles that are not stiff enough will absorb
a significant portion of your energy—energy that
would otherwise be propelling you forward. The
longer the pole shaft, the stiffer and lighter it
needs to be. Poles that are heavy have a high
swing-weight that requires more energy to move
the pole through the air and can throw off your
timing, especially when skating. Cross-country
skiing is all about efficiencies and having stiff,
light poles makes a huge difference. Not all poles
are created equal and it is important to find a pole
that meets your needs.
FINDING THE POLE THAT IS RIGHT FOR YOU
When approaching a new pole purchase, it is best
to keep in mind what your poling priorities are
and what performance level you want. First, it is
best to establish what category of pole shaft you
are looking to find. The 100% “high modulus”
carbon poles will be the choice for serious racers
and for those seeking the highest performance,
the 100%-80% carbon (non-high modulus) poles
can work well for price conscious recreational
and high school racers. Composite (carbon and
fiberglass) poles are a good option for recreational
skiers and those looking for a pole that is more
forgiving in a crash and for those looking to keep
their setup affordable. Aluminum poles are most
affordable and work well for children and for side
country touring.
Keep in mind that as poles get longer, the weight
and softness of lower-end poles becomes more
pronounced. If you are a tall person (using 160cm
or longer) it is recommended to find a pole with a
carbon content of 80% or more. There are more
nuances to these categories, so don’t be afraid to
ask a salesperson if you have questions.
Once you have established your pole category, the
discernible differences among your options will
be: strap and grip design, stiffness, swing weight
and price. Keep in mind that though similar poles
look the same on paper, each will have its own
unique characteristics. Try each pole on, swing it
back and forth and find a solid place to push down
on the pole to test its stiffness. Pay close attention
to how the strap and grip feel on your hand. Don’t
forget that this is an important purchase and don’t
be afraid to ask questions!
Finally, before you leave the shop, try the straps
on to make sure that they are the right size. It can
be very disappointing to try your new poles for the
first time only to discover that the strap is too large
or too small. Usually, it is possible to exchange for
different sizes at the time of purchase.
SWIX TRIAC BASKET SYSTEM The Triac Basket
System (TBS) is a patented interchangeable pole
basket system that allow the user to change
baskets in just a few seconds. Instead of using
the traditional hot-melt glue, TBS baskets are
removed by unscrewing a nut at the bottom of
the pole and attached by simply tightening again.
Swix offers five different TBS options ranging from
a large basket for very soft tracks to a rollerskiing
ferrule. Each sold separately.

SWIX TRIAC 2.5
Swix brings an update to their already phenomenal Triac 2.0 with an even better shaft and pole strap. While
the new shaft doesn't offer a massive performance upgrade, the poles are a bit lighter and stiffer. We love the new red, blue, and
black matte finish. Most notable is the use of a new strap closure material that replaces traditional velcro. Why is this important?
Because Velcro on pole straps destroys race suits. This new material functions in a similar way with satisfactory performance but
without the Lycra-fraying attribute. We give a huge nod of appreciation to whoever came up with this idea. $450

SWIX TRIAC 2.0 Even with the introduction of Swix's new flagship Triac 2.5, the popularity and performance of the 2.0 means
that it is still available, and at a fantastic price for this level of elite raing pole. The 2.0 utilizes the interchangeable Triac Basket
System (TBS), allowing any of the five basket types to be quickly and easily switched out. Perfectly balanced and a joy to ski with,
this is a chance for you to upgrade to a top product without breaking the bank. $380

SWIX STAR CT1 The winningest pole of all time. While retaining an incredibly light and stiff high modulus carbon fiber shaft
and natural cork grip, Swix has updated this tried-and-true champion with the Triac Basket System (TBS) and the redesigned
Pro Fit 2 strap. The TBS system allows baskets to be interchanged without the use of tools within just seconds. TBS baskets are
available in five different variations from powder baskets to rollerskiing ferrules. The new Pro Fit 2 strap is the next evolution of
Swix’s highly successful Pro Fit Strap line. Developed with World Cup skiers, the new straps feature neoprene padding with a
nylon outer layer ensuring comfort without sacrificing performance. The CT1 remains a best seller and the choice for many racers
and performance-driven skiers. $285

MADSHUS NANOCARBON RACE 100 UHM After a successful 2015-16 race season, the pole that the Madshus World Cup
athletes requested is back for another season. This pole, constructed of 100% Ultra High Modulus Carbon is one of the stiffest,
lightest poles on the market. It comes with a low-profile basket designed to shed snow with every pole plant. The full cork handle
makes for a very low swing weight and the 3D custom moldable Contour Champion Strap provides incredible
comfort and performance. A perennial best-seller. $290

SWIX TEAM CT2 Like the CT1, Swix has given the CT2 the easily interchangeable Triac Basket System (TBS) and the new Pro
Fit 2 strap. The CT2 is a 100% carbon fiber pole with an amazing compromise of weight, stiffness, price and strength. The Team
is slightly heavier and less stiff than the Star, but is less brittle, due to the nature of the materials used in construction. The CT2
is a great choice for junior skiers, smaller athletes and recreational skiers alike. $210

SWIX SUPER CARBON The Super Carbon is a 100% carbon fiber pole that finds its place in the Swix lineup as a moreeconomical version of the CT2 Team. A definite step up from the CT3 in stiffness due to 100% carbon fiber construction but
heavier than the CT2. Same grip as the CT3 and same great Pro Fit 2 strap and TBS basket system as all the Swix elite and
performance race poles. $175

SWIX CARBON CT3 The CT3 is an 80% Carbon-20% Fiberglass pole that is reinforced at the bottom to withstand ski edges and
impact (great for mass starts). A great all-around pole, it shares the same new Pro Fit 2 strap that is used on the CT1 & CT2. The
grip is a more durable cork-filled thermoplastic, which is very comfortable and only slightly heavier. Make no mistake; the CT3
has has noticeably more heft than the CT2, but still a reasonably good racing pole. Many juniors choose this pole for its strength
and price. $130
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SWIX CROSS CT4–BNS EXCLUSIVE LIMITED EDITION The CT4 is a 60% Carbon-40% Fiberglass pole that is designed for
recreational and entry-level racing use. A pole for the price conscious consumer looking for some performance, it shares the same
new Pro Fit 2 strap found on the CT1, CT2 & CT3 with a durable cork-filled thermoplastic grip. As an added bonus, all of our
CT4’s come with custom graphics, produced by Swix exclusively for BNS. $90

SWIX COMP CT5 The CT5 is a 40% Carbon-60% Fiberglass pole with a polycarbonate handle and new Pro Fit 2 strap. The CT5
is strong, but the basket, grip and shaft give this pole a noticeably high swing-weight. This is the heaviest and least stiff pole in
the Swix carbon pole line, but provides adequate performance for the recreational skier or entry-level racer. BNS recommends
that you upgrade to the CT3 or CT2 if you are skiing with poles 160cm or longer. $70
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WHEREVER THE SNOW TAKES YOU

Rossignol delivers the ultra-lightweight, award-winning innovations for every discipline, style, and skill-set.
From elite-level athletes striving for the top step of the podium, to backcountry enthusiasts seeking the
serenity of the winter landscape, to fitness-oriented skiers reaching for a new personal best – we make
Nordic skiing easier, more comfortable, and more fun.
Wherever the snow takes you, whether gliding on-trail, exploring off-trail, or racing on
the World Cup circuit; Rossignol delivers the groundbreaking performance, versatility,
and ease-of-use to guarantee Another Best Day.

www.rossignol.com

